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CHOOSING WHITE-COLLAR CRIME

For more than three decades, rational-choice theory has reigned as the
dominant approach both for interpreting crime and as underpinning for
crime-control programs. Although it has been applied to an array of street
crimes, white-collar crime and those who commit it have thus far received
less attention. Choosing White-Collar Crime is a systematic application of
rational-choice theory to problems of explaining and controlling white-
collar crime. It distinguishes ordinary and upperworld white-collar crime
and presents reasons for believing that both have increased substantially
in recent decades. Reasons for the increase include the growing supply
of white-collar lure and noncredible oversight. Choosing White-Collar Crime
also examines the generative world of white-collar criminals, their decision
making, and their criminal careers. The book concludes with reasons for
believing that problems of white-collar crime will continue unchecked in
the increasingly global economy and calls for strengthened citizen move-
ments to rein in the increases.
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Preface

In November 2001, both the world’s largest newspapers and electronic
media were filled with stories about the collapse of Enron Corporation
and speculation about likely criminal charges for some of its officers.
That crime was committed there was little doubt, and, largely because
of it, some 20,000 Enron employees eventually lost entirely or saw a
severe reduction in their retirement financial accounts. Criminal pro-
ceedings against and negotiated guilty pleas by some of Enron’s for-
mer top managers began soon afterward. Andrew Fastow, the Enron
chief financial officer who contrived many of the deals that enabled
his employer to hide from investors and shareholders the enormity of
its debt, was one of the first. On January 12, 2005, he pleaded guilty
to federal charges and later was sentenced to ten years imprisonment.
Like him, Kenneth Lay, Jeffrey Skilling, and other high-ranking officers
were indicted and faced trial on criminal charges. Criminal proceed-
ings will continue for years. Enron was not the only major corporation
caught out for crimes on a massive scale; its crimes were duplicated
by predatory and criminal behavior by management of WorldCom,
HealthSouth, Tyco, Xerox, Adelphia, and others.

For those inclined to look for it, evidence of pervasive and wide-
spread white-collar crime has rarely been more plentiful. Even the
casual consumer of the mass media almost daily encounters reports of
outrageously harmful or destructive crime committed by privileged cit-
izens and large corporations. Few white-collar crimes are as complex or
costly as media coverage of these sensational cases might suggest; the
media generally single out for attention the most gluttonous offenders
and the most egregious crimes. But the picture gained from coverage

xiii
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of regional and local events by newspapers in smaller cities is no less
disturbing. The crimes of Enron, similar crimes committed by other
organizations and individuals, and media reports highlight the con-
cern shared by many citizens that white-collar crime has reached dan-
gerous levels.

This epidemic developed even as the nation witnessed a corrective
shift in the way most people think about street criminals and the most
promising ways to deal with them. For more than three decades, polit-
ical leaders have embraced and promoted assiduously the notion of
crime as choice. The fundamental assumption of this approach is that
criminal acts are products of decision making in which individuals
examine and assess available options and their potential net payoffs,
paying attention particularly to the possibility of arrest. The notion of
crime as choice is cited approvingly by many academics, policy makers,
and crime-control managers, and it has spawned a host of bromides
about crime and the most appropriate responses to it. Elected officials
and citizens have come to understand that indulgence and permissive-
ness breed crime, and that offenders must be shown that “decisions
have consequences.” Few doubt the wisdom of communicating to all
who contemplate criminal choice that if they “do the crime, [they] do
the time.” There is a timeless quality in the interpretations, applica-
tions, and lessons of rational-choice theory that commands attention.

The no-nonsense conventional wisdom speaks not only to manage-
ment of offenders but also to the environments that attract them.
Observers place themselves in the mind of rational offenders and imag-
ine, for example, how they might see some neighborhoods as more
attractive than others. Places with high rates of disorder and crime
are places also where offenders sense tolerance for uncivil behavior.
Broken windows that go unfixed invite only more broken windows.
The lesson is that there can be no public refuge for vice and no tol-
erance even of minor forms of criminal activity. It sends the wrong
message and thereby increases the likelihood of offending. On the
crime-prevention front, the promise of crime-as-choice theory is relief
from an impressive range of criminal behaviors, everything from loi-
tering to armed robbery.

More important than its function as underpinning of contemporary
approaches to crime control, crime-as-choice theory is a general theory
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of criminal conduct; its depiction of the criminal decision-making pro-
cess and its propositions about curbing crime are applicable to all
offenses. This book is intended as a straightforward demonstration
of how rational-choice theory applies to the problem of explaining
and controlling white-collar crime. Doubtless this will strike some as
misguided; depiction of white-collar criminals as calculating actors
may not sit well with them or with sympathetic interpreters of their
conduct. Both prefer interpretations that are less voluntaristic and
more blameless. In addition to the potential crime-reduction benefits
of crime-as-choice theory, it seems appropriate that privileged crim-
inals not be permitted to market exculpatory explanations for their
crimes while their poor and minority criminal cousins are held to the
standard of rational actors.

Although we draw from a variety of materials in the pages and
chapters that follow, the data available to investigators of white-collar
crime pale in quality and comprehensiveness beside data available on
street crime. Inevitably, what can be learned easily about white-collar
crime and criminals whether from available data or from use of well-
established research techniques is patchy and of uncertain validity.
The most important problem this presents is inability to measure with
even a modicum of comprehensiveness and confidence the volume of
white-collar crime.

The complications begin but do not end there; investigations of
white-collar crime are beset by disagreement over fundamental con-
ceptual issues, and decades after pioneering research on the sub-
ject, investigators still contend with these. Considerable time and
energy have been invested in efforts to resolve these controversies, but
progress has been nil. Where white-collar crime is concerned, figure
and ground are easily blurred and seen, therefore, in more than one
way. We believe that conceptual disagreements should not impede
efforts to better understand and confront white-collar crime, but in
chapter 1 we touch on some of these disagreements. Rational-choice
theory gives reason to believe that white-collar crime is increasing sub-
stantially, but data limitations make impossible a straightforward test of
this assumption. Consequently, the strategy employed here is to exam-
ine and document changes in conditions that theoretically predict the
level of white-collar crime. Variation in lure, oversight, and the supply
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of motivated offenders, concepts at the heart of crime-as-choice theory,
is described in the chapters that follow and documented where pos-
sible. Readers are on notice, however, that our theoretical reach and
analysis perhaps cannot be applied evenly to all white-collar criminals.

Chapter 2 examines temporal increases in the supply of lure, one
of the principal sources of variation in the rate of white-collar crime.
In chapter 3 we explore the class, family, and organizational back-
grounds of those who choose to exploit lure. Chapter 4 describes
oversight and argues that its credibility has failed to keep pace with
the burgeoning supply of white-collar lure. Chapters 5 and 6 examine
the dynamics of white-collar criminal decision making and careers in
white-collar crime. These matters have captured the attention of in-
vestigators and policy makers alike, and no treatment of crime can
ignore them. The analysis concludes in chapter 7 with discussion of
victims of white-collar crime, the frustrations they face dealing with
unresponsive control agents, and why state responses to white-collar
crime generally are tepid and ineffective. We argue that determined
efforts will be required if the odds of runaway increases in white-collar
crime are to be minimized.
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chapter one

White-Collar Crime

The closing decades of the twentieth century saw dramatic change
in the way policy makers and elite academics talk about crime and
what should be done about it. In place of the deterministic accounts
of its sources that had enjoyed support for decades, they turned to
and advanced an interpretation of crime as choice. Seen in this way,
aggregate-level crime rates are determined by the supply of opportu-
nities for crime and the number of individuals willing to exploit them.
As to the further problem of explaining why only some do so, crime-as-
choice theory resurrects an answer advanced by philosophers nearly
two centuries ago: they choose. As with all choices, criminal ones are
said to be preceded by a decision-making process in which individuals
assess options and their potential net payoffs, paying attention par-
ticularly to potential aversive consequences. The possibility of arrest
and punishment presumably is prominent among these. When viewed
through the lens of crime-as-choice theory, crime unambiguously is
purposeful and calculated action.

Rational-choice theory gained unrivaled dominance not only as
explanation for variation in crime but also as justification for a changed
emphasis in crime-control practice. It was pointed out that because
the so-called root causes identified in some theories of crime suppos-
edly are beyond the reach of meliorative action by the state, a more
appropriate focus is policies and practices meant simply to increase
the risks of choosing crime (Wilson, 1975). Programs grounded in
theories of deterrence and incapacitation took center stage, and the
emphasis shifted to initiatives that would increase the odds and sever-
ity of punishment. The net cast by the state to ensnare and control

1
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miscreants simultaneously was widened, and its mesh was thinned
(Garland, 2001).

A mountain of research and statistical reports can be cited to docu-
ment these developments, but suffice it to say that across the United
States police were given new powers to search out and pursue more
aggressively criminal suspects. Sentencing laws were also revamped to
provide for mandatory and increasingly severe penalties. The nation
witnessed a dramatic increase in arrests and criminal convictions.
Three decades of growth in the U.S. prison population, for example,
add up to an overall increase of some 500 percent since 1973. In the
eyes of some public officials and policy makers, this is an important
reason why rates of serious street crime declined substantially in the
years bounding arrival of the new millennium.

On the crime-prevention front, in place of broad strategies aimed
at reducing poverty and inequality, the new focus became policy ini-
tiatives implemented in narrowly circumscribed geographic locales
against specific types of crime (Clarke, 1995). In the British Home
Office, for example, a stream of studies and publications examined
the effects of manipulated situational elements on offenses as diverse
as car park crime, household burglary, and theft of natural gas by resi-
dential tenants. Among the lessons learned from this research are that
simulating occupancy when homes are deserted reduces the odds of
household burglary, and improved lighting in public places can lower
the incidence of some types of crime. Known as situational crime preven-
tion, this approach is said to be applicable to all types of crime (Felson
and Clarke, 1998).

As a general theory of crime and crime control, the appeal of
rational-choice theory is belief that it explains significant variation
in all crimes across time, space, populations, and individuals. Thus
far it has been applied principally to street crime and its perpetrators
but only sparingly and unenthusiastically to white-collar crime in its
immense variety (Braithwaite and Geis, 1982; Shover and Bryant, 1993;
Cohen and Simpson, 1997; Weisburd, Waring, and Chayet, 2001). The
promised crime-control benefits of the theory, therefore, have yet to be
extracted and exploited adequately where it is concerned. The effort
is undertaken in the pages that follow.
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The project’s premisses are few and straightforward. They begin
with belief that all criminal decision making makes up a single field of
study, and that much of what has been learned in studies of street crim-
inals and their decision making almost certainly is paralleled in white-
collar criminal decision making. There are good reasons to believe
that white-collar criminals generally behave more rationally than street
offenders; the latter routinely choose to offend in hedonistic contexts
of street culture where drug consumption and the presence of other
males clouds judgment and the ability to calculate beforehand. Many
white-collar workers by contrast live and work in worlds that promote,
monitor, and reward prudent decision making. They are significantly
older to boot and more capable, presumably, of exercising the greater
care and caution of persons with some maturity.

It is a mistake, however, to focus interest narrowly on the effects of
threat and punishment on decisions by individual offenders. There is
the general deterrent effect to consider. When the state looks the other
way or responds with apparent indifference to white-collar crime, those
tempted to violate the law are emboldened. The moral and educative
consequences of state response to white-collar crime merit greater
attention as well. Official punishment is not meant to be nor is it a
neutral event. It signals to others important lessons about moral val-
ues that underpin many criminal laws; citizens take cues about the
seriousness of behaviors by observations of how it is treated by state
officials. This is one reason many white-collar criminals escape the
public condemnation that generally comes from seeing crime as will-
ful choice. Beyond narrow and technocratic policy issues, moreover,
application of rational-choice theory to white-collar crime is consis-
tent with lay notions of fairness; currently, materially disadvantaged
and disreputable offenders bear the greatest burden of crime control.
In light of its astronomical if inestimable costs, systematic application
to white-collar crime of a theoretical approach that has gained back-
ing by citizens and policy makers alike for its realistic and hard-nosed
interpretation is past due.

As a guide to policy making, the bedrock assumption of rational-
choice theory is belief that “when punishment is not only uncertain
but altogether improbable, crime rises precipitously” (van den Haag,
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1975:70). Expressed as advice to parents, teachers, and legislators
alike,

the way to improve behavior is to provide rules, teach precepts, offer
good examples, and enforce the law. The answer to bad behavior is
to hold people accountable and if necessary to punish them. Simply
offering a course on theories of responsibility isn’t sufficient. You
don’t change a [criminal’s] behavior by making him take an ethics
course. You change it the old fashioned way, by telling him to stop
and why; and if he doesn’t stop, you force him to stop by the power
of the law, if necessary. It’s not complicated, but it requires resolute
action and tough mindedness. (Bennett, 1992:165)

The call for tough action has been extended to the problem of curbing
white-collar crime also:

[W]e believe that some nonviolent, first-time offenders . . . belong in
prison. White-collar criminals, those who commit fraud, those who
extort or embezzle, and those who conspire or cover up can be just as
deserving of punishment as any street predator. And we suspect that
most Americans – most people who believe in equal justice under
law – agree with us. (Bennett, Dilulio, and Walters, 1996:101)

Before we turn to sketching and examining critically predictions
about white-collar crime grounded in rational-choice theory, we briefly
review continuing controversy over the crimes of privileged citizens
and appropriate policy responses.

WHITE-COLLAR CRIME

It is ironic that the designation white-collar crime does not appear in
statutes or in state regulations yet has become securely rooted in lay
and scholarly lexicons. In everyday parlance, it is understood and used
to denote a type of crime and that differs fundamentally from street
crime. One way it is different is its obscured and innocuous appear-
ance. Street crimes typically are committed by confronting victims
or entering their homes or businesses, but most white-collar crimes
are committed by using guile, deceit, or misrepresentation to cre-
ate and exploit for illicit advantage the appearance of a legitimate
transaction. Many have the look and feel of the ordinary. Others are
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committed by abusing for illicit purposes the power of organizational
position or public office. The crimes committed by white-collar crim-
inals are dissimilar also in the ways they develop and harm others.
From the abruptness and violence of some to the slow-to-develop
nature and widely diffused harm caused by others, these are diverse
crimes. Some are as subtle and obscured from the eyes of onlookers as
toxic dumping, but others are as violent as sexual assault. White-collar
crime is different also in the backgrounds and characteristics of its
perpetrators; the poor and disreputable fodder routinely encountered
in police stations and in studies of street crime are seldom in evidence
here.

In the United States, interest in white-collar crime dates to the Pro-
gressive era of the early twentieth century when the excesses of indus-
trialists and political leaders were the focus of considerable attention
by social critics. The early sociologist E. A. Ross was among them and
highlighted what has come to be called white-collar crime. Ross (1907)
noted that growing social and economic interdependence had pro-
duced a level of “mutualism” unknown to earlier generations, and
the result was new and changing forms of criminal opportunity. Crim-
inals now could victimize large numbers of citizens in a calculated
yet emotionally and geographically detached fashion. Ross dubbed
“criminaloids” the new breed of offenders who exploit with impunity
these opportunities, and he noted how much they differ in outward
appearance from the picture that comes to mind when the topic of
crime is raised in conversation. Criminaloids are respectable criminals,
and, Ross warned, “every year finds society more vulnerable” to them
(1907:37). Likening them to “wolves,” he argued that

the villain most in need of curbing is the respectable, exemplary,
trusted personage who, strategically placed at the focus of a spider-
web of fiduciary relations, is able from his office-chair to pick a thou-
sand pockets, poison a thousand sick, pollute a thousand minds, or
imperil a thousand lives. It is the [criminaloid] that needs the shackle.
(1907:29–30)

Ross fused scholarly objectives with a presentational style akin to muck-
raking, but his analysis and call received little attention. Decades
passed before white-collar crime again came under critical scrutiny.
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CRIMINALS OR CRIMES?

The sociologist Edwin Sutherland is credited with introducing the
concept white-collar crime in the middle decades of the last century.
In scholarly speeches and publications, Sutherland criticized social
scientists for the class bias in their near-exclusive focus on crimes
of the disadvantaged. He also reported results from his pioneering
investigations of white-collar crime (Sutherland, 1940; 1945; 1949;
1983). For Sutherland, white-collar crime is “crime committed by
a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his
occupation” (Sutherland, 1983:7). Although he at times was ambigu-
ous and inconsistent in his use of concepts, no one disputes that
Sutherland regarded the respectable social status of its perpetrators
as the defining characteristic of white-collar crime. In the years since
he wrote, many have followed his lead in opting for a criminal-based
definition. Fundamental to this approach is belief that the power and
status of its perpetrators is the essential quality of white-collar crime.

Nothing about white-collar crime is free of controversy, however, and
the way it is defined is the focus of much of it. In contrast to those who
prefer criminal-based definitions, others contend that either there is
no analytic advantage to be gained by highlighting offenders’ priv-
ileged position or that this is misplaced. They counter with crime-
based definitions, all of which look to formal characteristics of criminal
offenses as the basis for distinguishing white-collar crime from other
types. As Edelhertz (1970:3) puts it, for example, a white-collar crime is
“an illegal act or series of illegal acts committed by nonphysical means
and by concealment or guile, to obtain money or property, to avoid the
payment or loss of money or property, or to obtain business or personal
advantage.” In the process of constructing crime-based definitions, the
respectable status of those who commit white-collar crime disappears
or loses analytic significance. Thus, Edelhertz (1970:4) makes clear
his belief that “the character of white-collar crime must be found in
its modus operandi and its objectives rather than in the nature of the
offenders.” His approach is matched by Shapiro (1990:346), who calls
for “collaring the crime, not the criminal.”

The democratic implications of doing so are clear if illogical. When
it is defined on the basis of crime characteristics, “white-collar” crime
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can be “committed by a bank teller or the head of an institution. The
offender can be a high government official with a conflict of inter-
est [or] [h]e can be the destitute beneficiary of a poverty program”
(Edelhertz, 1970:4). No longer is white-collar crime the province of
only the remote and powerful; now the neighborhood automobile
mechanic receives equal billing. Just how democratic the empirical
implications of crime-based definitions of white-collar crime can be is
made clear in a study carried out by investigators at Yale Law School
(Weisburd et al., 1991). They began by drawing a sample of offenders
from all persons who were convicted of or who pleaded guilty to any
of eight statutorily defined crimes in seven U.S. District Courts in the
years 1976–1978. The crimes are: securities fraud; antitrust violations;
bribery; bank embezzlement; postal and wire fraud; false claims and
statements; credit and lending institution fraud; and tax fraud. These
offenses were designated white-collar crimes by investigators, and, by
definition, individuals convicted of any of them are white-collar crim-
inals. Subsequent analysis, however, showed that the sample included
many offenders of modest financial resources; a substantial proportion
were unemployed when they committed their crimes. The presence of
many who obviously are not of elite background and status in samples
defined on the basis of crime characteristics is one reason some have
dubbed white-collar crime as “crimes of the middle classes” (Weisburd
et al., 1991).

The democratic implications of crime-based definitions are evident
as well in the results of a study of individuals in the United Kingdom
who were convicted of selected white-collar offenses: adulteration of
food, selling food from unhygienic premises, misleading descriptions
of goods, and use of short weights or measures. Information about
the defendants gleaned from regulatory and court records caused the
investigator to remark that

[e]xamination of the occupational or social status of [these] con-
victed offenders fails to expose the widespread criminality of elite
groups, high status executives or large, multinational corporations,
however loosely defined these terms may be. Instead, the offences of
butchers, bakers, restaurateurs, porters, manual workers and small
businesses are to be found equally, if not more prevalent (Croall,
1992:56).
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The investigator notes as well that “[w]hite collar crime . . . cannot
automatically be assumed to be the preserve of the rich and pow-
erful. Employees at all levels of the occupational hierarchy have
many opportunities to abuse their occupational roles, and both large
and small businesses can indulge in many dangerous and deceitful
practices” (Croall, 1992:56). Recall, however, that those who employ
criminal-based definitions of white-collar crime generally do so with
full intent of restricting its meaning to crime committed by the “rich
and powerful.”

Regardless of how it is defined, there is no shortage of white-collar
crime. For this reason, definitional controversy may not matter much.
Future historians looking backward to identify periods of widespread
white-collar crime committed with apparent impunity could do worse
than single out the present for closer scrutiny. A visit to the Website
maintained by any state attorney general in the United States instantly
confirms the high level of white-collar crime and official actions to
curb it. The same eye-opening experience is produced by examin-
ing online administrative and criminal actions initiated by the U.S.
Department of Justice, Federal Trade Commission, or Securities and
Exchange Commission.

A more old-fashioned search for information on white-collar crime is
no less revealing. To illustrate the point, we examined reports of white-
collar crime in the nation’s 100 largest newspapers for February 1,
2004, and February 4, 2004. One hundred forty-three news reports
about white-collar crime appeared in the newspapers on these two days.
Sixty-two (43.4 percent) of the stories mentioned widely publicized
national or international cases. Many reported on the criminal trial of
entrepreneur, business executive, and television personality Martha
Stewart for lying to investigators about an illicit stock sale (New York
Times, 2003a). Likewise, there was extensive reporting on the interna-
tional mutual funds scandals that recently had come to light. Septem-
ber 2003 marked the beginning of investigations into this web of crime.
Fund companies, it soon became apparent, used improper and crimi-
nal tactics to allow insiders or big clients to make quick profits
at the expense of small and long-term investors. By early February
2004, the New York state attorney general and the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission had brought criminal and civil actions
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against over half a dozen brokerage firms, fund companies, or indi-
viduals. Financial settlements were reached in other cases. On Febru-
ary 4, 2004, newspaper stories reported that a former executive of
the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce was charged by state and
federal authorities with larceny and fraud by helping finance ille-
gal mutual fund trading. Officials charged that he helped others
carry out improper trades from 2001 to 2003 in a trading scheme that
stole more than $2 million from two mutual funds (Washington Post,
2004a).

Eighty-one news stories recounted incidents of white-collar crime
exclusively or primarily in regional newspapers:

A special committee was formed by the University of Colorado
to investigate allegations that sex parties were used by the ath-
letic department to lure prospective players. The investigation was
launched following allegations from the district attorney and a civil
lawsuit filed by one of three women who alleged they were raped
during or after a 2001 party for recruits. The Colorado governor
demanded answers, and the university’s regents scheduled an emer-
gency meeting to discuss the panel process and depositions taken in
connection with the civil lawsuit. (Tacoma News Tribune, 2004a)

Authorities in Pensacola, Florida uncovered a drug network operat-
ing out of an upscale Pensacola bar and various homes, and a promi-
nent Pensacola couple was charged as a result of the investigation.
Local prosecutors charged that cocaine was sold to influential mem-
bers of the community, including a wealthy citizen who serves on the
Pensacola Junior College Foundation’s board of governors, two attor-
neys, an insurance agent, the owner of a real estate school, probation
officer, teacher, dietician, restaurant manager, barkeep, chef, hair
salon owner and a mental health counselor. (Tampa Tribune, 2004)

A Boise, Idaho, dentist surrendered to authorities on two misde-
meanor charges of sexual exploitation by a medical provider. He
was accused of fondling female patients during dental work while
they were heavily sedated. Boise police received at least 3 complaints
about the dentist since December 1998. The charges were filed in
connection with the most recent event that occurred in December
2003. (Salt Lake Tribune, 2004)

On March 1, 2004, Runnemede, New Jersey appointed a new police
chief. The former chief resigned a week after he was arrested at a
local brothel where, authorities say, he was a regular customer. He
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was charged with official misconduct and promoting prostitution.
(Philadelphia Daily News, 2004)

In Tacoma, Washington, a bridge builder was fined $10,000 for fail-
ing to control storm water at a construction site. Uncontrolled water
causes erosion and carries pollution downstream, potentially degrad-
ing water quality and harming aquatic life. The company was notified
of the problem four months earlier, but it failed to correct the situa-
tion as required. (Tacoma News Tribune, 2004b)

To judge from the number and seriousness of some of the crimes
reported by local newspapers, American citizens and, presumably, the
citizens of other nations as well live daily with large numbers of white-
collar crimes. The majority of them are mundane and do not cause
harm or extreme financial loss to large numbers of citizens.

Fraud is one of the most common forms of white-collar crime. Fraud
is committed when misrepresentation or deception are used to secure
unfair or unlawful gain. It occurs “when a person or business inten-
tionally deceives another with promises of goods, services, or financial
benefits that do not exist, were never intended to be provided, or
were misrepresented. Typically, victims give money but never receive
what they paid for” (U.S. Department of Justice, n.d.:1). Because fraud
violates trust, its distinguishing characteristics are a stark contrast to
robbery, burglary, and other street crimes. Those who commit these
offenses must confront their victims or enter their homes or businesses,
but perpetrators of financial violence by means of fraud use staging
and talk to create the appearance of a routine transaction.

In organizational complexity and reach, fraud ranges from itinerant
vinyl siding scamsters to international banking crimes that can destabi-
lize national economies. The number of Americans who are victimized
by fraud is large and greatly exceeds the number victimized by serious
street crime (Titus, 2000). A 1991 survey of 1,246 U.S. households
found that compared to crimes of burglary, robbery, assault, and theft,
“personal fraud . . . appears to be very common” (Titus, Heinzelmann,
and Boyle, 1995:65). Subsequently, a national survey found that
36 percent of U.S. households had experienced a fraud victimization
in the preceding twelve months (Rebovich, 1999). The Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners (2004) estimates that occupational fraud
against U.S. employers resulted in losses of $660 billion in 2004.
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As with all forms of white-collar crime, many crimes of fraud are not
serious, but others are enormously harmful to countless victims. There
is surprisingly little systematic knowledge of those who commit it, but
an increasing proportion of fraud is committed apparently by per-
sons for whom it is a significant part of their income (e.g., Weisburd,
Waring, and Chayet, 2001; Jackson, 1994; Shover, Coffey, and Sanders,
2004).

HIERARCHY AND CRIME

A substantial if undeterminable proportion of white-collar crime is
committed by men and women whose lives are distinguished by some
degree of privilege. They are privileged most importantly by a level of
income that frees them from daily preoccupation with meeting basic
material needs; fiscal precariousness and unceasing concern about it
are largely alien to their worlds and lives. Dunk (1991:41) correctly
notes the obvious, that “the necessity of paid labor and the fear of
losing it dominate the lives of working-class individuals.” Those who
are free of this concern are beneficiaries of class inequality; they do
not live in families where injury to the breadwinner can plunge all into
material desperation in a matter of days. Instead, their automobiles
start on command; their refrigerators and wine racks are adequately,
if not amply, stocked; their homes are commodious, comfortable, and
secure; and their children are well-clothed and well-fed. Material priv-
ilege is important because it shapes every aspect of life. It ensures both
options at important stages of life and the leisure to evaluate them
carefully.

Most who become white-collar criminals are privileged also by their
location on the hierarchy of respectability. They hail from worlds
where people do not do “dirty work.” Dirty work is jobs or tasks that
most people want carried out albeit they are undesirable to many and
morally ‘dirty’ (Hughes, 1971a). Dirty workers hang drywall, collect
and process household trash, clean the bodies and beds of nursing
home residents, or guard prisoners. Dirty workers punch time clocks,
and they are paid wages, which means their income is reduced by time
spent away from the job. Many are required to submit to urine testing
as a condition of employment, and their location while on the clock
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may be tracked and recorded by global positioning systems. Increas-
ingly their use of computer facilities while at work is monitored by
employers to ensure they do not “steal time” or indulge in unproduc-
tive pursuits (Snider, 2002). Many dirty workers have lost employer-
provided health insurance, and other benefits have been reduced as
well. The conditions of respectable employment and the recompense
it yields differ conspicuously from what is commonplace in working-
class worlds (Ehrenreich, 2002; Shipler, 2004).

It is characteristic of dirty work that years spent doing it gradually if
imperceptibly can wear out the body or dull the senses:

The rough days of labor by blue-collar [men and women] are writ-
ten in the MRIs, CAT scans, and X rays they’re forced to sit still for
in pain-filled retirement – like models posing for the medical arts.
Their wrecked insides tell the stories of bricks and blocks lifted, holes
dug, and punishment absorbed. If your rough hands and stooped
walk don’t give you away, your ruined bones and tissue surely will.
(Lubrano, 2004:115)

The respectability of white-collar criminals is taken for granted in large
measure because they are good people and do not do dirty work. If
they ever experience a feeling of being inconsequential in any larger
scheme of things, it is fleeting and quickly supplanted by realization or
belief that they count. Their privilege extends to the prompt, polite,
and deferential response they receive from functionaries and business
owners alike should they have problems that require assistance. In
disputes with dirty workers or members of subordinate classes, their
account of matters is given greater credence than the latter.

Material privilege also permits development of cultivated perspec-
tives on public issues and culture generally. Their respectability and
this are two reasons why when they are ensnared by the law white-collar
criminals doggedly resist defining their actions and seeing themselves
as criminal. The immediate response, one that is seen repeatedly in
interviews with them or in their public pronouncements, is to construe
arrest and criminal charges as “preposterous,” “absurd,” or “ridicu-
lous.” These are the reactions of persons who take for granted that
no one would imagine they intentionally could do or would think
about doing the acts with which they are charged. The privileged are
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confident their conduct and the reasons for it can be grasped ade-
quately only through sophisticated and arcane interpretation beyond
the capability of lay persons and prosecutors.

Privilege and respectability are not dichotomous variables, and it
would be foolish to pretend they are. The members of any population –
this is true particularly of large and demographically heterogeneous
nation-states – can be arrayed on a continuum from the poorest and
least reputable to the wealthiest and most respectable citizens. The
expanse is extremely wide, encompassing minority single mothers
with annual incomes of less than $10,000, attorneys, medical doc-
tors with well-stocked investment accounts, and presidents of Fortune
500 corporations whose annual “compensation package” may exceed
$100 million. The demographic characteristics and crimes of white-
collar criminals, particularly when crime-based definitions are used,
present an equally expansive range of backgrounds, occupations, and
incomes. The challenge for explanations of white-collar crime is to
account for variation in diverse offenders and offenses. Supporters of
rational choice theory believe it does so.

FACES OF WHITE-COLLAR CRIME

It is easier to urge an interpretation of white-collar crime as choice
than to demonstrate the empirical merits of this approach using sys-
tematically marshaled evidence. The obstacles to doing so are several,
but none is more imposing than the shortcomings of official data on
white-collar crime and criminals. Put simply, they pale in quality and
comprehensiveness beside the bountiful and readily available data on
street crime. The most important problem this presents is inability to
measure with comprehensiveness or confidence the volume of white-
collar crime. In other words, the principal dependent variable in white-
collar crime research is undeterminable. The problems of examining
white-collar crime do not end there (Geis and Salinger, 1998). They
also extend to shortcomings in the most common research designs
employed to examine white-collar crime and uncertainty about the
validity of information collected by investigators.

Past research on white-collar crime includes a high proportion of
case studies. Journalists and academics alike have provided detailed
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descriptions and post mortem analyses of some of the most arrogant,
destructive, and costly white-collar crimes. Industries and organiza-
tions in which notable crimes or a pattern of criminality occurred have
been examined as well. What is often obscured by attention to news-
worthy white-collar crimes are the mundane individuals and crimes
that comprise the lion’s share of those that draw attention from regu-
lators, police and prosecutors (Shapiro, 1983). The newspaper search
alluded to earlier turned up ample evidence of these offenses and
offenders.

What follows, however, are brief descriptions of five white-collar
crimes and criminals that were reported to or became known to author-
ities in which investigation and sanctioning eventually followed: envi-
ronmental crimes committed by Davis Pipe, homicides that occurred
at Imperial Food Products, the crimes of Arthur Andersen LLP, sexual
assaults committed by an elected public official, and fraud committed
by an entrepreneur/owner of a mortgage company. The majority of
cases were located close at hand; three occurred in Tennessee. The
lesson here is that white-collar crime is so commonplace that most
citizens can find examples of it easily without going far afield. These
crimes illustrate the diversity and difficulties of uncovering and prose-
cuting it. Considered along with the reports from newspapers they are
graphic evidence of the challenge faced by theoretical interpretations
of diverse white-collar crimes.

Davis Pipe
Evans Creek traverses Sullivan County, Tennessee, and eventually dis-
charges into the Holston River, the principal source of drinking water
for Kingsport, Tennessee. Davis Pipe, an industrial plating firm, is
located on the banks of Evans Creek. The company manufactures
and fabricates stainless steel, alloy pipes, and fittings, but these pro-
cesses generate “spent pickle liquor” (SPL), a hazardous waste that
contains lead, nickel, chromium, and acids. Environmental law and
regulations require that SPL be stored in holding tanks and disposed
of properly. Davis Pipe used another method: it periodically pumped
the toxic waste directly into Evans Creek. When large fish kills resulted,
a concerned employee of the company notified the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and the Tennessee Department of Environment
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and Conservation (TDEC). TDEC called Davis Pipe and scheduled
a routine inspection. At the same time, the FBI began surveillance
downstream in Evans Creek using water monitoring devices. They also
began camera surveillance from nearby hillsides and observed com-
pany employees dumping acid waste into the creek. The water moni-
toring devices then detected high concentrations of waste consistent
with production processes at Davis Pipe. Once the illicit disposal was
detected, FBI agents went onto company property and began inter-
viewing employees. Criminal charges followed. During pretrial hear-
ings, attorneys for Davis Pipe attempted to secure disclosure of all com-
pany employees who were interviewed by the FBI, but the U.S. Attorney
successfully argued that disclosure would have a chilling effect on
future investigations. Davis Pipe and two high-level managers were
convicted of violating the Clean Water Act. The individuals were put
on probation and paid fines while Davis Pipe paid a $400,000 fine and
$1.8 million in clean-up expenses.

Imperial Food Products
On September 3, 1991, a fire swept through the Imperial Food Prod-
ucts chicken processing plant in Hamlet, North Carolina, trapping
and killing twenty-five employees and injuring an additional forty.
Workers in this poultry processing plant fried chicken nuggets, mari-
nated partly cooked chicken breasts, and froze the processed chicken
before shipping it to restaurants and other institutions. Plant equip-
ment was aged, and maintenance personnel were kept busy repairing
it. Despite a history of safety problems, employees of Imperial Food
seldom filed complaints about working conditions. On the day of the
fire, hydraulic fluid from a conveyor belt under repair sprayed over a
gas-fired chicken fryer. A thirty-second fireball sent flames and dense
toxic smoke through the plant. Employees rushed to escape from
the inferno, but many were trapped inside the building. Plant own-
ers had padlocked exit doors, ostensibly to prevent pilferage of meat
by employees. After the lock on one door was broken from the out-
side, employees still could not exit because the door opened inward,
and the doorway was so crowded with workers desperate to get out
that it could not be opened. Many employees retreated to and eventu-
ally were trapped in a cooler. Fifteen employees perished there, and
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subsequent photographs of its interior walls show bloody hand prints
where they tried frantically and desperately to escape (Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency, 1992; New York Times, 1991a). Subsequent
investigation showed that nearly all the fatalities resulted from smoke
inhalation.

Congressional committees later held hearings to examine the fire,
its causes and consequences. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) also studied the incident (U.S. Congress, House of
Representatives, 1991a, 1991b). Official records and testimony before
Congress revealed that although there were earlier fires at the Hamlet
plant, safety precautions were minimal to nonexistent. A sprinkler
system installed by previous operators of the plant had been damaged
in an earlier fire and never repaired or replaced. Likewise, the plant
did not have automatic shut-off technology, which would have stopped
the flow of flammable liquids once the fire began. There was only one
fire extinguisher near the chicken fryer, but it was not adequate to
control the inferno that developed.

All of the Imperial employees interviewed by congressional com-
mittee staff expressed concern that if they had complained about the
plant’s poor conditions management would not have responded or
would have retaliated against them. In testimony before the congres-
sional committee, employees said they had received no safety training
and that during the fire they could not find exit doors because they
were unmarked, and the power went out. A witness said that locking
the exit doors represented

the most callous disregard for safety and health, particularly since
locked fire exits are so fundamentally contrary to basic common sense
safety principles. . . . [Y]ou don’t need to lock a door from the outside
to maintain security. For a few dollars cost, an inside push bar lock
would have provided security and safety. For a few dollars cost. We all
went through fire drills in our elementary and high schools. Everyone
in this room is aware that you don’t block egress through fire exits.
(U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, 1991a:139)

Eventually, the state of North Carolina fined the company $808,150,
and the plant’s owner pleaded guilty to involuntary manslaughter. He
was sentenced to nearly twenty years’ imprisonment. As part of the plea
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agreement, charges against his twenty-nine-year-old son and the fifty-
six-year-old plant manager were dropped (Los Angeles Times, 1992).

Arthur Andersen LLP
Founded in 1913, Arthur Anderson LLP was one of the largest account-
ing firms in the world. For decades after its founding, it was also an
exemplar of ethical accounting practices and took pride in its reputa-
tion as such. At the suggestion of employees, by the 1960s, Andersen
created a consulting division that worked with corporate clients to
adopt and use computers and other technological developments. In
time, the consulting division also began advising clients on business
strategy and risk management. Next to its traditional auditing division,
the consulting division grew rapidly, generated much greater income
for the firm and enjoyed far more status. These changes did not come
without problems:

Along with the rise of consulting came a new focus on the bottom line.
Accountants hired to audit a company’s books were also expected
to help persuade their clients to use the firm’s consultants as well.
By the 1990s, there were few firms willing to quit an account on
principle. . . . [T]here was simply too much money at stake. Not sur-
prisingly, accounting standards eroded, and accounting fraud mush-
roomed. . . . The pressure to generate fees was intense, and so was the
pressure to hold on to clients. (McLean and Elkind, 2004:144–45)

Andersen figured in more than one high-profile corporate crimi-
nal scandal of the 1990s. When it signed off on financial statements
reported by the Sunbeam Corporation that later proved to be fraud-
ulent, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) imposed
financial penalties. In May 2001, Andersen agreed to a $110 million
settlement with Sunbeam shareholders without accepting or deny-
ing blame (Business Week Online, 2001). Andersen also audited Waste
Management’s (WM) annual financial statements for more than two
decades, and WM was regarded as one of its “crown jewel” clients.
Until 1997, every chief financial officer and chief accounting officer in
WM’s history as a public company had previously worked as an auditor
at Andersen. In 1991, Andersen assigned Robert E. Allgyer as its audit
engagement partner with Waste Management, noting that he “had a
‘devotion to client service’ and had a ‘personal style that . . . fit well with
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the Waste Management officers” (U.S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission, 2001:5). In 1998, Waste Management (WM) acknowledged
that it had lied about its earnings to the tune of $1.4 billion between
1993 and 1996. Throughout this period Andersen annually issued
unqualified audit reports despite knowing that WM was cooking its
books and hiding debt. On June 19, 2001, Andersen settled charges
filed by the SEC (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 2001)
that it had played a part in the “misstatement” and agreed to pay a fine
of $7 million. The settlement with the SEC once again came with no
admission of wrongdoing by the firm or the partners associated with
the case. Andersen and WM also paid more than $200 million to set-
tle numerous shareholder lawsuits. The SEC subsequently reiterated
that

[a]n auditor’s “ultimate allegiance” is to the corporation’s sharehold-
ers and to the investing public, not to the Company’s management or
to its employment relationship with the client. . . . When an auditor
fails to stand up to management in the face of improper account-
ing practices but instead issues unqualified audit reports on financial
statements that it knows or is reckless in not knowing are materially
misstated, the auditor betrays its allegiance to the shareholders. This
conduct elevates management’s interests over those of the sharehold-
ers and, when publicly revealed, injures not only the shareholders but
also the investing public’s confidence. (U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, 2001:12)

By the late 1990s, Enron Corporation was one of Andersen’s largest
and most profitable clients; in 2000 alone, the Enron account gen-
erated $52 million, the majority of this for consulting service. David
Duncan, the auditor responsible for Enron rapidly became an influen-
tial figure at Andersen. As Enron launched the series of fraudulent and
criminal debt hiding structures that led to its downfall, Duncan and
his employer signed off. When Andersen occasionally did object to an
Enron transaction, it came under intense pressure: “There were times
when [Enron managers] would ask that certain accountants who were
not ‘responsive’ enough be moved, and Duncan complied” (McLean
and Elkind, 2004:148). Later, when it appeared almost certain that
Enron’s transactions would face close and critical external scrutiny,
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attorneys at Andersen recommended that documents pertaining to
its dealings with Enron be altered or shredded. An orgy of shredding
ensued in which thousands of pages of material related to its dealings
with Enron and its accounting work were destroyed.

A few months after Enron imploded, disclosures of similar account-
ing crimes occurred at WorldCom, another Andersen client and one
of the world’s largest supplier’s of telephone and wireless services.
Later events would show that WorldCom was the largest bankruptcy
in U.S. history with recorded losses of some $40 billion (Callahan,
2004). Shareholder losses were much higher still. “The WorldCom
debacle demolished what was left of Arthur Andersen’s reputation”
( Jeter, 2003:207).

After Enron’s collapse, David Duncan and other executives pleaded
guilty to criminal charges and agreed to cooperate with the govern-
ment in exchange for a light sentence and immunity from prosecu-
tion in other cases. Andersen’s criminal trial was the first to emerge
from the collapse of the giant energy trader. Prosecutors said Andersen
doctored or destroyed documents to thwart a federal probe of Enron’s
finances. Enron later issued a statement saying that “more than four
years worth of audits and statements approved by Andersen ‘should
not be relied upon’ ” (Business Week Online, 2001:2). On June 15, 2002,
Andersen was found guilty in a Houston, Texas, courtroom of destroy-
ing evidence in the Enron case. The firm promptly charged that the
verdict was “wrong” and represented only a “technical violation” of law,
but in October 2002, Andersen was sentenced to five years’ probation
and fined $500,000. In May 2005 the U.S. Supreme Court overturned
the conviction. Many of Andersen’s former partners are targets of law-
suits from shareholders left with near-worthless stock.

In the wake of its admitted malfeasance, Andersen’s business plum-
meted. Commentators speculated that the Enron bankruptcy gave its
clients “an excuse to flee [in hopes of avoiding] the heightened atten-
tion an Andersen audit might get in shareholder litigation or [from]
fear their financial reports could draw more scrutiny from regula-
tors if they’re handled by Andersen” (Business Week Online, 2001:2).
Andersen stopped auditing public companies after eighty-nine years
in the business and cut its workforce from 28,000 to 1,000. It was a
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catastrophic fall for a firm that once was a trusted member of the “Big
Five” accounting firms with offices throughout the world.

Judicial Sexual Assault
In 1992, a federal jury convicted David Lanier, a chancery judge and
former mayor of Dyersburg, Tennessee, on seven counts of sexually
assaulting women who worked in his courthouse or came before him
with legal matters. Evidence suggested that Lanier had engaged in this
pattern of conduct over a period of years and was referred to around
the courthouse as “the Grabber” (O’Brien, 1996). One of the judge’s
victims, a twenty-six-year-old woman with a child custody case before
him, testified that she was forced to perform oral sex on him in his
chambers. Another victim, a juvenile court supervisor, said that Lanier
grabbed her breasts and buttocks and pinned her to a chair. When she
later confronted him about the incident, he demoted her. During the
time he was committing sexual assaults in the county courthouse, the
judge’s brother held the office of county prosecutor. Federal officials
eventually stepped in to investigate and prosecute Lanier. Prior to
sentencing, the prosecutor cast Lanier as a criminal for whom “power
was the aphrodisiac. . . . [Victims’] crying turned him on” (O’Brien,
1996:93).

Two years after he began serving his prison term, the former judge
was ordered released after a federal appeals court ruled in favor of his
petition. When the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the appeals court to
reconsider its decision, Lanier was ordered back to prison. He chose
to go on the lam, however, and was not located until two months
later in Mexico, where he was living under an assumed name. When
arrested, Lanier was picking up mail-order false identification papers.
When returned to the United States he told the judge that his decision
to flee was a “bad judgment call” (Memphis Commercial Appeal, 1992;
Washington Post, 1997a). After his capture, Lanier wrote to the editor
of a Memphis publication charging a “conspiracy to oust . . . him from
his position on the bench” and also that his prosecution was “politically
motivated from beginning to end.” His prison sentence and fine, he
claimed, violated the “Eighth Amendment [prohibition] against cruel
and unusual punishment.” The former judge concluded by declaring
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that he was innocent and had refused to “plead guilty to things I did
not do” (Memphis Flyer, 1998:3).

Apple Tree Mortgage
As president of Apple Tree Mortgage (ATM), Shirley Harwood entered
into an agreement with Union Planters Bank (UPB), a financial insti-
tution with main offices in Memphis, Tennessee. The bank would
advance funds to Apple Tree to make mortgage loans to individual bor-
rowers. Apple Tree and Shirley Harwood were to submit wire transfer
requests to UPB on each loan they made, and the bank in return would
wire the loan funds to a designated title company for benefit of the
borrower. In 1998 and 1999, Shirley Harwood created at least eleven
fraudulent real estate transactions and mortgage loans using fictitious
borrowers and nonexistent addresses. The loans were supported with
documents containing forged signatures and false financial, legal, and
tax information. She then submitted from ATM to UPB requests for
wire transfers in the name of the fictitious borrowers. When the loans
were approved and funds were transferred (approximately $2 million)
Shirley Harwood used domestic and foreign financial accounts to con-
vert the fraudulently obtained proceeds for her own use.

In another case, Shirley Harwood and Dennis Sutherland, a broker
employed by ATM, agreed to create false and forged documents to
make it appear that a borrower had collateral that could be used to
secure a loan from Credit Suisse Bank. In furtherance of their crimes,
Dennis Sutherland traveled to the Kingsport, Tennessee, branch of
Bank of America (BOA) and obtained BOA letterhead under false
pretenses. He used a color copier to create forged letterhead and
false “letters of credit” that appeared to have been issued by BOA.
Dennis Sutherland forged signatures of two fictitious BOA employ-
ees and provided the false documents to Credit Suisse to convince
it to lend approximately $4.5 million to the borrowers. When faxing
these documents to Credit Suisse’s offices in Lausanne, Switzerland,
Sutherland altered the fax machine to make it appear they originated
from Bank of America. Credit Suisse subsequently issued the requested
funds. Dennis Sutherland also had a mobile telephone issued to him
by Apple Tree Mortgage, and he and Shirley Harwood agreed that
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he would answer any calls placed to that phone as if he were BOA
vice president “James Sullivan.” Several days after the loan was gener-
ated, a loan officer at Credit Suisse became concerned that he had not
received the original of one of the letters that was faxed earlier. When
he was unable to contact “James Sullivan” after several attempts, the
FBI was notified.

Shirley Harwood and her spouse were habitual and unlucky gam-
blers, and investigators documented that most of her criminal pro-
ceeds were lost in casinos. She was forced into bankruptcy and tried to
hide assets in the process. Subsequently both she and Dennis Suther-
land entered into plea agreements and pled guilty. Shirley Harwood
was sentenced to ninety-seven months’ confinement, and Dennis
Sutherland was sentenced to thirty-seven months. Shirley Harwood
subsequently appealed her sentence, claiming misapplication of fed-
eral sentencing guidelines in the plea agreement she consented to and
signed. The appeal was denied.

LESSONS AND DISTINCTIONS

Case studies that provide the detailed investigation and understanding
found in the foregoing examples are rare, but they may be indispens-
able for understanding white-collar crime and offenders. They are
important particularly given the absence of extensive or reliable statis-
tical data and the shortcomings of well-established research techniques
as used in studies of white-collar crime. Case studies are important for
analysis of white-collar crime albeit they are poorly suited for rigor-
ous statistical testing. They can be used to generate or to cast doubt
on tentative explanations. The challenge of developing credible inter-
pretations and drawing general conclusions about white-collar crime
is made difficult because it encompasses diverse types of behavior that
differ on a host of variables.

Case studies, however, can open the eyes of the unaware to the
nature and harmfulness of white-collar crime. The official and media
attention devoted to sensational cases makes for a transparency and
analytic thoroughness that is absent in less harmful if more represen-
tative crimes. What is learned from investigating high-profile cases can
clarify and extend understandings that can be applied no less to the
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former. They also shed revealing light on the nature of oversight and
media coverage of white-collar crime.

There is much about David Lanier and his conduct that is found
repeatedly among white-collar criminals. What is striking particularly
is the brazenness of his crimes – he assaulted victims in his judicial
office – and the arrogance of his taken-for-granted belief that he would
never be called to account. Like many white-collar criminals, Lanier
was able to commit crime over an extended period of time before
knowledge of it came to official attention. His refusal to acknowledge
guilt is characteristic of white-collar criminals.

The criminal actions of managers at Davis Pipe show how uncon-
cerned they were by oversight. They used notification of an impending
state inspection as cue to speed up their toxic dumping. Employees did
as they were told, which overrode any reluctance they may have had.
Company managers must have operated under the assumption that
employees would not turn in their bosses or notify authorities. No one
imagined that of FBI investigators, water testers and other technicians
would be ready or mobilized.

The catastrophe at Imperial Food Products and the attention it
received brought to light a travesty of self-regulation and regulatory
oversight by the state. Records maintained by North Carolina’s occu-
pational safety and health regulatory agency showed that although
chicken processing is a high-hazard industry, the plant had not been
inspected in eleven years (Aulette and Michalowski, 1993). The Impe-
rial Food Products case also reveals much about the larger political-
economic context of the tragedy. Other investigators (Wright, Cullen,
and Blankenship, 1995) used it to examine media reporting on white-
collar crimes. Their research shows that newspaper reporting changed
over the months between occurrence of the fire and eventual dispo-
sition of the criminal charges. Initially it was interpreted as a regula-
tory failure, and only later was it labeled and reported as crime. By
that time, however, reports had been reduced in size significantly and
appeared in obscure locations in newspapers. Shirley Harwood and
Dennis Sullivan were not sophisticated money launderers, but their
criminal actions required investigators to expend considerable time
and resources. Their motives are not unusual, and the conclusion to
their case was predictable.
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Individual and Organizational Crime
Many white-collar crimes are committed by individuals exclusively or
primarily for personal benefit or objectives. The sexual assaults com-
mitted by David Lanier are examples. These are individual white-collar
crimes (Clinard and Quinney, 1973). In the industrialized and postin-
dustrialized world, however, individuals overwhelmingly are employed
in and spend much of their waking hours in organizations. When they
commit crime, they often do so exclusively or primarily as a means of
accomplishing objectives thought important to their employer. These
are organizational white-collar crimes. To talk of organizational white-
collar crime is neither to reify a collectivity nor endow it with volitional
properties (Cressey, 1995). Organizations act through individuals and
groups. The crimes at Davis Pipe, Arthur Andersen, and Imperial Food
Products are examples. The distinction between individual and orga-
nizational white-collar crime, however, does not deny that those who
commit the latter also may benefit personally in some way from actions
meant to assist their employers.

Corporate crime is a special case of organizational crime. It is distin-
guished from other forms principally by belief that the paramount
importance of pure economic calculation coupled with distinctive
structural and cultural features of corporations make them essentially
criminogenic (Pearce, 2001). Among the first to assert this belief, Ross
indicted corporations as entities that “transmit the greed of investors,
but not their conscience” (1907:109).

Ordinary and Upperworld Crime
White-collar crime encompasses an immense and diverse range of
offenses and offenders. The analytic approach employed in this book
distinguishes crudely and arbitrarily upperworld and ordinary white-
collar crime. These broad categories reflect significant differences in
crime and equally significant differences in oversight and the applica-
tion of penalties. Particular crimes may fall neatly into them or span
the distinctions. Upperworld crimes are committed by very wealthy
and respectable individuals as well as the crimes of powerful orga-
nizations, whether these be Fortune 500 corporations or state agen-
cies. The offenders at Arthur Andersen made use of corporate respect
and power garnered over generations. The deals and arrangements
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that led to its downfall were between some of the most powerful
companies in the world, and charges were brought against execu-
tives at the highest levels. The crimes resulted from long-standing
practices.

The Imperial Food Products deaths, the Davis Pipe dumping, and
the crimes of David Lanier are more difficult to categorize. All rep-
resent abuse of power, but probably none of the defendants could
reasonably be called “upperworld.” Many people possess the status
it would take to commit similar crimes. Sexual harassment occurs in
many offices, and extortion or abuse by supervisors probably is not
uncommon. Chaining building exits shows blatant disregard for the
law, but serious violations of workplace safety standards occur routinely
in places where work is dangerous and oversight remote.

Using commonsense understandings of organizational size, neither
Davis Pipe nor Imperial Food Products had significant resources but
neither was a large or powerful company. When crime was discovered,
individuals central to criminal decision making were identified easily
onsite. They were not in New York, London, or Tokyo, they could
not plausibly deny participation, and the details of their criminal acts
could be understood readily by a jury of ordinary citizens. Upperworld
crime is complex by contrast, and it typically permits pretense of moral
cleanliness and physical distance from victims.

The crimes of David Lanier and Apple Tree Mortgage are ordinary
in their simplicity. The crimes of Arthur Andersen LLP illustrate some
of the difficulties of identifying and prosecuting culpable individuals
in high positions in large organizations. Prosecutors must consider
the economic fallout that could result from bringing charges against
a major corporation. The enemies they will make also merit consid-
eration. The Andersen case shows how resolute officials can be when
economic markets and investor confidence are harmed by criminal
acts.

Upperworld crime is the research focus for many who investigate
crimes of privilege, but the perpetrators of ordinary white-collar crime
by contrast include many middle class citizens. They make up a “broad
band of offending above the floor of crime usually associated with
street crime with its base in an underclass, yet below, in some sense,
the quintessential white-collar crime and criminals that usually receive
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media attention” (Weisburd et al., 1991:182). Embezzling bank tellers,
tax-cheating small business owners, and corrupt county sheriffs come
to mind, but ordinary white-collar crime remains a broad category. It
is our hope that readers inclined by background to direct their gaze
upward to crimes of the privileged and powerful will find merit in what
is said about upperworld crime. Those more inclined to equate white-
collar crime with “crimes of the middle class” may find value in what is
said about ordinary white-collar crime, its perpetrators, and responses
to it by private parties and the state.
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Lure

Rates of white-collar crime vary temporally and spatially. Although we
lack data needed to demonstrate this with precision, no one doubts
what the outcome would be if adequate data were available. Why rates
of crime fluctuate over time and why some geographic regions, occu-
pations, and industries are plagued by more crime than others draws
attention to the distribution of 1) criminal opportunities and 2) those
predisposed or tempted to exploit them. In this chapter we explore the
sources and allocation of lure, one of the twin components of crimi-
nal opportunity. Chapter 3 examines the supply of tempted individuals
and predisposed organizations.

Lure is arrangements or situations that turn heads. Like tinsel to a
child, it draws attention. Lure is a purse left unattended where there is
heavy pedestrian traffic. It is cost-plus contracts between government
and business firms. And lure is officers and representatives of For-
tune 500 corporations doing business with officials of fledgling nations
eager for investment and economic development. Lure need not be
economic, however. It is also access to dependent and vulnerable pop-
ulations, whether these be children, prisoners, the sick, the aged or
economically marginal workers. Recall the Imperial Food Products
fire. Because North Carolina is a right-to-work state, a high propor-
tion of its workforce are not union members. Imperial’s employees
had little bargaining power with the company, and this probably con-
tributed to the plant’s unsafe working conditions. In the contemporary
economy, a telling example of lure in human form is the availability
of a ready supply of non-English-speaking illegal residents. In 2003,
two plant managers of Tyson Foods, the world’s largest processor of

27
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chicken, pleaded guilty to conspiracy to smuggle undocumented work-
ers into the United States. The workers, who were paid $7.15 per hour,
were employed at a Tyson processing plant in Shelbyville, Tennessee
(National Law Journal, 2004).

Lure is not criminal opportunity, but in the absence of credible over-
sight it is. Lure does not evoke a uniform response either from individ-
uals or organizations. Many remain blithely unaware of it – they simply
do not see what is apparent to others – and most who do take notice
of lure react with seeming indifference. Grandmothers come to mind.
We know, however, that some who chance upon and take notice of lure
turn their attention immediately to whether or not there is credible
oversight. Lure makes the tempted and criminally predisposed sensi-
tive to whether or not their actions are being monitored and how over-
sight might be defeated. Part of the attraction of many types of lure is
the apparent ease of exploitation. In the postmillennia world this may
require “not much more than the ability to read, write, and fill out
forms, along with some minimum level of presentation of a respectable
self” (Weisburd et al., 1991:182–83). Provision of health care services
is an example. The treatment and services medical patients receive
are converted by physicians and their assistants into billable hours
reported on standardized forms submitted for reimbursement. Medi-
caid investigators regularly discover fraudulent claims; some psychia-
trists bill for time spent having sex with patients ( Jesilow, Pontell, and
Geis, 1993). Offenders may have plans for dealing with unanticipated
contingencies, but generally these are not complex. They recognize
that in the unlikely event that officials put investigators on the trail, it
is not difficult to stay ahead of or elude them entirely.

Changes in the forms and supply of lure have been pronounced
in the half-century since World War II. These changes occurred not
only in the United States but in other Western democracies as well,
and while the time of onset and pace of development varies from one
nation to another, what is true of the United States is true elsewhere.

TRENDS

In the century that has passed since Ross (1907) described how grow-
ing social and economic interdependence permits exploitation of
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trust and crime commission at a distance from victims, these changes
gained speed and momentum. The expansion of state largesse, the
financial services revolution, and new technologies for information
sharing and financial transactions are major contributors. Expanding
private-sector provision of services once provided by government is
another. This is exemplified by private management of vulnerable and
problem populations. Last, globalization of political-economic rela-
tionships also has contributed to the growth and changing forms of
lure.

State Largesse
The decades following World War II saw the emergence or the expan-
sion of state policies and corporate practices with enormous signif-
icance for white-collar crime. These include a fundamental shift in
the states’s public welfare functions, which had the effect of expand-
ing programs and subsidies for citizens across the income spectrum.
In constant dollars, the federal outlay for entitlement programs of
all kinds increased more than 1,900 percent between 1945 and 1995
(from $75 billion to $1.5 trillion) (U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, 1959; Social Security Administration, 1999). As
a result, by 1992, 51.7 percent of American families received some
form of federal payments. Their benefits range from social security,
Medicare, and military retirement benefits to agricultural subsidies
and student loans (Samuelson, 1995). In 2002 alone, U.S. corpora-
tions received $125 billion in government subsidies (Citizen’s for Tax
Justice, 2003).

Federal health care initiatives have given pharmaceutical firms, hos-
pitals, and doctors access to large sums of federal money. To the
surprise of few, Medicare has been designated a high-risk program
for fraud and abuse (U.S. General Accounting Office, 2000). Testi-
mony before a Senate subcommittee in 1976 suggested that the sys-
tem was “so bad that it virtually invites” crime (U.S. Congress, Senate,
1976:81). Of the $164 billion in Medicare fee-for-service payments
in 1999, an estimated $13.4 billion was paid improperly for reasons
ranging from inadvertent errors to fraud and abuse (U.S. General
Accounting Office, 2000). In addition to physician fraud, much of the
money is lost to fraud by health care facilities and nursing homes that
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bill for services they do not provide. The schemes show endless vari-
ety. Revco Pharmacies, for example, was caught by the state of Ohio
doctoring and resubmitting claims that previously were rejected. The
firm hired personnel to assign new identification numbers to them,
and the scheme came to light only after state employees discovered
nonsequential and improbable numbers in claims submitted for reim-
bursement (Vaughan, 1983).

There is lure in the city and countryside alike. The Federal Crop
Insurance Program (FCIP) is a major source of risk protection for
farmers. It provides financial protection against crop losses from
drought, flood, and other natural disasters. Corporate farmers and
hobbyists are eligible for a variety of risk protection programs and
subsidies. FCIP also protects insured farmers against both inability
to plant and excessive loss of crop quality due to weather or other
circumstances. In most cases, insurance covers loss of yield exceed-
ing a deductible amount, but newer FCIP products also cover loss in
yield value due to falling market prices during the insurance period.
The crop insurance program is administered by private insurance
companies that compensate insured farmers for losses during the
crop year. Federal agencies set the terms, conditions, and costs of the
insurance and subsidize the program by reinsuring participating com-
panies. Taxpayers subsidize about half of producers’ insurance pre-
miums. The FCIP provided about $37 billion in protection and
$2.8 billion in subsidies in 2001 (Wall Street Journal, 2003). From 1995
to 2002, the median payment for all farms was approximately $1,000
per year, but 1,290 farm operations each received in excess of $1 mil-
lion. Seventy-one percent of subsidies went to 10 percent of recipi-
ents, most of which were large farms (Environmental Working Group,
2003).

There is great potential for abuse in the FCIP. In the simplest
schemes, fields are insured against failure and the harvest from them is
recorded as the product of another field owned by claimants or some-
one beholden to them. Farmers then collect indemnities for the field
that “failed.” While purchasers of commodities are meticulous about
weights and moisture content, it is significant that crop insurance pay-
outs often operate on the honor system and crop yield estimates (Wall
Street Journal, 2003).
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In 2003, federal inspectors general submitted testimony to Congress
on areas of waste, fraud, and abuse in their agencies (U.S. Congress,
House of Representatives, 2003). Criminal abuse is seen as a problem
thoughout. Improper fee-for-service payments under Medicare were
estimated to be $13.3 billion that year. Delaware overpaid health care
providers $364,000 for medical services rendered to people who state
auditors discovered were deceased (U.S. Congress, House of Represen-
tatives, 2003). In education, $300 million in Pell Grants were made to
ineligible applicants because of incorrect income data; noncitizens ille-
gally received $70 million in benefits. The U.S. Department of Defense
overpaid $6.1 billion to contractors, and its purchase cards are abused
to the tune of $97 million annually.

Governments from local to national use tax credits to stimulate busi-
ness development, boost employment, and promote economic growth.
Canada and Ireland provide tax incentives to encourage investment
in films made in their countries; movie producers can receive cred-
its equal to 15 percent of the production’s total budget in Canada
and 12 percent in Ireland (Irish Times, 1997; Ottawa Citizen, 2000). To
qualify for tax credits movie producers must hire local directors, writ-
ers, technicians, and actors. Predictably, some producers responded
by creating fictitious names for workers and claiming falsely that they
were citizens. In 1998, a Canadian-based company reported a net profit
of $21.8 million as it collected $21.5 million in government subsidies
(Gazette, 2000). The same company was accused later of violating the
law by substituting the names of Canadians and giving them credit
for scripts written by U.S. citizens. It also refunded nearly one million
dollars in unearned royalties after it falsely gave script-writing credit
to the sister of its co-founder and chairman (Ottawa Citizen, 2000).

The National School Lunch Program (NSLP) is a federal and state
reimbursement program that provides funds to local school districts
for each meal served to students that meets federal requirements. All
NSLP-participating school districts and schools are required to offer
free and reduced-price lunches to eligible children, and each day the
program provides meals and financial reimbursement for more than
26 million children nationwide. Milk is a staple in lunches provided
under NSLP. Producers in the fluid milk industry have a lengthy history
of submitting anticompetitive bids for providing milk to local school
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districts (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1992). Local school boards
have neither the expertise nor procedures in place to conduct rigor-
ous and thorough oversight of the bid process. They are easy marks. In
the most recent wave of abuse, dozens of fluid milk firms in more than
twenty states conspired to fix prices. In Florida alone, sixteen individ-
uals and at least nine companies were convicted on antitrust charges
(Fusaro, 1997; Washington Post, 1991). Price-fixing conspiracies oper-
ated for decades in some states.

The foregoing examples attest to the robust creation and expansion
of state largesse in the decades after World War II. These developments
occurred along with rapid growth of the domestic economy, which
made available goods that either were unknown or were unattainable
by most citizens just a decade earlier. Houses, automobiles, refrigera-
tors, television sets, and a host of other commodities now were within
the reach of a growing segment of the population. The disposable
assets held by owners of these new commodities brought them into
more diversified relationships with banks and financial institutions.

Financial Services Revolution
As workers enjoyed the benefits of an expanding economy and wage
concessions gained in labor struggles, a new market emerged for insur-
ance, credit, and investment products. To secure their material acquisi-
tions against mishap, families purchased new comprehensive policies
offered by insurance underwriters. Insurance companies competed
aggressively for new policyholders. Coverage for loss of life, home, and
business as well as damage to household items and vehicles became
standard. Increasingly, the middle-class family now is insured against
not only major hazards to life, home, and business but also loss of or
damage to household items (Clarke, 1990). Figure 2.1 reports world-
wide growth in the market for insurance in the years 1992–2002. The
growth represents the amount paid for new policies by year in U.S.
dollars for countries with more than $100 million in sales. There are
several potential interpretations of these data, but the trend unmis-
takably is upward. This suggests continuing growth in the number of
policyholders worldwide. Insurance creates lure and insurance fraud.

In addition to marketing more widely and aggressively their new
products, insurance underwriters catered to customers by making
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Figure 2.1. The World Insurance Market: Direct Premiums Written (in U.S.
Millions), 1992–2002. Source: Insurance Information Institute, 2003.

claims processing less formal and time consuming. Investigation of sus-
pected fraud was deemphasized. It is difficult to tell what the impact of
these changes have been for all insurance fraud because estimates of
its magnitude vary tremendously. One study, for example, put the cost
of fraud to purchasers of automobile insurance at $100–$130 annually
(Carroll, Abrahamse, and Vaiana, 1995).

Crime occasioned by the institution and dynamics of insurance is
not entirely one sided; insurance companies have shown a capacity
to turn their position to criminal advantage (Tillman, 1998). In the
1990s, they exploited loopholes in federal law and regulations gov-
erning health care coverage for workers in industries where most are
uninsured. Predators created sham organizations to market health
insurance, some under banners suggesting they were affiliated with
trade unions or religious organizations. This exempted them from
state and federal regulations. Typically, paid premiums were stolen
until the plans were bankrupted. One scheme left 400,000 individuals
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Figure 2.2. Total Consumer Credit Outstanding Per Capita (1980$), United
States, 1945–2000. Source: U.S. Federal Reserve, 2004a; 2004b.

with $133 million in unpaid medical claims (Tillman, 1998). State offi-
cials had great difficulty combating these bogus plans, because they
mirror the organization and operation of legitimate companies. Some
now operate from off-shore (Tillman, 2002).

The white-collar lure produced by developments in insurance prob-
ably is exceeded several times over by the explosive growth of con-
sumer credit. In 1980, total household liabilities for consumer credit
were $350 million, and by 2004 they totaled $1.9 trillion (U.S. Federal
Reserve Board, 2004a; 2004b). Fifty-million credit cards are issued
annually in the United States, and members of the average household
owe $7,000 in credit card debt (Buffalo News, 2004). On completing
a baccalaureate degree, the typical graduate owes $16,000 in student
loans and $2,000 in credit card debt (American Council on Educa-
tion, 2001). Figure 2.2 shows changes in use of consumer credit in the
United States after World War II. It shows that since 1980 the growth in
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consumer credit spending has been astronomical, and growing credit
card fraud is the inevitable result (Levi, Bissell, and Richardson, 1991).
“Credit cards produce credit fraud” (Weisburd et al., 1991:183). Even
short-term changes in the availability of credit may be reflected in
white-collar crime; mortgage fraud emerged as a problem in the
United Kingdom in the 1980s following a rapid rise in housing prices,
liberalization of lending regulations, and competition among lenders
(Clarke, 1992).

American citizens began to turn away from passbooks and secure
bonds in the 1970s when inflation outpaced their interest income,
and an increasing number now invest. Their investments are more
complex, volatile, and difficult to track than accounts traditionally pro-
vided by banks. Revisions to the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) created new
mechanisms for deferring taxes on retirement savings. The changes to
section 401(k) of the IRC give these instruments their name. The pro-
liferation of easy-to-use mutual funds that allow modest investors direct
access to the stock market, diversification through indirect ownership,
and investment advice occurred about the same time. The number of
mutual fund accounts grew fourteen-fold between 1980 and 2000.
The number of American stockholders has doubled, and half of all
U.S. households hold at least some form of taxable stock (Investment
Company Institute, 2002; Nadler, 1999). The wealthiest 10 percent
of citizens hold 66 percent of securities (Azicorbe, Kennickell, and
Moore, 2003; Investment Company Institute, 2003). Figure 2.3 shows
the growing customer base for taxable equities in the United States
for selected years from 1938 to 2002. This is a crude but not mislead-
ing indication of the growth of stock ownership. As can be seen in
Figure 2.3, the trend is upward.

The rapid infusion of money into stocks along with widespread
demand for speculative opportunities is a profound economic change,
because eager but naive investors are lure. Just as street hustlers
target those who seem out of place or confused, investment coun-
selors and firms look to attract these “under-informed investor[s],”
some of whom rely solely on their purchase recommendations (Levitt,
2002:43). Large investment firms built substantial profits from the new
crop of investors. Brokerage houses that had banking relationships
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Figure 2.3. Percent of U.S. Households Invested in Taxable Equities by Year.
Note: Includes mutual funds and direct stock ownership. Sources: Investment
Company Institute, 1999, 2002; U.S. Federal Reserve 1962, 1970, 1977, 1983,
1989, 1992, 1995; Strunk and Cantril, 1951.

with publicly traded companies issued buy recommendations for their
corporate clients. Without admitting guilt, ten brokerage houses con-
sented to pay $1.4 billion to settle charges of this type (Associated Press,
2003a).

Businesses now depend not only on sales of their products but also
on convincing investors of their growth potential. Firms have learned
to manipulate the price of their stock by criminal use of generally
accepted accounting practices (GAAP). This proved to be the down-
fall for Enron Corporation, which had promised investors growth of
25 percent annually (Eicherwald, 2005; McLean and Elkind, 2004).
These tactics generally exploit investors’ tendency to rely on straight-
forward performance measures and mass-distributed news releases.
The line between aggressive accounting and fraud is not always easy
for outsiders to draw. The wave of corporate scandals and upperworld
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crime of recent years are testimony to the financial victimization
caused by fraudulent accounting practices.

Technology
Postindustrial nations have witnessed fundamental changes in com-
munications technology and the dynamics of economic relationships
(Adler, 1992; Lash and Urry, 1994). Widespread use of telecommu-
nications and electronic financial transactions presage a depersonal-
ized, cashless economy (Tickell, 1996). Electronic financial transfers
among banks and businesses, automatic teller machines, and home
banking increasingly are used around the globe. Through use of high-
speed data networks, telephone lines, and satellites, funds and business
accounts can be manipulated instantaneously over great distances.
This development coincided with and hastened the emergence of
“finance capitalism,” a form of productive enterprise distinguished not
by the manufacture of goods or services but instead by production of
profit through the manipulation of financial accounts and derivatives
trading (Calavita, Pontell, and Tillman, 1997a). Finance capitalism is
the production of wealth through speculative transactions, all made
possible by computer.

The computer changed everything. It made information storage,
retrieval, and communication effortless, fast, and widely available in
worlds where formerly they were cumbersome and time consuming.
Ten percent of households in the United States owned personal com-
puters in 1984, but this increased to half in 2000. In households with
incomes of $75,000 or more, computers are as commonplace as toast-
ers, and most also have Internet access (Sacramento Business Journal,
2001). Computers facilitate crime against individuals and organiza-
tions alike. Theft from organizations, for example,

can be accomplished without breaking and entering. Records, secret
information, funds and programs can be stolen. Assets can be shifted
from one location to another. Large amounts can be taken in min-
utes, or resources can be slowly drained away over long periods. The
presence of the offender is not required at the scene of the offense:
electronic action can happen in the future, separated by time as well
as space from the action of the individual. (Vaughan, 1983:78)
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In the world of personal computers and virtual identities, individuals
and organizations conduct business with remote others whose cre-
dentials and intentions cannot be determined easily. Generally, com-
munications have become more impersonal and difficult to moni-
tor effectively as exchanges based on face-to-face interaction yield
to impersonal contact over digital networks. Parties may know one
another outside of these transactions, but increasingly they do not.

Acquisition and possession of appropriate credentials is more impor-
tant than ever. The process of verifying them, however, is not the easy
matter it was when parties interacted personally or within geographi-
cally circumscribed and culturally shared worlds.

When formal credentials, based upon grades, graduation, awards,
and the like, become the basis for social evaluation and social status,
there will be pressures to inflate the credentials, or to make them up
when they do not exist. Thus, there is pressure to cheat on exams in
the school system, pressure for puffery in the preparation of appli-
cation forms, to make one’s self out to be a little (or a lot) better
than the formal record might legitimately allow. (Weisburd et al.,
1991:183–84)

Online college degree institutions and programs are emblematic
of what the pressures of credentialing have wrought. Pennsylvania’s
attorney general filed a civil lawsuit in December 2004 accusing four
defendants of engaging in the fraudulent sale of bogus academic
degrees. Posing as one Colby Nolan, undercover agents contacted the
defendants online and purchased for $299 a baccalaureate degree
in business administration from “Trinity Southern University.” For an
additional $99 they received a transcript that included Colby’s grad-
uation date, his student number, the courses he completed and his
grades (all A’s and B’s). Colby Nolan is a pet cat (Attorney General,
Pennsylvania, 2004).

State-funded vocational training programs are commonplace in
many countries. On February 16, 2004, a regional councillor in Italy
was arrested and charged with setting up fictitious job-training pro-
grams for the poor. The scams defrauded the European Union and
Lombardy, Italy, out of three million euros. The accused councillor
was under prior indictment for similar schemes and for providing
kickbacks to officials in exchange for contracts. Two of his compa-
nies generated paperwork on fictitious program graduates by using
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personal information of people who had only expressed interest in job
training (ANSA Italian News, 2004). In the United States, officials in
California released results of an audit of Economic Employment Devel-
opment Centers (EEDC). This corporate operator provides language
training to immigrants and is paid according to its rate of employ-
ment placement. Auditors reviewed a sample of twenty-eight EEDC
cases and found success was claimed fraudulently for seven (Los Ange-
les Daily News, 2004). California authorities suspected that millions of
dollars were misappropriated in this and similar programs.

The escalating number of transactions between organizations also
requires a high degree of trust and formalized monitoring proce-
dures (Vaughan, 1982). Because organizations cannot afford to check
for validity and accuracy all these transactions, computerized mon-
itoring procedures typically are used to identify suspicious ones.
Knowledge of how these screening processes work makes it possi-
ble for offenders to make their transactions appear routine so as
not to attract attention (Sparrow, 1996). Just as rates of household
burglary increased following the “miniaturization” and mass market-
ing of home electronic products, changing technology has created
new forms of white-collar lure and made them available to a growing
pool of citizens and organizations (Grabosky, Smith, and Dempsey,
2001; Weisburd, 1997). Thanks to desktop publishing, for example,
official-looking documents can be produced easily and cheaply. In
excess of $750 million dollars annually is lost to check counterfeit-
ers by financial institutions (U.S. Department of the Treasury, 1999).
Crimes that once were beyond the technical reach of street criminals
are now within the grasp of citizens with vocational education and
initiative.

Telemarketing illustrates some of the larger trends in commerce,
communication, and white-collar crime. Telemarketing sales ac-
counted for $611.7 billion in revenue in the United States in 2000,
an increase of 167 percent over sales for 1995. Total annual sales from
telephone marketing are expected to reach $939.5 billion in 2005
(Direct Marketing Association, 2001). The reasons for this growth are
understood easily in context of the “general acceleration of everyday
life, characterized by increasingly complicated personal and domestic
timetables” (Taylor, 1999:45). The daily schedule no longer permits
either the pace or the style of shopping that were commonplace a few
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decades ago, and the need to coordinate personal schedules and to
economize on time drives many household activities. In the search
for convenience, telemarketing sales gained in popularity, and crim-
inals were quick to exploit it (Doocy et al., 2001; Shover, Coffey, and
Sanders, 2004). There are countless variations on telemarketing fraud,
but typically a consumer receives a phone call from a high-pressure
salesperson soliciting funds or selling products based on untrue asser-
tions or enticing claims. Callers offer an enormous variety of products
and services, and often they use names that sound similar to bona fide
charities or reputable organizations. Goods or services either are not
delivered, or they are substantially inferior to what was promised (U.S.
Congress, Senate, 1993).

Cyber crime threatens to become a global cottage industry (Smith,
Grabosky, and Urbas, 2004). With attractive Websites, electronic bul-
letin boards, and online newsletters, Internet criminals attract and
defraud others. An employee of a software company stole 30,000
passwords used by major financial institutions and sold them to a
gang of credit thieves. The gang then used the passwords to create
bogus credit accounts and plundered checking accounts to the tune of
$3 million (USA Today, 2003). Given the variety of ways to access per-
sonal information made possible by the Internet, doubtless few were
surprised by the rapid growth of identity fraud. In 2002, the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) received about 160,000 identity theft com-
plaints, doubling the previous year’s number. Auction fraud accounts
for 61 percent of all complaints to the Internet Fraud Complaint
Center in 2003, and the numbers show sharp and sustained increases
(Internet Fraud Complaint Center, 2005). The U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission received 3,313 reports of online investment
fraud from October 1, 1998, through September 30, 1999, a threefold
increase from the number it received in the previous twelve months
(Murray, 2000).

Legitimate business customers can be charged surreptitiously and
fraudulently for unrequested products. In 2003, a class action suit
against Microsoft Corporation and Best Buy, Inc. alleged that they
charged customers for online services without their consent. Plaintiffs
had used their debit card at a Best Buy store, but when the clerk
scanned their purchases, a trial copy of software was scanned and
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included also. Customers mistakenly assumed it was scanned only to
track inventory, but Best Buy sent their debit information to Microsoft,
Inc. Microsoft activated an Internet account in the plaintiffs’ name
and began charging them a monthly service charge for use of the soft-
ware. The plaintiff’s attorney observed that “the ability of companies
to charge people and actually take money from them without their
knowledge is an interesting development and one that we are seeing
more often, particularly through debit cards” (Cable News Network,
2003).

Telephone service providers moved quickly to exploit lure created
by the computer and changes in telecommunications. Some create
or alter customer contracts without their consent. Phone cramming is
the practice by telephone service providers of adding unrequested ser-
vices to phone contracts without customers’ permission. Phone slam-
ming is switching service providers without their knowledge. As tele-
phone bills become more complex and confusing, consumers are less
likely to detect these practices. Qwest Communications International
paid $20.3 million in fines in 2003 for illegally adding customers and
placing charges on thousands of bills in California. The state utili-
ties commission reported that many violations occurred in Latino and
Asian neighborhoods where language barriers facilitated the fraudu-
lent practices (Los Angeles Times, 2003).

The Internet also has changed how child pornographers operate;
sexual exploitation has entered a new era. A 2004 investigation begun
by U.S. authorities of a Website run by Russian organized crime fig-
ures led to cooperation by law enforcement in twenty nations and
the arrest of individuals around the world. More than 190 Australians
including known sex offenders, childcare workers, police officers, and
government officials were charged (Melbourne Herald Sun, 2004). Most
were in possession of downloaded child pornography, but some were
producing and distributing it across national borders.

Managing Vulnerable/Problem Populations
In the United States, privatization of government generally means con-
tracting for services that formerly were provided by public agencies
and employees. The rate at which public services are transferred to
contractors fluctuates and varies considerably by service, but it has
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increased in the last decade. “More and more governments have been
inviting private firms to compete for contracts to provide services once
restricted to public sources. This practice, also known as competi-
tive sourcing, has been embraced as an effective policy tool for driv-
ing change in organizations, improving performance and restraining
costs” (McMahon, Moore, and Segal, 2003:5). The Federal Acitivities
Inventory Reform Act was passed in 1998 and requires U.S. govern-
ment agencies to identify commercial activities and open them to
competition from private contractors. In fiscal year 2003, agencies
studied the benefits of contracting for services provided by 17,596
full-time equivalent employees and determined in eleven percent of
662 assessments that outsourcing was the appropriate route (Office of
Management and Budget, 2004). Privatization has been pronounced
particularly at the state level (Boardman, Laurin, and Vining, 2003).

The changing functions and declining size of the nuclear family
over the past half-century is accompanied by emergence of specialized
institutions that perform functions once performed at home or by the
state. The living situations of elderly widows are illustrative. At the start
of World War II, 18 percent of elderly women lived alone, 59 percent
lived with adult children, and 3.7 percent lived in group quarters. By
1990, 62 percent lived alone, 20 percent lived with adult children,
and 10 percent lived in group quarters (McGarry and Schoeni, 2000).
The result is the nursing home industry. Care-giving services are pro-
vided on a contractual basis by private companies paid by the family
or state. There are more than 16,000 nursing homes in the United
States with 1.8 million beds and an occupancy rate exceeding 80 per-
cent (U.S. Center for Disease Control, 2003). About 53 percent of
U.S. nursing homes are for-profit operations, and nearly half are run
by companies with two or more facilities (U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, 2002). Child care and the nursing-home indus-
try are examples also of the rapid growth of new institutions that care
for family members. There are more than 100,000 childcare facilities
in the United States. Kindercare and other corporate preschool firms
now watch more than 100,000 children daily.

Cost-cutting is key for companies that provide nursing home and
child care. Their low-ranking employees are paid much less than state
employees who perform comparable work. Operating procedures that
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enable corporate service providers to operate below cost schedules
stipulated in contracts is a major form of lure. Clients processed by or
held in institutions may be incapable of bringing to the public’s atten-
tion reports of improper treatment or care that falls below contractual
standards. Negligence is common, but complaints are easily dismissed
or ignored. Seventy-three percent of nursing-home residents pay for
their care with Medicaid and Medicare funds, and nursing-home man-
agers have access to their personal information (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, 2002). Since many patients are incapable
of checking their statements, they can be billed for services, medicines,
and supplies they do not receive (Sparrow, 1996).

In addition to financial fraud, conditions in the childcare and
nursing-home industries open the door to criminal abuse and client
neglect. In Memphis, Tennessee, a toddler left in a van outside a state-
subsidized childcare center died in the heat. The state investigation
that followed showed that the daycare facility received $3.5 million in
state funds between 1995 and 2002, much of which was stolen. The
board that was supposed to oversee facility operations never met, but
board “minutes” were fabricated by one embezzler to justify expendi-
tures. The owners of the daycare facility were convicted of twenty-nine
counts of fraud, theft, money-laundering, filing false tax returns, and
tax evasion (Memphis Commercial Appeal, 2004).

A Wisconsin nursing home and one of its administrators were pros-
ecuted successfully for homicide by reckless conduct after a seventy-
eight-year-old resident walked out into the frigid air of a Milwaukee
night, trudged through deep snow, climbed a fence, collapsed, and
froze to death. The incident was not discovered until the follow-
ing morning, but the last entry in the patient’s chart reported that
he was “checked every two hours” during the night, “no problems”
were encountered, and he “slept well” (Schudson, Onellion, and
Hochstedler, 1984:131). In subsequent hearings and trials, evidence
showed that staffing levels, supplies and care at the facility for “mentally
retarded, elderly and infirm patients” had deteriorated to where they
jeopardized the “health, safety and welfare of the patients” (Schudson,
Onellion and Hochstedler, 1984:133). On the night when the death
occurred, one nurse and two aides were responsible for three wards
with more than 200 patients. Highly publicized cases of abuse and
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neglect are uncommon. So long as there are no dead bodies or per-
sistent reports by investigative journalists, the public remains happily
unaware of or unconcerned with crime that exploits the elderly, pris-
oners, the mentally challenged, and illegal immigrants.

The drive to reduce the size of government and economize on ser-
vices causes officials at all levels to contract with corporations for ser-
vices as diverse as public security, debt collection, and public sanita-
tion (Christie, 2000). In 1980 there were only a few private prisons
in the United States, and they housed approximately 3,000 of the
nation’s inmates. Twenty years later there were 150 privately operated
jails and prisons (Tabarrock, 2002). There were 94,361 residents in
state or federal prisons run by private companies in 2003, representing
6.5 percent of the nation’s prisoners. The vast majority are housed by
a few large companies (U.S. Department of Justice, 2003). Wackenhut
Corrections Corporation and Corrections Corporation of America
(CCA) are prominent among then. The former operates sixty-nine
correctional facilities and the latter sixty-five. CCA settled a 1999 law-
suit by prisoners for $1.6 million and $756,000 in legal fees after a
federal court found that its failure to classify prisoners properly had
led to “mixing predators and their prey.” A high rate of violence in an
Ohio facility that housed out of state inmates was the result (Washington
Post, 1999).

Companies in the corrections business compete aggressively for state
contracts, and when bids can go no lower, some resort to other means
of securing contracts. Bribery is not unknown. In New York state,
Correctional Service Corporation (CSC) provided free chauffeur-
driven limousine rides to state lawmakers. Some legislators later billed
the state for thousands of dollars in travel mileage for these trips.
The vice-president of CSC acknowledged later that his company pro-
vided free transportation for campaign workers and assemblymen as
well. One legislator received perks estimated to be worth $2,000 per
month. Seventeen of twenty-two employees of a halfway house oper-
ated by CSC worked in various election campaigns. They later said
that although they did not contribute money to the campaigns, their
names appeared on contributor lists. This suggests that others gave
money in their names (New York Times, 2003b). When an investigation
into these illegal campaign contributions was launched, CSC agreed
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to pay $300,000 in lieu of a $250,000 fine and a seven-year ban on
lobbying (New York Daily News, 2003). Officials in other states likewise
have been convicted of influencing legislators to transfer prisoners to
their facilities (Atlanta Journal Constitution, 2003).

Globalization
Globalization designates the increasing number and complexity of
political-economic relationships that cross national borders. Eco-
nomic indicators make clear that it is on the march (Baca, Garbe, and
Weiss, 2000; Brahmbhatt, 1998; Brooks and Del Negro, 2002; Cavaglia,
Brightman, and Aked, 2000; Forbes and Chinn, 2003). Increasingly,
when nations fail to curb emergent forms of white-collar crime the
effects ripple throughout the world. This happens, for example, when
unrestrained business and trading practices cause international catas-
trophes. Albania’s economy was brought to its knees in 1997 by a
widespread investment fraud that caused a run on banks and frus-
trated foreign investors trying to stabilize its economy (Washington Post,
1997a).

The expanding and diversifying international financial sector
arguably will be the most significant source of globalization in the
future. Measures of foreign direct investment (FDI) surpassed $700 bil-
lion in 2002 (United Nations, 2004). While some of the connec-
tions and contracts between capitalists throughout the world occur
through face-to-face meetings and government liaisons, most occur
via telephone and trading computers. Modern communications allow
investors to react instantly, to partner with people they will never
meet, and to exploit changing state policies and market fluctuation.
Between 1982 and 1987, there was a “remarkably sudden globaliza-
tion of securities markets; in the U.S., foreign securities transactions
increased ten-fold” (Braithwaite and Drahos, 2000:153). In 2002,
seventy foreign companies entered U.S. public markets for the first
time, and the stock of 1,300 foreign companies now trade there
(United Nations, 2004). Wealth in all its forms moves across borders at
an unprecedented pace, and national economies are connected in the
process. Transnational corporations (TNCs) are major actors in fur-
thering political and economic globalization. Their power is increas-
ing. Of the fifty largest economies in the world, fourteen are TNCs
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and thirty-six are countries (United Nations, 2004:99). Economic links
between nations occur through these TNCs and governments depend
on these links.

Easy access to large pools of potential victims is an obvious conse-
quence of globalization. Around the globe they can be reached in
mass electronic mailings requesting bank account numbers, for exam-
ple. Brokers may fraudulently represent their investments in foreign-
language press releases sent abroad. Off-shore victims may have little
recourse against remote and anonymous predators.

The criminal machinations of Alan Teale are illustrative of devel-
opments in white-collar crime made possible by globalization. Teale
operated insurance firms from locations offshore and specialized in
selling U.S. residents bogus insurance policies (Tillman, 2002). After
a long career in Europe, he emigrated to the United States and went
to work for a Florida insurer that later went bankrupt. Teale then set
up shop in Atlanta, Georgia, where he helped found dozens of sup-
posedly independent insurance companies. The companies collected
premiums from policyholders and shifted money through a complex
chain of corporate entities. When policyholders tried to file claims,
they were met with a runaround that could busy a law firm for months.
Each company would blame another for failing to pay and claim that
they too had been victimized. If regulators got too close to one of the
companies it folded, and its proprietors set up new ones. Teale and a
partner also used worthless securities to start a reinsurance company,
but when regulators discovered that the company had leased the secu-
rities that comprised its claimed assets, it was shut down. His partner
went to prison, and Teale eventually met his downfall as well; when an
insurance scheme in Pennsylvania left $5 million in unpaid claims, he
was sentenced to seventeen years’ imprisonment (Tillman, 2002). He
and his many partners operated on a grand scale, but there must be
hundreds if not thousands like him. They are aided by the difficulties
of investigating transactions across borders and by the massive stream
of legitimate commerce they mimic.

Trade agreements among nations create new economic production
and trading entities, and lure is created in the process. Agricultural
subsidies in the European Community designed to ensure quality as
well as stable production and incomes for farmers are an example.
In one scheme, vineyard owners took advantage of subsidies paid for
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withholding surplus wine from the market. They supplemented their
supposed local production with clandestine purchases made abroad
and then used cellars full of this inferior product as basis for collect-
ing payments (Clarke 1993; Passas and Nelken, 1993). Misrepresen-
tation of quality, origin, and destination of goods can be a profitable
venture. The United States, Canada, and Mexico adopted the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1992. This compact sig-
nificantly reduces restrictions on trade across their common borders,
but in order to qualify for NAFTA treatment, goods must meet spe-
cific origin criteria. Merchandise produced in a country other than
Mexico or Canada generally does not qualify for NAFTA treatment
upon entry into the United States. Just as farmers and agribusinesses
quickly learned how to profit criminally from European Union reg-
ulations, firms closer to home have learned how to profit criminally
from NAFTA. In one investigation, a company and its principal offi-
cers pled guilty to customs fraud and marketing violations related
to the undervaluation and removal of country of origin markings
on medical equipment imported into the United States (Los Angeles
Times, 1991).

As TNCs acquire interest in the affairs and economies of distant
nations, largesse flows increasingly across borders, much of it is in the
form of international aid. It flows, for example, from Western nations
to developing countries for humanitarian reasons and economic sta-
bilization. The United States has given about $10 billion in foreign
aid annually in recent years (World Almanac, 2003). Two executives of
the U.S. Agency for International Development defrauded the pro-
gram of $700,000 (U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, 2003).
Aid goes to corrupt governments and noncorrupt alike. While some
nations manage aid better than others, the United States is more likely
to aid corrupt governments than most (Alesina and Weder, 2002).
Embarrassing if not criminal incidents sometimes result; soccer stadia
paid for by international contributions were venues for public exe-
cutions by the Afghan Taliban government in the 1990s. More than
$20 million deposited by embassies and international aid agencies in a
Bosnian bank vanished (Schaefer, 1999). Russia’s Central Bank trans-
ferred $1.2 billion received from the International Monetary Fund
to a shell company known as Fimaco in order to bolster balance
sheets and support Boris Yeltsin’s presidential election campaign
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(Schaefer, 1999). As the world becomes smaller and economies link,
criminal opportunities increase for ordinary and upperworld offend-
ers alike.

LURE PRODUCTION AND ALLOCATION

Constituencies across the spectrum of wealth and respectability, make
diverse demands on the state, and many are demands for lure of one
kind or another. Lure production is a thoroughly political process, and
inequality is a major constraint at every step. Although the supply of
lure has been expanded for increasing numbers of citizens and organi-
zations, privileged citizens and large corporations are prime beneficia-
ries. They demand access to tax coffers, protection from market forces,
and freedom to conduct their affairs unencumbered by oversight. In
return, the state routinely makes available to them an astounding array
of tax incentives, subsidies, low-interest loans, and other forms of access
to public funds. Superfund was created by Congress in 1980 to identify
and clean up hazardous waste sites in the United States. The costs are
paid by federal and state governments and by corporations responsible
for decades of improper toxic waste disposal. Program implementation
has been contentious, and the environmental benefits of Superfund
are unclear:

Guided by the social judgment to make polluters pay, regulators
attempt to impose costs on responsible parties, who in turn resist
these efforts. The resulting conflict generates substantial enforce-
ment and litigation and delays cleanup. . . . Increased costs combined
with reduced benefits compromise program efficiency. (Barnett,
1994:49)

Many parties benefit financially from Superfund, but attorneys are in
the front ranks. Although they are compensated by funds set aside for
cleanup, the size of their fees hinges on the degree of conflict. There
are few checks on the bills they submit in any case, which caused some
to call Superfund a “welfare program for lawyers” (Barnett, 1994:41).

The Canadian Scientific Research Tax Credit program was estab-
lished in 1984 to stimulate scientific research and development. It
was discontinued ten years later after reports that nearly half of the
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$3 billion spent to that date was lost to impractical or scientifically sus-
pect projects (Ottawa Citizen, 1994). In the United States, presidential
decisions and congressional legislation during the 1980s made avail-
able to savings and loans institutions larger pools of money along with
liberalized federal deposit insurance coverage. The savings and loan
industry became attractive to aggressive entrepreneurs without knowl-
edge of or experience in banking. A beneficiary of state policies and
changes in oversight of savings and loan institutions recalls that

I was absolutely amazed at how easy it was to suddenly own an S&L
in Little Rock, especially when neither Jim or I had any expertise in
running one. This pretty much summed up the attitude toward S&L
ownership in the 80s. They required a ton of documentation for a
person to get a loan or to wire money, or even to open a checking
account, but any idiot could own and run an S&L. (McDougal and
Harris, 2003:79)

The result of changes in the regulatory environment of the savings and
loan industry was one of the costliest waves of public fraud in modern
history (Calavita et al., 1997a).

The state is pressed increasingly to create new forms of lure, and
elites insist theirs be provided without oversight. These dynamics are
clear when powerful TNCs negotiate with the weak governments of
impoverished nations. States offer them development and recruitment
packages and promise to maintain a pro-business environment. In
return, government officials may receive illegal tribute, and protection
of local populations sometimes is sacrificed (Friedrichs and Friedrichs,
2002; Passas, 2000). Few dispute that TNCs get more than their share
of aid or that oversight is lax. This caused one newspaper editorial
commentator to remark that “[t]here is one, increasingly strict rule for
broad social welfare policies, such as unemployment assistance, health
insurance and tertiary education. But the rules governing incentive
payments to business – what can fairly be called corporate welfare –
are as loose and as easily abused as ever” (Sydney Morning Herald,
1999:A18).

Lure is made easier to exploit anytime powerful constituencies nego-
tiate the terms under which they will submit to government initiatives
they regard as contrary to their short-term interests. In the United
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States, the federally funded Medicare program provides health care
benefits to the elderly while Medicaid, which is funded by the states,
provides health care to the needy. The programs were created by
Congress in 1965. In encouraging them over stiff resistance from the
American Medical Association, administrative and congressional lead-
ers said little about their potential for fraud and abuse because they
“feared a wholesale unwillingness on the part of disgruntled physicians
to participate in the . . . programs” ( Jesilow et al., 1993:44). Program
advocates responded to physicians’ concern that participation would
encumber them with red tape with an implicit promise that doctors and
their office managers would not be bothered greatly or questioned in
the exercise of their professional judgments. As this chapter has shown,
this is not the only area of commerce and services that has witnessed a
burgeoning growth of lure without corresponding increase in credible
oversight. The next chapter takes up the problem of accounting for
the large and growing pool of those willing to exploit lure.
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chapter three

The Predisposed and Tempted

Criminal opportunities are arrangements or situations that offer
potential for criminal reward with little apparent risk of detection or
penalty (Coleman, 1987). Opportunity is in the eye of the beholder,
but there is an objective and commonsense aspect to many criminal
opportunities. This is why a high proportion of adults see and rec-
ognize it in similar circumstances. It is the reason we are cautioned,
and we recognize wisdom in the admonition not to leave our automo-
bile keys in the ignition switch or leave attractively wrapped gifts in
plain sight while away from our cars. Regardless of how legitimate and
convincing telephone callers may seem, the prudent do not give their
checking account number to strangers. Widely shared understandings
about situations where one is vulnerable are the reason secretaries who
are harassed sexually by day do not work overtime. Criminal opportuni-
ties are found throughout the diverse spheres and routines of everyday
life, but they cluster in the workplace.

The availability of lure is a key determinant of the supply of oppor-
tunities for white-collar crime, but for a high rate of crime to occur
opportunities must be coupled with an ample supply of individuals
and organizations who are aware of their existence and prepared to
exploit them. The sources and precise nature of what distinguishes
the criminally predisposed is varied, and it differs for individuals and
organizations. Organizations that are predisposed to exploit lure are
distinguished by structural, cultural, or procedural characteristics that
increase the odds that their personnel will recognize and exploit lure.
Tempted individuals possess qualities or experiences that make them
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more likely than peers who lack these distinctions to weigh exploitation
of lure. Research into the lives of street criminals has shown that some
go about their daily activities alert to and searching for criminal oppor-
tunities while others pay little attention to these unless they encounter
something that piques their interest (Shover, 1996). The same is true
of white-collar criminals (Weisburd et al., 2001).

The supply of predisposed organizations and tempted individuals
varies temporally and spatially even as the pool from which it winnows
grows larger. Reiss and Tonry (1993:1) point out that “[p]erhaps the
most striking revolution of the twentieth century was the rapid expan-
sion of the population of organizations.” In the United States, the
number grew fivefold between 1917 and 1969, and in the past three
decades alone it tripled (Coleman, 1982; Internal Revenue Service,
2003). As a result, “the population of profit, not-for-profit, and gov-
ernmental organizations in the United States rivals in number the pop-
ulation of individuals” (Reiss and Tonry, 1993:1). As for individuals,
the proportion of the U.S. workforce reporting white-collar employ-
ment increased from 18 percent in 1900 to more than 60 percent in
2003 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1975; U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 2003). There appears to be no shortage of potential recruits
to white-collar crime.

The backgrounds and characteristics of those who step forward to
take their place in the ranks differ conspicuously from what is typical of
street criminals. Indisputably, they are more advantaged by material
circumstances and respectability. The full extent of their advantage
is obscured substantially when crime-based definitions of white-collar
crime are used, because this approach inevitably counts as white-collar
criminals many of modest circumstance (Weisburd et al., 1991). Demo-
graphically, a minority are nearly indistinguishable from street offend-
ers, and a surprisingly high proportion of those convicted of crimes of
deception are unemployed when they offend (Daly, 1989).

That said, white-collar crime, regardless of how it is defined, gener-
ally is not committed by working-class citizens. Middle-class parental
homes are characteristic of a substantial proportion of its perpetra-
tors. In one sample, 15 percent came from families that had trouble
providing necessities, but the same was true of 25 percent of street
offenders (Benson, 2002; Forst and Rhodes, 1980). In the larger
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table 3.1. Characteristics of individuals sentenced for federal street crimes and
white-collar crimes, United States, 1995–2002

Characteristic
Street
offendersa

White-Collar
offendersb

Race (percent African American and Hispanic) 48.5 32.3
Gender (percent male) 92.8 72.7
Education

Less than high school 38.6 17.1
High school graduate 39.7 28.7
Some college 18.4 30.2
College graduate 2.8 19.5

Age
Under 21 10.4 1.6
21–30 41.8 24.6
31–40 29.1 29.4
41–50 15.7 25.0
50+ 7.2 20.5

Average age 31.8 44.2
Average Number of Cases Annually 2,600 8,205

a Includes defendants convicted of murder, manslaughter, assault, robbery, burglary,
and auto theft.

b Includes defendants convicted of fraud, embezzlement, bribery, tax offenses, antitrust
offenses, and food and drug violations.

Source: U.S. Sentencing Commission, Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics (1997–
2004).

scheme of sophistication and seriousness, telemarketing offenders and
their crimes are a long way from upperworld criminals. They enjoy
a measure of privilege nonetheless. Research shows that overwhelm-
ingly they are products of parental homes in which financial circum-
stances were secure if not comfortable. Information on their educa-
tional attainment also shows a level of achievement beyond what is
true of street criminals; of forty-seven interviewed, eight dropped out
of high school, but most graduated. Twenty-one attended college, and
five held baccalaureate degrees (Shover, Coffey, and Sanders, 2004).
Other research likewise shows white-collar criminals are better edu-
cated than street offenders (Benson and Moore, 1992).

Table 3.1 compares characteristics of individual white-collar crimi-
nals and street criminals sentenced in U.S. District Courts in the years
1995–2002. It confirms what has been said about differences between
white-collar and street offenders. It shows that as compared with the
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latter white-collar offenders are significantly older and better edu-
cated. Since these data describe convicted offenders they cannot be gen-
eralized to the larger population of ordinary white-collar criminals; a
high proportion of white-collar crimes go unnoticed or unreported,
and there is no way of determining whether the perpetrators of these
crimes share the characteristics of convicted offenders. Nevertheless,
confidence in the picture presented by Table 3.1 is strengthened by its
similarity to other reports (Benson and Kerley, 2001). Table 3.1 also
attests to the democratic implications of defining white-collar crime
using crime characteristics; where gender and race are concerned, dif-
ferences between white-collar criminals and street criminals are sur-
prisingly narrow.

Interestingly, Table 3.1 shows that federal courts sentenced sub-
stantially more white-collar criminals than street criminals during the
period 1995–2002. Some of this counterintuitive pattern is explained
by the fact that the category “street criminals” as employed there does
not include drug offenders, who comprise an enormous proportion
of sentenced federal defendants. Part of the reason also may lie in
strengthened federal efforts against white-collar crime in the years for
which the sentencing data are reported. Prosecutions of white-collar
defendants increased somewhat toward the close of the 1980s. Last,
there are comparatively few federal burglars and robbers but many
fraudsters; the former generally violate state laws while the latter’s
schemes typically involve use of the mails, telephone, and Internet, all
of which are hallmarks of federal violations.

The backgrounds of upperworld offenders are another matter. They
are the most privileged of white-collar criminals, and their roots likely
are in wealth and high status. Many have elite family pedigrees and
educational credentials. They are more likely than ordinary white-
collar criminals to belong to exclusive social clubs and to move in
high circles. Probably they are older on average than ordinary white-
collar offenders and much older than street criminals. The ranks of
upperworld offenders almost certainly include very few members of
racial or ethnic minority groups.

As compared with what is known about the characteristics of individ-
ual white-collar offenders the picture of organizational defendants is
less clear. Data on 601 organizations sentenced in U.S. district courts in
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1988 and 1989 show that 90.7 percent are closely held companies; only
8.2 percent are publicly traded firms. Less than 1 percent of sentenced
organizations are nonprofit (U.S. Sentencing Commission, n.d.). In
the United States, organizational defendants are prosecuted generally
for fraud and antitrust offenses; these offenses account for 57.2 percent
of the total. Environmental offenses comprise 9.3 percent. “The typical
case [of convicted organizational crime] is a fraud that involves a loss of
approximately $30,000” (U.S. Sentencing Commission, n.d.:3). What
has been learned about organizational noncompliance from studies in
both the United States and other nations suggests that smaller firms
are more likely than larger ones to be singled out for investigation
and prosecution (Shover, Clelland, and Lynxwiler, 1986; Grabosky and
Braithwaite, 1986). This appears to be true of organizational criminals
sentenced in U.S. district courts. This does not mean that they are more
likely than larger ones to commit crime.

GENERATIVE WORLDS

The backgrounds of white-collar criminals are tilted conspicuously
toward the middle and upper classes. Children of these worlds have
little material need, yet many appear as ready recruits to white-collar
crime. Products of privilege and location in the class structure where
personal respect is granted routinely and rarely disputed openly, they
also exploit positions of organizational power. The ease with which
the products of privilege turn to crime suggests there may be qualities
and pathologies in their generative worlds that are functional equiv-
alents of family conflict and deprivation that figure prominently in
the early lives of street criminals. Whether at home, at school, or
engaged in leisure activities, social and cultural conditions of middle-
class life appear to generate ample and probably increasing numbers
of individuals prepared to commit white-collar crime. Hagan (1992)
notes that both social power and risk taking characteristic of privi-
leged classes may contribute to crime and delinquency in children
from these worlds. Others point out as well that social class “alters
a variety of life contexts and chances” from differences in economic
opportunities to culture, and this can increase delinquency by privi-
leged youth (Wright et al., 1999:178). The sources of variation in the
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supply of predisposed organizations probably is explained by factors
that overlap only in part with these.

Crime and other forms of rule breaking spring from a remarkably
small number of base motives and meanings. This is obvious given
what is known, for example, about compliance with regulatory rules.
Kagan and Scholz (1984) point out that some business owners – the
authors dub them “amoral calculators” – willfully violate regulatory
requirements in a calculated fashion. “Organizational incompetents”
violate because managers and employees either do not understand
what they are required to do or else they lack the competence to com-
ply. A third group of firms – Kagan and Scholz call them “political
citizens” – violate because of principled disagreement with the rules.
Valerie Braithwaite and her colleagues (2001) likewise find that citi-
zens approach the requirement to comply with tax law from a variety
of “motivational postures.” Many citizens and business owners comply
because either they are committed to the obligations of citizenship or
because they have no way of avoiding compliance. Taxes owed by wage
earners, for example, generally are withheld from their weekly pay by
the employer and sent to the tax collector. Among those who do not
comply with tax law, some are disengaged from the process, but others
either are openly resistive or engaged in calculated strategies aimed at
minimizing their tax obligations. May (2004) shows that compliance
with regulatory requirements is produced by both positive and nega-
tive motivations. What is true of regulatory noncompliance is no less
true of serious street crimes: motives and meanings are diverse but
finite in number.

The worlds in which meanings and justifications for crime are
acquired vary structurally and culturally. Social class is a fundamen-
tal source of variation. To speak of class is to highlight how mate-
rial conditions of life shape perspectives and understandings of a
host of matters including crime and punishment. Class is important,
because it

is script, map and guide. [It] tells us how to talk, how to dress, how
to hold ourselves, how to eat, and how to socialize. It affects who
we marry; where we live; the friends we choose; the jobs we have;
the vacations we take; the books we read; the movies we see; the
restaurants we pick; how we decide to buy houses, carpets, furniture,
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and cars; where our kids are educated; what we tell our children at
the dinner table (conversations about the Middle East, for example,
versus the continuing sagas of the broken vacuum cleaner or the
half-wit neighbor). (Lubrano, 2004:5)

As it is used here, however, the analytic focus is the cultural components
of social class rather than its structural properties. This is class as lived
experience. Class origins and experiences account for how both crises
and opportunities are experienced, and they also help understand
how transgression is resorted to and justified.

Work, Respectability, and Cultural Capital
Decades of research shows that street offenders disproportionately hail
from poor and working-class backgrounds. One implication of this is
that the kinds of work they are familiar with and perform is unlike work
performed by those situated higher in the class structure. Much of the
work done by working-class citizens is physically hazardous or mind
numbing. Normally they work under the direct supervision of and
on schedules constructed by others. Their work neither requires nor
permits them to set production goals or to plan and complete tasks as
they see fit. This is done by superiors or by other subalterns and in any
case is thought to be none of laborers’ business. Subordination is one
of the most important distinguishing characteristics of working-class
employment. Always it features bosses, schedules, and time clocks.

Social relationships on the job have distinctive qualities where blue-
collar employees are concerned. An easy, informal egalitarianism pre-
vails in most places and circumstances, and there is remarkably lit-
tle competitiveness among them. Most share a common status, and
prospects for upward mobility are limited in any case. Dunk (1991:75)
points out that in this world, a “great deal of effort is put into appearing
casual” and “this attitude and the accompanying body technique are
part of shopfloor culture.” Not surprising also, in their work worlds
those who work too rapidly or maintain distance from co-workers
in hopes of being noticed by superiors are derided as “rate busters”
or “company men.” “One does not want to give the impression of
being too eager or of trying too hard” (Dunk, 1991:75). Those with
a background in the working class who subsequently find themselves
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in middle-class work worlds often remark by contrast on the competi-
tiveness they encounter:

In the factories I’ve worked in, if you talk down to another worker
you can expect to be “punched out.” The basic operating proce-
dure of academia and graduate school . . . are based on competiti-
ive game playing, which in working-class setting would make you an
outcast. . . . In my previous work environments this type of behavior
had specific names: “brown nosing,” “kissing ass,” and so on. . . . The
modus operandi among middle-class careerists is based on competi-
tion. (Langston, 1993:66–7)

Fortune is not generous to most who must make their way in the
working-class world, but they generally do not blame others for this.
Instead, what has been said about chemical factory workers is true for
nearly all of them:

[T]hese workers typically believe that their position in the class struc-
ture is of their own doing. They are factory workers because they want
to be or, if they do not want to be, because “they missed the boat.”
They “had their chances.” If they regret their position they tend to
blame not their class origins but themselves. (Halle, 1984:169)

Many realize as well that their lack of connections or well-placed con-
tacts limited their chances in life, but this is accepted as “the way the
world works” and not something to lament for long.

This is not to ignore substantial variation in the conditions and
rewards of working-class lives. At one end of this range are men and
women who earn high wages, who have adequate health insurance,
and who may own a home. Their work, perhaps in the highly skilled
and unionized construction trades, is challenging, allows for exercise
of some self-direction, and results in visible and enduring products that
they often point to with pride. Nevertheless, the changing labor market
characteristic of contemporary Western nations has left an increas-
ingly large fraction of the working class in economically marginal
or desperate circumstances (Rubin, 1994). Here, for example, are
persons employed at the lowest levels of the nursing home industry;
their work often requires cleaning the beds and bodies of incontinent
residents. The nature of this work ensures that only those with few
options choose to do it, particularly at the minimum wage it pays. Few
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working-class citizens do work that is exciting or newsworthy. This and
their low status gives to many a sense of personal insignificance that
is only strengthened by awareness that their views are not solicited
and usually are not taken into account by people who count (Sennett
and Cobb, 1972; Ehrenreich, 2002). Like it or not, they must come
to terms with “the shame” of living near the material edge (McCourt,
1996:298). Neither they nor their opinions matter much.

Lareau (2002, 2003) and her students spent hours participating in
and observing the daily lives of a sample of working-class and middle-
class families. They noted that parents of poor and working-class chil-
dren employ practices of child rearing Lareau (2002:747) describes
as “natural growth.” By this is meant that “parents viewed children’s
development as spontaneously unfolding, as long as they were pro-
vided with comfort, food, shelter and other basic support” (Lareau,
2002:773). Poor and working-class parents try to provide “the condi-
tions under which children can grow but [leave] leisure activities to
children themselves.”

Lareau also notes that “these parents . . . use directives rather than
reasoning.” In blue-collar households, communication is implicit;
much is understood but goes unsaid, and children do not engage
in conversation with adults so much as receive opinions or edicts. This
is one reason many do not develop self-assurance dealing with supe-
riors and impersonal organizations. Parental discipline in poor and
working-class families runs to the immediate, painful, and quick. Cor-
poral punishment is used more often by working-class parents than
those at higher levels of the class structure (Strauss and Donnelly,
1994). Working-class children, however, develop a generalized con-
formism, and they generally see legal threats as legitimate and binding
(Kohn, 1977).

When they run afoul of the law, men and women of working-class
origins are as likely as not to blame themselves for their misfortune. If
they recognize that others influenced them, they are quick to add “I
got myself into the situation” or “no one twisted my arm.” They con-
sider it irrelevant that economic or labor-market conditions may have
shaped their actions and the actions of others. Street criminals discour-
age public exploration of motives and may interpret it as weakness,
deception, or whining. They did not belong to high-school forensic
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or debate clubs nor did they take classes that encouraged search for
arcane meanings and complex interpretations. As adults, the condi-
tions of their work do not facilitate or require development of these
cultural skills. Work days are filled with the need for physical action,
immediate responses, and outcomes that are judged by others either as
satisfactory or lacking. Their crimes share many of these qualities and
seem not to permit or require from investigators a complex search
for the facts and their meaning. Twenty-year-old males arrested on
the street carrying electronic equipment and a pry bar only blocks
from where residents were burglarized readily invite the interpretation
and label perpetrator. Reflecting on his younger years, the songwriter
and singer Merle Haggard rejects the possibility that his upbringing
was responsible for his later imprisonment. He concludes instead that
“leaves only me to blame” (Haggard, 1968). There are millions like
him.

As adults, the products of middle-class households generally do work
that is morally and physically cleaner than work done by those lower
in the class hierarchy. For many, employment is interesting and cre-
ative, and they are permitted considerable self-direction. Many occupy
offices, access to which is restricted by secretaries or other subalterns.
Personal assistants maintain their appointment calenders and smooth
out problems in the work day, while the inconveniences and unpleas-
antries of life beyond the office are managed by paying others to take
care of them. Middle-class adults generally do not return home at the
end of the day with mud, grease, cotton dust, or toxic chemicals on
their clothing, and they and their superiors prefer not to know very
much about those who do. Nor do they want to know how the dirty
work is going, just so long as it is going. This is one reason elite citi-
zens do not show up at local police stations unaccompanied by media
representatives simply to talk with officers and to let them know how
much their work is appreciated.

Their backgrounds provide to middle-class children who later
become white-collar criminals experiences sharply different in many
ways from what is commonplace in poor and working-class house-
holds. Consider the amount of space available to family members and
accommodative patterns produced by what statisticians call a high rate
of “density.” “It is one of the distinguishing marks of . . . working-class
family life that there’s not enough room in the house either for the
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people who live in it or the things they collect as they pursue their
lives” (Rubin, 1994:17). Family members as a result must accommo-
date to the wishes and schedules of others in matters as mundane as
the nightly bathtub queue. Middle-class homes are spacious, families
are small, and space generally is close at hand for those who want to
be alone. Children typically have private bedrooms. Throughout the
homes of working-class families, empty space is public space, which
makes for both a reduced sense of personal privacy and inability to
get away easily to indulge the brain or emotions. In marked contrast
to their living arrangements, middle-class homes “don’t have a bed in
the living room” (Bragg, 1997:98).

Other benefits of a materially secure and respectable upbringing
are not nearly as apparent, but they are consequential for children
reared in these circumstances. The focus here are benefits and per-
spectives that are acquired gradually in the routine conversations and
dynamics of family life. Lareau (2002:773) describes the child-rearing
practices of middle-class parents as “concerted cultivation.” In contrast
to working-class parents, who see the lives of their children “unfold-
ing,” middle-class parents make a “deliberate and sustained effort to
stimulate children’s development and to cultivate their cognitive and
social skills.” They attempt to foster children’s talents through orga-
nized activities and extensive reasoning. Children reared in these fam-
ilies have little time for self-directed leisure pursuits and the benefits
these bring. They are exposed to and given opportunity to engage in
a range of leisure and educational activities.

Consider the implications for child development and leisure activ-
ities of having an assured and adequate income for family coffers.
It makes it possible for parents to pay for the not insubstantial costs
of their children’s leisure and educational experiences. The leisure
activities of working-class youth are played out in geographically more
restricted and less expensive terrain. Their parents have neither the
fiscal nor cultural resources to provide for their children the kind of
support that is commonplace in middle-class households. This limits
their children’s participation in both school and extracurricular activ-
ities (Lareau, 2003).

Middle-class children are encouraged verbally and included in con-
versation with their parents and other adults. Parents often defer to
them, and middle-class children witness parental juggling of family
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schedules around them and their activities. Lareau suggests that this
and other aspects of middle-class child rearing produce a sense of
entitlement in middle-class children, one that may find expression
throughout life. They have little knowledge of drudgery and subordi-
nate status save perhaps for temporary employment as youth.

Products of child rearing in which communication is predominantly
implicit, working-class citizens are attuned and pay attention to exter-
nal qualities of behavior. In middle-class child rearing communica-
tion is explicit, and much of it is devoted to unraveling the intentions
behind puzzling or deviant actions. Children learn to look for and
consider what is behind untoward conduct and to pay less attention to
its formal status. The reasons for punishment or correction must be
explained defensibly. Privileged citizens are more likely to view norms
not as absolutes but as situationally applicable, and infraction, which is
seen as a product of internal dynamics that explain if not justify it, is a
matter for discussion and negotiation. It can be a protracted process.
Middle-class children learn early that arguable lack of intent mitigates
a wide array of misconduct, and they gain experience evading moral
and legal responsibility for their unpleasant actions. It is a lesson they
learn well. Many convicted white-collar criminals have little experience
as penitents.

The culture and ethos of worlds from which privileged offenders
are drawn and live is reproduced and reinforced in their employment
worlds (Kohn, 1977). Law is viewed with disdain or challenge, and
when they violate it they have little difficulty fashioning and bringing
to bear linguistic constructions that excuse or explain their actions. In
part because they generally view their circumstances as exceptional,
middle-class citizens generate, elaborate, and employ complex inter-
pretations of their motives. Casual familiarity with the defenses of
white-collar criminals shows how imaginative they can be at disputing
criminal intent. Consider the case of William Aramony, former presi-
dent of United Way of America (New York Times, 1995). Federal prose-
cutors in New York alleged that Aramony fraudulently diverted for his
own use nearly $2 million of the charity’s money. The stolen funds were
used to pay for vacations, chauffeurs, luxury apartments, and exotic
vacations for the defendant and his teenage girlfriend. Other monies
were given to a friend who operated a charitable company, and large
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sums were funneled into Aramony’s personal accounts. His attorney
unsuccessfully argued that Aramony’s crimes were caused by shrinkage
in the area of the brain that controls impulses and inhibitions. Those
reared in poor or blue-collar circumstances likely would laugh at this
notion. The jury found him guilty.

Interpretations of street crime and those who commit it invariably
highlight the importance of childhood pathologies. Poverty and dys-
functional families are pointed to repeatedly as problems, because all
recognize that it is in worlds close at hand that the “rewards, penal-
ties, and rituals of daily life . . . constrain or subvert the operation of
the moral sense” (Wilson, 1997:24). Three cultural components of
middle-class and upper-class worlds are significant for how they shape
manifestations of white-collar crime and also the numbers of citizens
who choose to commit it: normatively unbridled competition, a perva-
sive sense of arrogance, and an ethic of entitlement. These are among
the reasons why not only taverns and jails but also corporate offices
can be breeding grounds for transgression.

Competition
Competitiveness is striving or vying with others for profit, prize, or
position. It is a sense of rivalry. Lareau (2002; 2003) observed that
middle-class children often develop and experience a sense of com-
petitiveness with their siblings. As with their overall style of child rear-
ing, middle-class parents believe competition is a positive experience
and one they try to provide for their children (Lareau, 2003:60–1).
They monitor the progress of their children regularly and precisely
so they will develop skills needed to thrive in the middle- or upper-
class workforce. They push them to compete and excel. In countless
ways, middle-class children are sent the message that their parents
and others expect them to succeed. They expect life to offer reward-
ing opportunities. This is less common and salient in working-class
homes.

In cultures of competition individuals are driven to strive for suc-
cess, whether this be fortune, fame, or respect, and they worry cease-
lessly about conditions that might stand in their way. Locales and time
periods vary in how powerfully and pervasively an ethos of competi-
tiveness dominates interpersonal relationships and individual actions.
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At Enron Corporation, management policies required each year that
employees be evaluated on a forced curve so that 15 percent would
receive performance ratings of unacceptable (Cruver, 2002). The per-
vasive insecurity generated in competitive environments like this pro-
vides powerful motivational pushes toward misconduct. On the basis
of interviews with convicted white-collar offenders, Spencer (1965)
notes that they place an exaggerated emphasis on elevating their social
position and prevailing in competition with others. It can become
all-consuming and trump all obligations and commitments. In com-
petitive worlds, progress is assessed by comparison with peers, and
inevitably there are winners and losers. Desire to be the former is
fueled in part by fear of becoming the latter. Enron’s system of “rank
and yank” bred intense fear:

Suffice it to say any [annual] ranking that plummeted you lower
than your previous assessment gave many people a reason to start a
course of antidepressants or switch from beer to bourbon. A reduc-
tion in your ranking status would affect your salary, your self-esteem,
your standing among your peers and, worst of all, your bonus. Once
wounded with an “issues” ranking, like a stricken animal in a herd,
other employees would begin to shun you as you might draw lions.
(Brewer, 2002:92)

A convicted telemarketer could be talking for most:

You could be selling a $10 thousand ticket, you could be selling a
$49.95 ticket. And it’s the same principle, it’s the same rules. It’s the
same game. I like to win. I like to win in all the games I play, you know.
And the money is a reason to be there, and a reason to have that job.
But winning is what I want to do. I want to beat everybody else in the
office. (Shover, Coffey, and Hobbs, 2003:497)

Nor is he alone in describing the power of culturally competitive
worlds:

I sold the first person I ever talked to on the phone. And it was just
like that first shot of heroin, you know. I’m not a heroin addict. . . . I’ve
only done heroin a couple of times. But it was amazing. It was like, “I
can’t believe I just did this!” It was incredible. It was never about the
money after that. . . . Yeah, it was about the money initially, but when
I realized that I could do this everyday, it was no longer about the
money. It was about the competition, you know. I wanted to be the
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best salesman, and I want to make the most money that day. (Shover,
Coffey, and Hobbs, 2003:497).

In competitive cultures, people generally evaluate personal success in
terms of wealth and material possessions.

Competition need not be economic, however. Establishing or main-
taining respect by peers for exceptional achievement is a priority for
many, but humans compete for attention from superiors, plum assign-
ments, and career advancement. Charles Colson, once a White House
staff member, remarks that

Nixon and I understood one another – a young ambitious political
kingmaker and an older pretender to the throne. We were both men
of the same lower middle-class origins, men who’d known hard work
all our lives, prideful men seeking that most elusive goal of all –
acceptance and the respect of those who had spurned us in earlier
years. (Colson, 1976:31–2)

Desire to demonstrate through competitive struggle that respect is
deserved plays no small part in some white-collar crimes.

Money, however, is unsurpassed as a medium for gauging competi-
tive success. Its decimalized metric is far superior to the disputed and
nuanced ones used to measure respect.

To those of us who raced along the Wall Street treadmill of the 80s,
money assumed a mystical aura. Once you achieved a modest level
of success, once you knew that you had your mortgage and your car
payment covered, once you had a full belly, money simply became the
way you gauged your level of success, compared to those about you. . . .
[M]oney became the points on the scoreboard. (Levine, 1991:390)

This suggests that not all who emerge as winners from competitive
struggle will find relief in victory. Once achieved they know only inse-
curity over hanging on to what they have gained. For others, successful
competition only kindles desire for more of the same:

[A]t each new level of my career, I had pushed my goals higher. When
I was an associate, I wanted to be a vice president. When I became a
vice president, I wanted to be a senior vice president. . . . When I was
earning $20,000 a year, I thought, I can make $100,000. . . . When I
was making a $1 million, I thought I can make $3 million. There was
always somebody one rung higher on the ladder, and I could never
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stop wondering: Is he really twice as good as I am? Ambition eclipsed
rationality. I was unable to find fulfillment in realistic limits. . . . The
hours grew longer, the numbers grew bigger, the stakes grew more
critical, the fire grew ever hotter. (Levine, 1991:391)

By elevating and rewarding success above all else, competitive environ-
ments provide both characteristic understandings and justifications
for misconduct (Coleman, 1987). In these worlds normative restraints
are transformed into challenges to be circumvented or used to advan-
tage. The roots of workplace competitiveness reach well into the past
for many who cannot elude its undertow. The morally corrosive effects
of unbridled competition are seen in a range of settings, but they are
evident most glaringly where competitors are young males. In places
where their numbers and influence predominate, their perspectives
define the collective ethos. Patriarchal notions of masculinity and com-
petitors of privileged background predominate in worlds that breed
tempted individuals and predisposed organizations.

Arrogance
Arrogance and an air of imperiousness occasionally are seen in the con-
duct of street criminals; the swaggering gun-wielding figure is encoun-
tered in real life often enough to reacquaint us with this fact. But
arrogance is a more likely springboard for crime in places and on
the part of offenders who do not live so close to the material edge.
The inhabitants of materially secure and respectable worlds are accus-
tomed to being superordinates; they give orders, and others move to
their dictates. Their views are solicited and taken seriously by people
who count. They are waited on. Many of them have known success
and emerged as winners from competitive struggle. All do not han-
dle it well, however; the self-important, arrogant white-collar offender
is a recurring figure in chronicles of white-collar crime. The face
of arrogance is inescapable, for example, in decisions by powerful
and wealthy public figures to award lucrative noncompetitive con-
tracts to friends and associates. The chief executive officer of Enron
Corporation reportedly referred to a persistent questioning accoun-
tant in a public meeting as an “asshole” (Cruver, 2002:54; Swartz,
2003:265). Such public lapses of respectability are uncommon for elite
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white-collar criminals; normally they do not display such inappropriate
behavior. A securities fraudster recalls the sense of self-importance bor-
dering on arrogance that he experienced before his scheme collapsed:

[My wife] and I were becoming more and more in demand. I was
successful enough that people were laughing at my stories. Even my
brother-in-law invested with the kid brother who was taking the world
by storm down there in Atlanta. . . .

[M]y mother-in-law claimed I was a genius. I secretly admired her
discernment. My office had to be enlarged to house a person of my
intelligence, kindness, and shrinking humility. Class A personalities
asked for my opinion about things. (Lawson, 1992:67)

He and others like him may come to believe that “they [don’t] have
to follow the rules because they made them” (Swartz, 2003:302).

Arrogance probably is less common among ordinary white-collar
criminals, chiefly because many are employed in occupations that do
not provide the requisite material, organizational, and dramaturgical
supports. It can find expression in disdain or indifference for legal
restrictions and their creators. The idea that the state reserves the
right to intervene in their work environments and restrain their deci-
sion making is accepted conditionally. Further, the presumption that
they should exercise due diligence and responsible concern for details
expected of ordinary citizens is rejected. Asked to explain his crimes,
a former corporate CEO and convicted inside trader replied:

I think I was arrogant enough at the time to believe that I could cut
corners. Not care about details that were going on and not think
about consequences. [But] one of my great faults is – I refused to
deal with everyday details that people have to deal with to make sure
that mistakes aren’t made. And I think, in that way, there may have
been arrogance where I didn’t have to deal with details – that these
details were meant for other people, not for me. (Waksal, 2003:7)

The arrogant are accustomed to a world they can manipulate, and
their days are devoted to the search for shortcuts. When caught and
convicted of crime, they deny everything or characterize it as a mistake
and an aberration. Belief in their personal integrity is grounded in
what they have accomplished and their success in other aspects of life.
They distinguish themselves from “real criminals.”
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Entitlement
Cultures of entitlement cause actors in a range of circumstances to
believe that benefits of some kind are due them and that questioning
or disruption of delivery is illegitimate. Behn and Sperduto (1979:55)
point out that this ethic is not a “conscious creed that prescribes per-
sonal or political conduct [but one that] . . . applies in specific situa-
tions, as a . . . constraint on . . . behavior.” Lareau (2003) observed that
middle-class children question and contest authority. They dispute and
refute correction routinely. The children she observed were quick to
offer advice to authority figures and to make special requests. They
readily passed judgment and already had a sense that their efforts and
accomplishments made them special. The investigators noted also that
when privileges were denied, middle-class children badgered their par-
ents until they were provided. These children acquired and operated
with a sense of entitlement.

In a ground-breaking study of fraud among medical doctors, a
team of investigators from the University of California interviewed
sixty Medicare/Medicaid and American Medical Association officials,
forty-two physicians convicted of medical scams, and a control group
of thirty-two physicians with no record of criminal conviction ( Jesilow
et al., 1993). They also examined the cases of 358 medical workers sus-
pended from Medicare/Medicaid between 1977 and 1982. The inves-
tigators found that among conditions that facilitate Medicaid fraud by
physicians is their belief that insensitive external forces are interfering
with their just desserts. In other words, felonious physicians believe
they are entitled to pursue wealth without external restraint. What is
instructive about this finding is confirmation that an ethos of entitle-
ment can become so pervasive among occupational practitioners or
organizational managers that it becomes taken for granted, and erodes
individual willingness to comply with law.

The professions do not stand alone. The owners and managers of
commercial establishments believe they contribute importantly to civic
life and to community welfare generally by providing employment to
citizens. They often point to the wealth returned to government by
taxes of one kind or another paid by them and their workforce. Many
donate time and money to civic organizations and causes. Professional
persons, whether physicians, attorneys, or engineers, point to their
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work and its visible results as evidence of their importance. It is com-
mon for them and for high-level public-sector managers to believe that
their contributions to community life and the sacrifices their families
make because of their work entitles them to cut corners and claim
perks not available to others.

Moral hierarchy is another source of entitlement. The privileged
understand that fortune or luck has placed them in positions of power
and control over organizations and others. They are not brick layers,
and they know it. They operate daily with understanding that their
honor and respectability are a given, and they are entitled to be treated
accordingly; privilege and deference is their due. Consequently, when
austerity measures are called for the response may be something dif-
ferent. Throughout the corporate restructuring of recent decades, as
employees made concessions in wages and benefits, management com-
pensation skyrocketed. In 2000, before the house of cards and lies that
was Enron collapsed, the behavior of Keneth Lay, its CEO,

betrayed a powerful sense of personal entitlement. Long after his
annual compensation . . . had climbed into the millions, Lay arranged
to take out large personal loans from the company. He gave Enron
jobs and contracts to his relatives. And Lay and his family used Enron’s
fleet of corporate jets as if they owned them. On one occasion, a sec-
retary sought to arrange a flight for an executive on Enron business
only to be told that members of the Lay family had reserved three of
the company’s planes. (McLean and Elkind, 2004:3–4)

As their employer spiraled to destruction, Enron’s employees,

continued taking business-related trips, staying in the best hotels and
eating in the best restaurants. These were the perks that the majority
of Enron employees enjoyed – and it was a fair trade for being on the
road, for being away from families, and for working fourteen-hour
days. We considered it part of our compensation. (Cruver, 2002:73)

Their sense of entitlement is only strengthened by the enormous
amount of largesse that is made available to the privileged. This has
been the case for so long and has become such an accepted part of
life that it is no longer seen as discretionary.

The contrast with working-class experience and perspectives is strik-
ing. Located closer to the bottom of the class structure, working-class
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citizens witness ample misfortune either personally or vicariously. They
are cautioned from early in life to be prepared for and to take setbacks
in stride. Their calloused dreams include a healthy dose of fatalism.
It is “a common condition of being poor white trash: you are always
afraid that the good things in life are temporary, that someone can
take them away” (Bragg, 1997:297). Lacking a sense of efficacy even,
entitlement as a cultural or individual quality is the last thing encoun-
tered in their worlds (Croteau, 1995). Aware that “the only thing worse
than doing without is to be given something and then have it snatched
away,” they want nothing so much as a time when all the bills are paid,
and they can sit (Bragg, 1997:309).

CULTURAL CAPITAL AND CRIME FACILITATION

The great majority of individuals placed in a position of financial trust
fulfill their fiduciary responsibilities honestly and faithfully. But some
do not. What has been learned about why some persons embezzle
from their employers while others do not highlights the importance
of self conversations in framing prospective acts. Men and women
who embezzle are able to do so in part because they define the act
of stealing in a way that enables them to maintain a favorable self-
concept (Cressey, 1953; Zeitz, 1981). Some define it as borrowing or
as fair compensation due them for the long hours they put in without
overtime pay. Others see it as something done to provide for their
children or significant others that cannot be provided legitimately.
Studies over more than four decades consistently show that ability
to neutralize obeisance to law facilitates criminal decision making. A
generation of investigators have documented and catalogued the vari-
ety of ways criminal decision makers excuse and explain their actions
(Maruna and Copes, 2004). Crisis and attractive opportunities figure
prominently in their explanations. Apparently there is no shortage of
either in the lives of middle-class and upperworld criminals (Weisburd
et al., 1991).

Their cultural capital and general conformism means that working-
class citizens have available a narrow range of acceptable explanations
for their crimes. This may help explain why street thieves generally
refer to their activities as “stealing” or “doin’ wrong.” Class differences
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in cultural capital means that upper-class and middle-class children
gain acuity with a larger and more diverse array of neutralizing justi-
fications than those less privileged (Hazani, 1991). Computer hack-
ers, who disproportionately are young middle-class males, engage in
unending verbal and ideological disputes with state representatives
over the harmfulness of their actions (Levi, 2001a; Schell, Dodge, and
Moutsatsos, 2002). They claim that they act not for personal enrich-
ment but for the betterment of all by dispersing intellectual property
and encouraging innovation. Hackers minimize their crimes also by
claims that they could do much greater harm if they put their minds
to it. By identifying points of system vulnerability, they contend what
they do is no different from what security technicians are paid to do.
That they might also be compared to trespassers, prowlers, or thieves
is a possibility they are unprepared to appreciate.

The linguistic and conversational skills of privileged citizens give
them an advantage at construing criminal decisions as legitimate and
socially acceptable actions that is denied citizens of more humble cir-
cumstance. Where the latter must resort to drugs and the influence of
others to overcome the bind of law, white-collar citizens can do so eas-
ily using rhetorical devices. That they do so attests not to their belief in
the moral legitimacy of law but their crucial need to see and be seen as
respectable. Perspectives and skills acquired in early generative worlds
and reinforced in their occupational lives facilitate this process. They
make it possible for respectable citizens to weigh criminal options with-
out adopting a criminal identity. Their verbal and rhetorical skills allow
them to construe their acts “through a sanitizing ideological prism,
which gives them the appearance of not being criminal” (Simon and
Eitzen, 1993:300). These sanitizing ideologies include vocabularies
that gloss over criminality and harm. When weighing criminal oppor-
tunity, white-collar offenders employ rhetorical and linguistic construc-
tions that make it seem acceptable and routine. They can draw from a
rich repertoire of excuses and explanations. If they admit to knowing
they were on ambiguous legal ground, their acts are portrayed as unim-
portant. A convicted insider trader remembers that his peers referred
to their questionable and illegal tactics as the “poison pill” and “shark
repellant” (Levine, 1991). Savings and loans crooks referred to the
practice of hiding bad loans from bank regulators as “flip-flopping”
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(Calavita et al., 1998). Participants in price-fixing conspiracies talk
of “price stabilization” (Geis, 1967). “Massaging data” and “creative
accounting” work for others.

White-collar offenders perhaps are more successful than street
offenders at getting others to empathize when they explain their
misfortune; accusers are portrayed as unjust and the government as
obtrusive and inefficient. Some cite the necessity of cheating in order
to compete with others who cut corners. Many white-collar offenders
claim they committed crime to benefit their employer, which leaves
them free to argue also that gains for employers benefit many people.
No few white-collar offenders draw on professional expertise to argue
that overseers do not understand the requirements or realities of their
work. In this way, “social controls that serve to check or inhibit deviant
motivational patterns are rendered inoperative, and the individual is
freed to engage in [crime] without serious damage to his self image”
(Sykes and Matza, 1957:667).

BEYOND GENERATIVE WORLDS

The generative worlds of white-collar criminals do not exist in a social
vacuum. Nor are they immutable and unchanging. Instead, charac-
teristics and dynamics of the larger worlds in which indidividuals and
organizations are situated constrain their perceptions and assessments.
Three aspects may be critical for their effect on the readiness of the
competitive, arrogant, and entitled either to move closer to or away
from the breakwaters of the law: the culture of work organizations;
flucuations of the business cycle and market(s) uncertainty; and the
pervasiveness of belief that credible oversight is lacking. We shall defer
until chapter 7 discussion of the first.

Business Cycles and Market(s) Uncertainty
Fluctuation in the business cycle has been linked repeatedly to changes
in the size of the pool of white-collar offenders (Baucus, 1994; Clinard
and Yeager, 1980; Simpson, 1987; Staw and Szwajkowski, 1975). Eco-
nomic downturns depress both income and prospects for the future,
which increases fear and competition. As larger numbers of citizens
and organizations are pushed closer to insolvency, crime escalates. As
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is true of street addicts, growing desperation can cause respectable
citizens to consider behavioral options they normally would find unac-
ceptable. This may be true particularly for entrepreneurs and small
businesses operating near the margin of insolvency. The imperatives
of competition can cause them to cut corners. Because they pay a
much greater price for seeds than their national competitors, for
example, some local seed companies repackage unsold, out-of-date
seed from previous years. This is made easier by the fact that few cus-
tomers inquire what they do with surplus stock. During downturns in
the business cycle, entreaties from superiors that they engage in illicit
conduct may fall on receptive ears among subordinates who fear for
the future. In difficult times, the arrogant and entitled may feel that
what is rightfully theirs will not be unless they take preemptive action.
The supply of tempted individuals may have increased significantly in
the decades bounding arrival of the millenium because of increasing
income inequality and “fear of falling” (Callahan, 2004). These pres-
sures have been severe particularly for the professional and managerial
segment of the middle-class (Ehrenreich, 1989).

The relationship between economic conditions and the supply of
potential white-collar criminals may be curvilinear; severe upturns and
downturns alike may increase the number of individuals and organiza-
tions weighing criminal options. Competitive cultures stimulate excess
and crime during boom times when there is widespread belief “every-
one is getting rich.” Periods of sustained economic expansion increase
success and breed arrogance. At these times when everyone seems to
be doing well, belief that it is foolish to hold back and not engage in
the games of the moment finds broad appeal. Many come to believe
that to pass up any opportunity is to miss the boat. Those who choose
crime may be emboldened by their assumption that a rising economic
tide hides their activities and increases their chances of criminal suc-
cess. Growth can also create both a sense of entitlement to the fruits
of a thriving economy and belief that “now is the time to strike.”

Evidence of a relationship between the state of the economy and
the supply of predisposed organizational offenders comes from case
studies of industries and industry sectors. In the 1961 heavy electrical
equipment price-fixing cases, exaggerated stories about “white-sales”
by competitors, the destructive effects of past competition, and reports
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that foreign competitors were “dumping” cheap electrical equipment
on the U.S. market contributed to willingness to engage in price fixing
(Baker and Faulkner, 1993). Structural conditions in the auto industry,
which compel dealers to compete for premium cars, also spawns kick-
back schemes and bribery of distributors (Farberman, 1977; Leonard
and Weber, 1970). This enables automobile dealers to ensure a supply
of automobiles most in demand by consumers. In industries where
producers can provide little product or quality differentiation, have
limited access to markets and where firms depend on a few large con-
tracts, antitrust crime increases. Fluid milk producers and the fold-
ing box industry are instrutive examples (Sonnenfeld and Lawrence,
1978). Organizations must enter and conduct business in several
markets, and conditions in these markets can cause fluctuations in
business uncertainty. When conditions in the credit, capital, labor, or
sales markets are unsettled, firm owners and managers become less
willing to rule out criminal solutions to their problems (Baucus and
Near, 1991).

The number and variety of behaviors that qualify as white-collar
crime is large. Links between the economy and crime may be general or
specific to particular forms of it. In some cases, offenders contend that
economic circumstances seemed to require criminal responses, and
here the links are easy to draw. Whether or not there is a relationship
between fluctuating economic conditions and the supply of offend-
ers prepared to commit noneconomic white-collar crimes is unclear.
Are executives of private security firms, for example, more inclined
to tolerate mistreatment of inmates in their charge when profits are
threatened? Are corporate officials more inclined to engage the ser-
vices of prostitutes for their meetings or gatherings when the economy
is robust? Does the economy effect illegal dispensation of narcotics by
doctors?

Official Resolve and Attentiveness
Legal threats and the possibility of painful consequences resulting
from infraction are key causal variables in rational-choice theory. When
the state monitors criminal behavior closely and gives indication of
intolerence in response to apprehended offenders rates of infraction
decline. Where it appears distracted or indifferent to crime and treats
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with leniency the offenders it ensnares, inevitably the belief grows that
the odds of paying more than minor penalty are slim. The rate of
white-collar crime rises accordingly. When the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) sent clear messages in the mid-1990s that it was becom-
ing a kinder, gentler agency, revenue collections decreased. An IRS
commissioner observed:

[T]he drawing down of enforcement has had a negative effect. Peo-
ple have seen others get away with things they shouldn’t have been
able to; they’ve seen the corporate scandals; they know about the
unseemly behavior by too many attorneys and accountants in these
clearly outrageous shelters, and some have concluded it not as impor-
tant [to obey the law]. (Washington Post, 2004b:E3)

Official resolve and attentiveness acquire strength in broad crime-
control ideologies promoted or endorsed by political leaders and
in state-enforced strategies of crime control. There is evidence, for
example, that antitrust crime increases during Republican presiden-
tial administrations, because offenders sense they can get away with
more crime during these times. “Republican ideology and dogma is
traditionally more supportive of business interests and, Republican
administrations are often hostile to corporate regulation” (Simpson,
1987:951). Ensconced in their peculiar generative worlds, privileged
citizens and organizations are aware of whether or not and how closely
overseers are paying attention to them. They can also estimate, how-
ever imprecisely, whether resources are available for investigation and
enforcement. Where official attention is hazy in focus and weak in
application, arrogance increases. Where it is clear and strong, humility
grows. This is because the level of state commitment to and resources
invested in rule enforcement helps shape prevailing assessments of
the cost likelihood and potential of punishment (Pontell, Calavita,
and Tillman, 1994).
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Self-Restraint and Oversight

Lure becomes criminal opportunity in the absence of credible over-
sight. When the criminally predisposed and the momentarily tempted
sense attentiveness by others, they move on. In this chapter we suggest
that the changes described in chapter 2 coupled with the presence of
a large population of the tempted and predisposed produced in the
generative worlds sketched in chapter 3 give reason to believe that
white-collar crime has increased substantially. It is impossible to esti-
mate the magnitude and parameters of the increase, but the logic of
rational-choice theory gives reason to believe it may be substantial.

Self-restraint is the first line of defense against criminal decision
making by any who are attracted by lure. This is the willingness of indi-
viduals and groups to be constrained in their consideration of options
not by fear of legal penalties but instead by potential self-reproach
borne of a guilty conscience or concern for the opinions of others.
Commitment to norms of morality and ethics, self-respect, and deter-
mination not to let down those who look to them for exemplary con-
duct and community standing are among the most important reasons
many obey the law (Paternoster and Simpson, 1993). Lure is seen more
quickly as criminal opportunity where decision makers are indifferent
to the tug of conscience, reputation, or concern for family and peers.
Crime-as-choice theory leads to expectation that fear of adverse pub-
licity restrains the behavior of potential white-collar offenders. There
is no doubt, for example, that owners and managers of many organi-
zations value their good reputation and emphasize to employees the
importance of operating ethically and in compliance with law. The
large sums of money invested by some companies in advertising and

76
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charitable contributions leaves little doubt that for some an upstand-
ing reputation whether earned or manufactured is a valued asset.

Few doubt as well that weak self-control is linked not only to criminal
participation but to a variety of risky and deviant behaviors. Renewed
interest in self-restraint in recent years was spurred by a bevy of ana-
lytically hard-nosed commentators who charge increasing failure by
parents, schools, and churches to provide young people with adequate
moral education. Moral education equips individuals to assess options
constrained by altruism and the recognized importance of deferred
gratification (Wilson, 1975; Gottfredson and Hirschi, 1990; Dilulio,
1991). It insulates individuals from concern with if not recognition of
lure.

The worlds that generate white-collar offenders and the settings
where they make criminal decisions are nested in larger moral con-
texts, and these are significant as sources of self-restraint or as crime
facilitators (Vaughan, 1992). Criminal decisions are more likely in per-
missive cultures where infraction generally meets with indifference or
indulgence from superiors and others. Some believe the growth of
permissiveness has reached a critical point:

There is trouble in River City, on Main Street, and in the Hamptons
[as well as in impoverished urban communities]. And while the prob-
lems there are somewhat different in nature (e.g., prolific divorce
remains more widespread than illegitimacy), they pose no less a threat
to the nations’s long term prospects. A free society depends ulti-
mately on the beliefs, behavior, and standards of the average citizen.
What makes our situation today different from previous periods in
American history – and fundamentally more serious – is the “demor-
alization” of much of middle- and upper-middle-class life. The ballast
that was once there isn’t any longer. (Bennett et al., 1996:199)

What is known about morality in the workplace does little to allay
concern. One commentator remarks:

Leaving aside all the scandals [of recent years], the ethics at many
companies remain dismal. . . . A large survey of corporate employees
in 2000 by KPMG found that half of the respondents had observed
violations of the law or company standards during the previous year,
and many reported that these violations were quite serious (Callahan,
2004:283).
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The 2003 National Business Ethics Survey found that 22 percent of
employees reported observing unethical conduct at work in the past
year. Ten percent said they experienced pressure to compromise ethi-
cal standards. A third of the respondents reported that their co-workers
condone questionable ethical practices by showing respect for those
who achieve success using them (Ethics Resource Center, 2003).

PRIVATE OVERSIGHT

Injured parties and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) provide
oversight of the tempted and predisposed and respond to evidence or
complaints of misconduct. This may happen particularly when state
agencies decline to take action. Professional societies, for example,
promulgate and enforce codes of ethics and generally accepted prac-
tices. Most also have procedures for hearing complaints of improper
conduct and imposing sanctions. The American Medical Association,
Chicago Board of Trade, the National Basketball Association, the New
York Stock Exchange, and the recently created Rules of the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board are examples of organizations
that employ rule-making and enforcement procedures in oversight of
members. The enforcement machinery employed by most NGOs is
small and has time and energy for little more than reactive enforce-
ment. Morrison and Wickersham (1998) show that 0.24 percent of
California physicians annually are disciplined by the state’s Medical
Board. Of these, 34 percent lose their license to practice medicine.
The same pattern of apparent leniency is found in disciplinary actions
by state bar associations; the proportion of cases of alleged malpractice
that are referred for investigation and possible disciplinary action is
small, and the proportion that eventuate in significant sanction is very
small (State Bar of California, 2003).

The norms promulgated and enforced by NGOs are shaped dis-
proportionately by elite members of these professional and trade
associations. Their content reflects elite problems and interests, and
enforcement generally falls heaviest on smaller firms and least pow-
erful individuals. Physicians disciplined for medical fraud dispro-
portionately are minorities who were trained at foreign universities
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and practice in inner-city neighborhoods and small clinics (Jesilow
et al., 1993). This does not mean they commit more fraud than col-
leagues with domestic training and more advantaged practices, but it
does mean that foreign-trained, minority and inner-city physicians are
under closer watch because their clientele more often receive subsi-
dized medical care. Also, enforcement resources are concentrated in
large cities, which facilitates investigation of urban clinics.

Civil Action
Private parties harmed by what they believe are criminal actions of
others can pursue civil remedies individually or as a class. Class-action
law suits usually are filed by a large number of parties who believe they
have been harmed by another. They make it possible for parties who
otherwise could not afford litigation to pool their resources, form a
class, and pursue redress. Class-action suits originate in all areas of
commercial life including building and construction products, stocks
and securities, drug and medical products, and motor vehicle prod-
ucts. On April 19, 2004, Microsoft Corporation settled a class-action
antitrust lawsuit brought by Minnesota customers who alleged that the
company overcharged them for products. The settlement ended a jury
trial that was expected to last several more weeks and to cost the com-
pany $1.5 billion (Washington Post, 2004b). Microsoft previously settled
similar suits in nine states and Washington, D.C. In many class-action
suits, the cost of litigation exceeds the eventual settlement or court
award.

Whistleblowers
Whistleblowers are employees of legitimate organizations who divulge
to outsiders knowledge or suspicions of wrongdoing in the workplace.
The identity of whistleblowers becomes known, but informants gen-
erally remain anonymous. Recall that the crimes of Davis Pipe and its
managers, which were described in chapter 1, came to light because
of an informant. In one of the best known cases of whistleblowing,
an employee of a federal contractor made available to congressional
representatives and the media copies of secret Pentagon studies of the
Vietnam war (Ellsberg, 2002).
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In the United States, several states and the federal government
provide employment protection and monetary rewards for whistle-
blowers. The U.S. Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 as amended
provides they can receive a proportion of any settlement or recoveries
in cases where they provided key information (Devine, 1999). This is
meant to spur insiders with knowledge of wrongdoing to come for-
ward, to report to authorities, and to do so without fear of reprisals. In
2002, crew members aboard a Danish oil tanker notified the U.S. Coast
Guard of a hazardous leak. Coast Guard officers found the leak, and
they also found directions from shipping company officials that the
leak not be reported as required by law. The two crew members who
notified the Coast Guard were awarded one-half of the criminal fine
assessed in the case ($250,000) (U.S. Department of Justice, 2002b).
In January 2003, the U.S. Sentencing Commission issued new sentenc-
ing guidelines meant to enhance protection of whistleblowers (Solow,
2003). Informants are private citizens who report to authorities some-
thing untoward that causes them to believe crime is occurring. They
are exemplified by individuals who may chance to see the destruc-
tive environmental effects of criminal toxic dumping and report this
to officials. The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (2005) has
shown that tips are the principal means by which fraud committed by
or against organizations is uncovered.

Whatever potential private oversight may have for controlling white-
collar crime it probably varies by whether or not the offender is an
upperworld criminal. Prospects are discouraging particularly when
they are directed at large corporate actors and powerful interests. They
do not always sit by when attacked; many use their resources not only
to bully but also to retaliate (Wall Street Journal, 1995). Litigation is
one vehicle for doing so. SLAPP (Strategic Litigation Against Public
Participation) gets its name from the fact that plaintiffs generally are
experienced users of the court while defendants more likely are private
citizens or groups that have resisted the former’s efforts or in other
ways cast them in an unfavorable public light (Canan and Pring, 1988;
Pring and Canan, 1996). Typically, these lawsuits claim injury from
citizen efforts to influence government or sway voters on an issue of
public interest. In 1998, the television personality Oprah Winfrey was
sued by Texas cattlemen over critical comments about beef she made
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on her show. The case was tried before a jury in Amarillo, Texas, and
ended with a verdict that Ms. Winfrey’s comments were protected by
free-speech guarantees and did not harm the beef industry in any case.
Like Oprah Winfrey, the targets of retaliatory actions usually prevail,
but the financial and emotional costs of resisting SLAPP litigation can
be staggering.

The powerful can retaliate in other ways as well. On March 5, 1999,
a Miami, Florida, jury awarded $37 million to the family of a twelve-
year-old girl who was killed in a traffic accident after Florida Power
& Light Co. (FPL) turned off the electric power to a traffic light in
Pinecrest, Florida. The company subsequently filed multiple requests
with the trial court to set aside the verdict. Investigators hired by the
company contacted the jury foreman a month later and, according to
the girl’s parents, offered to pay him to help determine whether the
jury acted improperly in reaching its verdict. Post-trial contact with
jurors is a felony and violation of Florida’s ethics rules for lawyers
when it is done with intent to tamper with a verdict. FPL admitted its
investigators contacted the juror, but it denied doing so in hopes of
overturning the jury award. It also denied offering money to the juror.
It was learned subsequently that a second juror also was contacted by
FPL investigators. That juror had admonished the company after the
verdict was announced by turning to its lawyers in the courtroom and
saying, “Shame on you.” The judge in the case had warned FPL at the
end of the trial not to interview jurors (Miami Daily Business Review,
1999).

Nearly two decades of experience with policies for encouraging
whistleblowers, informants, and other private actions as mechanisms
for promoting white-collar accountability leaves unanswered questions
of efficacy. The toll on those who come forward can be profound,
however. Whistleblowers frequently are targets of retaliatory actions
by their employers or professional peers. These commonly include
demotion or termination of employment; transfer to monotonous,
unpleasant, or dangerous work assignments; and threats of physical
harm (Glazer and Glazer, 1989). Retaliation is most likely and most
severe when the reported conduct is systematic and significant, par-
ticularly if it is part of the organization’s profit accumulation process
(Rothschild and Miethe, 1999). The privileged generally combat the
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allegations of whistleblowers by questioning their motives and charac-
ter and painting them as renegades (Nichols, 1991). Faced with what
is unwelcome notoriety and the financial costs of legal representation
to resist retaliatory actions, the experience can be extremely disruptive
of life, work, and career routines. The toll on physical and emotional
health can be devastating.

Civil suits, SLAPP lawsuits, and retaliatory actions against whistle-
blowers are powerful reminders of the determination of the privileged
to conduct their affairs as they see fit. They stand as lessons to others
to think carefully before targeting upperworld criminals. Represented
by skilled, well-paid, and well-connected legal counsel who can draw
on a variety of technical experts to support their claims, the challenge
faced by any who oppose them is formidable. Their cultural and finan-
cial resources produce a capacity to resist, to delay, or to best oversight
efforts that is not matched by ordinary white-collar offenders.

STATE OVERSIGHT

Self-restraint and private oversight, the first lines of defense against
unethical and criminal decisions, are imperfect, and this is one reason
why the state and its oversight apparatus are on standby. If offenders
weigh the costs and benefits of crime with any care, they likely will take
account of the odds of being caught and possible sanctions. As com-
pared with the perceived risk of committing street crimes, white-collar
crime generally is seen as safer. This probably comes from recogni-
tion that many white-collar crimes occur far from the watchful eye of
authorities, and, absent extraordinary and therefore unlikely inves-
tigation, offenders can operate with impunity. In the 2000 National
Public Survey on White Collar Crime, a national sample of adults in
the U.S. were asked to estimate the odds of being caught and punished
for the crimes of robbery and fraud. Not surprising, they see fraud as
much safer (Rebovich and Layne, 2000:18).

State oversight can take the form of direct observation by human
beings or impersonal monitoring via periodic audits, television cam-
eras, or computer programs. The fact that an avoidable harm or form
of predation may threaten or injure others does not ensure it will be
the focus of oversight, however. The state can turn a blind eye toward
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predatory or injurious behaviors, or it can choose to make them the
focus of attention. It can take the lead identifying and crafting over-
sight, or it can wait until compelled to do so through action by citizens
and organized groups. Stalking and environmental degradation are
examples of harmful conduct for which the state provided little over-
sight until recent decades.

Criminalization is the process by which state bodies, whether legisla-
tive assemblies, appellate courts, or administrative agencies, reduce the
options available to citizens and organizations in designated areas of
decision making. The state criminalizes new behaviors daily, as casual
perusal of the Federal Register attests. The products of criminalization
campaigns assume an immense variety of forms, from more stringent
training or licensing requirements for designated occupational spe-
cialties to new or stiffened criminal penalties. The Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act, for example, requires that explosives
employed in the mining process be prepared and detonated only by
certified blasters (Shover et al., 1986). Previously explosives could be
used by anyone regardless of whether or not they understood blasting
or were trained to do it. The result was often dangerous and excessively
destructive blasting. Regulations can be extremely narrow in focus and
specific in text; regulations limit the number and size of holes in “Swiss”
cheese (Skrzycki, 2003). The purpose of these restrictions and others
like them is to ensure that product quality meets required standards,
and the production process does not harm individuals or the environ-
ment. Like violation of criminal statutes, willful violation of regulatory
requirements is grounds for criminal prosecution, although this occurs
infrequently.

Decriminalization is successful reduction of restrictions or oversight,
thereby permitting individuals and organizations to operate with
greater latitude. Like its opposite, decriminalization occurs daily in
legislative chambers, regulatory conference rooms, and appellate judi-
cial chambers. It is no less important practically and theoretically than
creation of new restrictions. Congressional easing of restrictions on
investment and lending practices by savings and loan institutions in
the 1980s was a noteworthy decriminalization move as was loosening of
antiusury restrictions by some states (Arkansas Democrat Gazette, 2003;
Dallas Business Journal, 2004). Privileged and powerful interests have
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been successful revising the Internal Revenue Code to their advantage;
a substantially increased share of the tax burden has been shifted to
middle-class citizens and small business firms. Sixty-three percent of
U.S.-controlled corporations and 73 percent of foreign-controlled cor-
porations with operations in the United States paid no income taxes in
the years 1996–2000 (Los Angeles Times, 2004; U.S. General Account-
ing Office, 2004). Criminalization and decriminalization are conflic-
tive processes that typically feature citizens, groups, and organizations
pressing for change and others resisting these efforts. The dynamics
of these contests are moral, ideological, political, and bureaucratic.

Autonomy Struggles
It is tempting to think of criminalization and decriminalization as
processes with dichotomous outcomes, but the results can be sub-
stantially more complex than this. State actions imposing on citizens
more restrictive requirements typically contain diverse provisions; the
enabling legislation for some regulatory agencies is lengthy and may
include specific and detailed requirements. Each can be the focus
of dissension, political conflict and extended negotiation (Skrzycki,
2003). Some provisions impose new restrictions on those to whom
they apply, but other provisions may be kinder; when powerful par-
ties lose on one front they sometimes gain concessions and victory
elsewhere. The state, for example, may provide additional lure as a
calculated effort to reduce opposition to new control initiatives or to
assuage powerful losers in criminalization battles. In this way what priv-
ileged interests lose in reduced autonomy they are compensated for
in access to additional state largesse.

As a powerful and high-status occupational group, physicians resist
restrictions on how they practice and the fees they charge. They have
become more accommodating to demands for oversight in recent
years as abuses have led to decreasing respect for their work. Enact-
ment of Medicaid and Medicare in the United States was accompanied
by legislative concern not to antagonize them. Legislators were

wary of arousing new waves of antagonism from the American Medical
Association by implying that physicians were other than scrupulously
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honest and perfectly capable of keeping their business dealings with-
ing the confines of what the law allowed. To have challenged this
shibboleth, Congress would have risked escalating an already tense
conflict into an all out war. (Jesilow et al., 1993:44)

Consequently, the statutory blueprint for Medicare and Medicaid said
little about fraud or abuse and how it would be handled. There was fear
that additional troublesome procedures designed to check physician
honesty would be intolerable and ultimately backfire. Largesse con-
tinues to flow from Medicaid, Medicare, and similar state programs
with limited accountability so they remain acceptable to physicians
and hospitals.

State oversight is not assured even where there is evidence of serious
harm to significant numbers of citizens. Many harmful practices do not
win the kind of popular condemnation or movement strength needed
for successful criminalization. When circumstances are favorable, how-
ever, there seems little doubt that public pressure to “do something”
can spur state action.

The pattern in state response to scandal and catastrophe is cause
for concern, however. Legislative and regulatory crackdowns gener-
ally begin with, “a high-profile event – a major bridge collapse or a
ferry accident, a series of frauds, or massive corporate bankruptcies”
followed by “volumes of lofty rhetoric from various politicians and
officials” (Snider, 2004:3). The official response typically is weaker
than promised, invariably challenged and softened by the difficulties
of enforcement and prosecution. As important, once the media loses
interest, the campaigns lose steam, and the long-term effects of change
are eroded. Periods of lenient oversight and the political rhetoric that
underpin them predictably result in new scandals that draw public ire
and again lead to calls for state response. Undoubtedly, this was true
of the S&L scandals in the 1980s and the massive corporate crimes
of more recent years. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 imposes new
restrictions on individuals and occupations that previously operated
with minimal external oversight. The Act is complex, but accoun-
tants and the responsibilities of corporate executives are major foci.
It creates, for example, a Rules of the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board that, among its diverse responsibilities, is charged to:
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(1) register public accounting firms; (2) establish standards for all mat-
ters relating to preparation of audit reports; (3) conduct inspections of
accounting firms; and (4) enforce compliance with the act. This poten-
tially is a significant increase of oversight. Friederichs (2004:224) sug-
gests that one reason for passage of the act was “the firestorm of public
anger over the corporate scandals of 2001–2003.” Outcomes of this
type in response to angry public opinion are uncommon, and they gen-
erally occur only when larger economic and political conditions do not
present obstacles. Economic conditions are powerful constraints not
only on the odds of success by criminalization movements but also on
their emergence. It is notable that privileged citizens and organiza-
tions may have lost substantially in the corporate accounting scandals
of recent years. More important, they created uncertainty in financial
markets and thereby made investment decision making riskier. The
cynical might see passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act as a preemptive
strike by political elites to head off possible demands by citizens for
more profound and wide-ranging action. The act adds redundancy to
oversight that would not have been necessary if credible oversight had
been in place.

Even at historically opportune times the struggle over new over-
sight goes on within the assumptions, logic, and constraints of
large, privately controlled and increasingly transnational corporations
(Garland, 2001). The level of and trends in corporate profits are crit-
ical determinants of the reception afforded reformers; the likelihood
they will be successful increases during economic good times and
decreases dramatically during recessionary periods. Timing is every-
thing. A bill before the Oregon legislature would have given the state’s
Public Utility Commission (PUC) authority to impose fines on tele-
phone service providers who engage in fraudulent practices. Other
states have found this to be successful combating fraud by these firms.
The Oregon PUC commissioner noted, however, that “the telephone
utilities really don’t want the PUC to have that authority, and they
seem to have found a comfortable ear in the legislature” (Associated
Press, 2003a:1). Typical of many perhaps, one legislator said “I just
have a general rule that I’m not going to put additional rules on busi-
nesses because of the poor economy that we have” (Associated Press,
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2003b:1). When times are good and profits are up, it is more difficult
to resist new oversight on grounds of cost.

When it does take notice of and creates new oversight the state can
choose from a range of options, from revocation of professional license
to civil penalties and, ultimately, to criminal prosecution. Unlike rob-
bers and cocaine users, the privileged and their representatives play an
active part in crafting the laws and regulatory standards that circum-
scribe their conduct. The importance of accommodating and gaining
acquiescence from representatives of commerce and finance is taken
for granted, and the need to avoid action that could harm business con-
fidence is a paramount concern. These are some reasons why statutes
that represent weak or symbolic threats to harmful conduct may be fol-
lowed by administrative bureaucracies unwilling or unable to mount
serious efforts against white-collar criminals (Calavita, 1983).

Behind the conflict over specific criminalization and decriminaliza-
tion efforts, the larger struggle is over autonomy, freedom from market
forces, and access to state largesse. Privileged individuals and groups
want always to conduct their affairs autonomously and to draw from
public coffers doing so. They push to sustain or strengthen their right
to be free of oversight, first on grounds they are honorable, honest, and
deserving and second, with claims that opposition would be unreason-
able, anticompetitive, and prohibitively costly. Trade and professional
organizations invariably charge that practices dangerous or harmful
to others are attributable to a few bad apples and that most individuals
or firms are exemplary citizens.

Access and Outcomes
When they and their representatives are asked what is gained by favors
done for and cash contributions to political leaders, the answer invari-
ably is “access.” By this is meant the opportunity to explain their
position on public issues at length and in detail. The privileged have
assured avenues and procedures for making their views known to polit-
ical decision makers. Through social contacts, personal favors, paid
lobbyists, and monetary contributions, the privileged gain the access
needed to ensure their perspectives are known and taken seriously by
political leaders and state managers (Lofquist, 1993). Fronted by a
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phalanx of attorneys, lobbyists, publicists, and hired technical experts,
they press their self-interested notions of what is reasonable oversight.
They are in the battle for the long haul, they press the fight on many
fronts, and their advance, which may be imperceptible, can be relent-
less. Large corporations convicted of crimes between 1990 and 2000
gave more than $9 million to the Republican and Democratic political
parties (Corporate Crime Reporter, 2003). The influence process gener-
ally occurs in private settings, far from the public eye. In these venues,
a style and worldview are reinforced, and employed in decision mak-
ing. Elected representatives and top-level state managers share with
those who are paid to influence them not only class background but
also deeply ingrained regard for respectability and the good life. As
a result, political decision makers generally come to see issues much
as the privileged do. Little pressure may be needed to bring them
to where they can appreciate the complexity of issues and the need,
therefore, for caution and further study. When the influence process
is exposed to the public spotlight or scandal, representatives of the
privileged disavow trying to rig oversight debate and construction.
Their success at defeating, stalling, or converting to their own pur-
poses actions meant to restrict their behavioral options is the first step
in a process of accumulating advantages afforded upperworld white-
collar criminals (Yeager, 1992).

Talk, discussion, and persuasion are the stock in trade of the social
classes that produce white-collar criminals. Products of child rearing
in which discussion is employed liberally, they handle interpersonal
sticking points and conflicts with courtesy and civility. Discussion and
negotiation may continue over weeks or months, but they keep their
eye on the objective. In the process, seemingly irreconcilable differ-
ences are resolved cordially. Adults reared in privilege who have known
success in respectable pursuits are confident they can negotiate nearly
anything and that deals can be worked out rationally without emotions
getting in the way. Accustomed to dealing with bureaucracies and pro-
fessionals, they work them deftly and they speak the language of state
officials. On the final day of his administration, President Bill Clinton
granted 176 petitions for executive clemency from persons convicted
of federal crimes (Ruckman, 2003). Forty-eight percent (eighty-five)
of the petitions were submitted and presumably written by white-collar
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offenders. No one familiar with the written pleadings of garden-variety
criminal supplicants would find this remarkable.

Where loss or concession in criminalization contests is unavoidable,
the privileged generally hold out for broad requirements to do only
what is least inconvenient. Legislatures rarely provide severe penal-
ties for white-collar crimes, and where they entrust to independent
agencies the task of developing a scale of penalties the result is not
appreciably different. Created by Congress in 1984, the U.S. Sentenc-
ing Commission (USSC) collects public opinion data on crime and
uses them to construct and justify penalty schedules (Rossi and Berk,
1997). Its sentencing guidelines increased uniformity in sentencing
by providing federal judges and prosecutors with detailed tables that
prescribe the range of appropriate sentences for federal crimes. The
USSC publicized widely its stiffened sentencing guidelines for white-
collar crimes in the 1990s. A participant in legislative hearings that pro-
duced a call for even tougher maximum corporate fines commented
later that when they were issued,

all hell broke loose. According to news stories and my colleagues
on the commission, many angry corporate leaders called the Bush
White House, which alerted the Justice Department. The commis-
sion quickly backpedaled, scaling back the penalties by some 97%.
The new maximum penalty was dropped to $12.6 million (it has
since increased, but remains far less than the commission first had
proposed). The commission also made it easier for corporations to
reduce their fines even more based on a set of mitigating factors.
For instance, if a corporation had an effective compliance program,
it could subtract three points from its culpability score and possi-
bly reduce its fine by more than 30%. (There are also factors that
increase a culpability score.) Little wonder corporate executives are
not losing sleep if it is found that they crossed the line. (Etzioni,
2002:2)

Less than a decade later, in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the USSC again was
directed and increased penalties for designated white-collar crimes.
After years of use, the status of federal sentencing guidelines is unclear,
however. In January 2005, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that they
violate the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution by allowing
judicial rather than jury factfinding as the basis for sentencing.
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table 4.1. Sentences imposed on individuals convicted of federal white-collar
crimes and street crimes, United States, 1995–2002.

Penalty type and characteristic*
Street
crimes*

White-collar
crimes*

Monetary Penalties
Average number sentenced annually with

monetary penalties
1533 7550

Mean monetary penalty $131,326 $230,935
Percent sentenced with fines 6.4 16.3
Percent sentenced with restitution 51.4 50.3
Percent sentenced with fines and restitution 3.5 6.1

Probation/Imprisonment
Average number annually sentenced to

imprisonment or probation
2,579.4 10,690.5

Percent sentenced to probation 6.5 42.7
Percent sentenced to prison 93.4 57.2
Mean sentence length (months) 79.1 10.6

* Includes murder, manslaughter, assault, robbery, burglary, and auto theft.
** Includes larceny, fraud, embezzlement, bribery, tax offenses, antitrust offenses,

and food and drug violations.
Source: U.S. Sentencing Commission, Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing Statistics (1997–
2004).

Despite changes in criminal sentencing in recent years, penalties
on the order of those routinely handed out to street offenders are
given to only the most predatory and gluttonous white-collar defen-
dants. Table 4.1 reports data on sentencing in U.S. District courts for
the years 1995–2002. It shows that as compared with street criminals,
white-collar offenders less often received prison sentences, and the
sentences of those who did were shorter. Robbers sentenced to prison
in 2002 received a median sentence of 70 months while the median
prison sentence for white-collar crimes were 15 months for food
and drug violations, 14 months for fraud, 12 months for tax crimes,
and 6 months for antitrust crimes (U.S. Sentencing Commission,
2003).

Unlike individuals, organizational defendants cannot be incarcer-
ated, but they can be placed on probation, fined, and ordered to
make financial restitution for their crimes. Table 4.2 shows average
fines imposed on convicted organizations for the years 1995–2002. In
2002, the average fine was $2.82 million. The fact that most fines are
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substantially less than this suggests that a small minority of organiza-
tional defendants probably received very large fines. Etzioni (2002:2)
remarks that “during the past 10 years, fines imposed on corporations
have increased some, but are still relatively modest.” The extremely
small number of organizations sentenced is noteworthy as well.

Criminal Prosecution and Sentencing
Legislative provision of criminal penalties for injurious conduct does
not ensure they will be used or that their full force will be felt by
offenders. State agencies and personnel have substantial discretion in
these matters; officials have at their disposal an array of options. The
familiar machinery of criminal prosecution is used liberally in the war
on street crime, but as a matter of course the state does not pursue
white-collar crime aggressively.

Local officials with finite budget and personnel resources must use
them judiciously. When they investigate suspected crimes, officials rou-
tinely encounter behaviors that can range from straightforward and
easily understood acts to complex behaviors of many individuals that
are extremely difficult to comprehend or reconstruct. The structures
created by Enron to hide its indebtedness and create the illusion of
profitability were monumentally complex and difficult to understand
(Eichenwald, 2005). For the privileged this means that the advan-
tages gained in rule making can be augmented by stingy allocation of
resources needed for credible oversight. One way this is accomplished
is by limiting severely the personnel and budget of investigative agen-
cies (Pontell et al., 1994).

The level of state commitment to and resources invested in rule
enforcement helps shape beliefs about the credibility of legal threats
and, therefore, the attractiveness of lure. When the agencies and per-
sonnel charged with combating white-collar crime receive minimal
political and fiscal support for doing their job, inevitably the belief
grows among the targets of oversight that they may be able to break
the law and get away with it. The environment that is created is like
one in which broken windows go unrepaired. As Wilson and Kelling
(1982) note, “if the first broken window . . . is not repaired, then peo-
ple who like breaking windows will assume that no one cares about
the building and more windows will be broken.” Failure by Enron
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Corporation’s top executives to take action against employees who
profited illegally from deals a decade before it collapsed sent a sig-
nal to others that they would not be called to account for misconduct
(Cruver, 2002; Eichenwald, 2005; McLean and Elkind, 2004).

Oversight of state-funded medical reimbursement programs are so
lacking in credibility that one investigator calls them a “license to steal”
(Sparrow, 1996), and oversight by private insurance companies may
not be better; few suspicious insurance claims are reported to the
police, and fewer still result in criminal prosecution (Litton, 1998).
National information on insurance fraud is not available, but less
than 1 percent of cases of suspected fraud reported to California’s
office of insurance fraud in a one-year period resulted in criminal
prosecution (Tennyson, 1997). Because the practical challenges of
detecting and investigating insurance fraud can be daunting, some
insurance companies readily pay claims they suspect are fraudulent.
Experience in Massachusetts suggests that only 2.6 percent of suspi-
cious insurance claims contain evidence sufficient for denial (Weisberg
and Derrig, 1991).

Persuasive evidence of crime and culpability is not only difficult to
produce, but it also is costly. This is true particularly of crimes com-
mitted by organizations. Hierarchy and division of labor can diffuse
responsibility for criminal decisions to the point that culpable indi-
viduals cannot be identified easily. The variety of reasons why deci-
sion making generally is opaque to external observation constitutes
an “organizational veil” (Katz, 1980a; Wheeler and Rothman, 1982).
Largely because of it, by the time prosecutors pinpoint the origins of
criminal decisions time has passed, evidence has been shredded, and
cover stories have been constructed.

Problems are compounded enormously when the organizations are
large and powerful. This is one reason reactive enforcement must be
dispensed with in favor of techniques commonly employed against geo-
graphically far-flung and hierarchical criminal organizations. Proac-
tive enforcement can include use of undercover investigators, infor-
mants, and sting operations. Once an opening is secured, threats and
inducements are used to enlist from suspects information about how
crimes occurred and the identities of higher level participants. Upper-
world criminals and their counsel predictably charge that these tactics
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Figure 4.1. Rate of Referral for and Prosecution of Federal White-Collar
Crimes, United States, 1986–2003 (Per 100 Million Persons). Source: Trans-
actional Records Access Clearinghouse, 2003.

are inappropriate for and unjustified when used against respectable
citizens. When guilty individuals cannot be identified or clear-cut evi-
dence of criminal intent cannot be found, prosecutors may see no
course but to file criminal charges against the organization.

Figure 4.1 shows the rate of referral to U.S. attorneys for criminal
prosecution of white-collar crimes for the years 1986–2003. It shows
that a sharp increase in referrals began in 1988 and continued upward
for nearly seven years before beginning a decline that by 2002 brought
it below the level for 1986. Increased referrals for prosecution of com-
puter crimes accounts for part of the increase; they grew from 115 in
1992 to 853 in 2001 (Smith et al., 2004:38). Importantly, Figure 4.1
shows also that the short-term increase in referrals produced a much
weaker increase in prosecutions. Recall from Table 3.1 that in the years
1995 through 2002, an average of 8,205 offenders annually were sen-
tenced for federal white-collar crimes in the United States. Some of
the steam of the modest if short-lived movement against white-collar
crime has been lost due to a pro-business presidential administration
and changes in investigative priorities after September 11, 2001. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), which is the primary federal
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agency charged to investigate white-collar crime in the United States,
dramatically revamped its investigative priorities following the attacks
on the World Trade Center. Investigation of white-collar crime was a
loser.

When they screen cases of reported white-collar crime, prosecu-
tors pay attention particularly to the number and extent of harm
to victims and whether there was evidence of multiple offenses. Just
as criminalization initiatives are easily thwarted by claims that busi-
ness cannot afford additional oversight, prosecutors carefully weigh
local economic conditions and interests when they screen white-collar
crimes; they sometime elect not to pursue aggressively crimes com-
mitted by businesses for fear of harming employment and the local
economy (Benson and Cullen, 1998). Likewise, concern for possible
economic repercussions occurs on a grander scale in crimes where
massive financial losses potentially could destabilize important insti-
tutions or a nation’s economy (Levi, 1987; Leeson, 1996). At every
level and stage of the oversight process its potential economic impacts
affect the way options are weighed and the ones selected.

Before arrest and the spotlight of publicity finds them white-collar
defendants sometimes manage to put aside funds to retain private
counsel:

‘ZZZZ Best Files for Bankruptcy’ was the radio announcer’s lead
story . . . I was glad the July Fourth weekend had ended. Usually I
enjoyed the summer holiday, but not this time. Too many things
had gone wrong. . . . I knew it wouldn’t be long before the company
went under. Before I resigned, I took out almost $700,000. I gave my
attorney a generous retainer, hired a private investigator to work on
my defense, and earmarked the balance for discreet business invest-
ments that I hoped would provide me with enough money to live on.
(Minkow, 1995:181)

Jeffrey Skilling, the former CEO of Enron who played a major role in
its downfall, reportedly put away $23 million to pay attorneys to defend
him against criminal charges (McLean and Elkind, 2004).

Few ordinary white-collar criminals and no upperworld ones spend
time in jail (Irwin, 1985). Following arrest, the latter and their attor-
neys remain in close contact with investigatory officials, and they plan
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strategically whether and how to cooperate. In early proceedings most
are confident:

I wasn’t scared of them or their “evidence.” I was confident I would
impress them as a credible person and a powerful witness. Either they
would believe me and drop the case, or they would conclude that they
would lose . . . if they brought it to trial. . . . It made sense, logically and
emotionally. I was . . . certain of my ability as a speaker, and certain I
could never be indicted. I was a lawyer, a former Assistant Secretary
of State . . . It was ridiculous. It was impossible. (Abrams, 1993:26)

If witnesses or defendants with upperworld backgrounds antagonize
prosecutors, it will not be for failure to show up or to pay attention to
court dates. The information some white-collar offenders can provide
gives them bargaining power with prosecutors, and fear of impending
prosecution can set off a “mad rush to the courthouse” by suspects
willing to trade information for immunity or lenient penalties (Ross,
1980). This is important for the reason that “life is deals,” and this is
true of criminal justice no less than elsewhere (Kornbluth, 1992:269).
The words of a street criminal could not be more accurate:

[Dealing] is the backbone of American justice. It doesn’t matter if
you’ve killed your kindly old parents, robbed the orphans’ fund, or
criminally molested an entire Sunday school class; if you have some-
thing to deal with, you can disentangle yourself from the law without
earning a single gray hair behind bars. . . . The whole thing is mar-
velously flexible. (MacIsaac, 1968:204–5)

Federal sentencing guidelines permit prosecutors to weigh and take
account of whether defendants provided material evidence of crime
committed by others. This can result in substantially reduced sen-
tences. Many ordinary white-collar criminals, however, have little to
offer prosecutors in return for leniency. They generally have sufficient
resources to avoid use of public defenders, but mounting a defense
against criminal charges can easily threaten or deplete their fiscal
resources (U.S. Department of Justice, 2000a). Eventually, the great
majority of them decide to move on and put the entire experience
behind them; they plead guilty (U.S. Sentencing Commission, 2003).

When white-collar defendants stand for sentencing matters usually
are not as bleak as the institutional setting would suggest, however.
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Judges commonly use as justification for not imposing prison time
defendants’ suffering and the damage to reputation caused by arrest
and prosecution. When sentencing Medicaid fraudsters, for example,
they

recognize that damage to a physician’s reputation is a form of punish-
ment in itself. As one Medicaid official noted, “You put [a doctor’s]
name on the front page of the paper as a thief, you’ve destroyed
him.” . . . In this peculiar bit of folk wisdom, falls from high places are
the stuff of tragedy, but the tumbles of those who had not climbed so
high are assumed to be less painful – the latter are supposed to suf-
fer less because they are accustomed to having so little. Nonetheless,
judges typically refer to the loss of standing already experienced by a
white-collar criminal as a basis for a light sentence. ( Jesilow, Pontell,
and Geis, 1993:99)

This is another reason why guilty but key participants in white-collar
crimes may avoid harsh sanctions. It is the advantage of fiscal resources,
respectability and privately compensated counsel. Still, much leniency
in sentencing white-collar criminals comes not from judicial discretion
but from sentencing guidelines (U.S. Sentencing Commission, 2003).

Many white-collar criminal defendants receive more than one form
of penalty (i.e., restitution, probation, prison, fines). Research on
1,094 white-collar defendants sentenced in seven U.S. district courts
during 1976–1979 found that 50 percent were sentenced to imprison-
ment, 80 percent received a term of probation, and 33 percent were
fined. The average prison sentence was twenty-one months, and the
median term was six months (Weisburd et al., 1991:131). For defen-
dants sentenced to incarceration, 33 percent were sentenced to more
than one year, but only 2.5 percent were sentenced to more than
five years. They were sentenced before abolition of federal parole in
1984 and creation of federal sentencing guidelines, and in the late
1970s, offenders typically served about one-third of their sentences.
The guidelines increased the proportion of their sentence served by
prisoners.

Analysis of 499 investigations undertaken by the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) between 1948 and 1972 shows that of
every 100 suspects investigated, 93 had committed securities violations
that carry criminal penalties (Shapiro, 1985). Criminal action was
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initiated against eleven, six were indicted, five were convicted, and
three received prison sentences. In other words, diversionary, admin-
istrative, and civil actions are the norm. Analysis of all federal actions
initiated or completed in 1975 and 1976 against 477 of the largest
U.S. manufacturing firms showed that by the time the dust had settled,
75.8 percent received no penalties, 21 percent received civil fines, and
2.4 percent received criminal penalties (Clinard and Yeager, 1980).
Monetary penalties may be less than the profits gained from violation
(Etzioni, 1993). The state’s failure to respond decisively to massive
crime in the savings and loan industry in the 1980s meant that large
numbers of S&L officials managed to avoid criminal penalties entirely
(Black, 2005; Calavita et al., 1997b). Rational-choice theory highlights
the need for certain and severe penalties for white-collar crime, but
criminal penalties are neither probable nor unusually severe.

Regulation
The bulk of output from criminalization campaigns are rules that carry
minimal civil penalties for most forms of white-collar noncompliance;
the body of statute law that organizations and citizens are expected
to meet is small when compared with the volume of regulatory rules
that confronts them. At all levels of government a host of regulatory
agencies and personnel are empowered by legislative bodies to pro-
mulgate and enforce standards of safe, fair, and reasonable conduct.
Established more than a century ago as the earliest federal regula-
tory agency, the Interstate Commerce Commission has been joined
by scores of others, from the familiar U.S. Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to the less familiar
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM). The
administrative departments of state and local government generally
parallel this array of federal agencies.

Economic regulation, which predominated until the 1970s, is focused
on problems of finance, market relationships, and integrity in trade,
but the final decades of the last century witnessed the extension of
state regulatory oversight into areas that previously were discretionary
for corporate interests. The newer social regulation “affects the condi-
tions under which goods and services are produced and the physical
characteristics of products that are manufactured. [It] . . . also extends
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to more industries” (Lilly and Miller, 1977:53). The heart of social
regulation is protection of employee health and safety and the envi-
ronment.

Business leaders charge that the need to comply with regulations and
regulators harms productivity, and criticism of social regulation partic-
ularly is intense. The facts about trends in regulatory oversight and its
costs are difficult to determine, but they give reason to dispute broad
indictments about regulatory cost and excess. For one thing, regula-
tors must play catch up to the growing number of business firms and
the increasing complexity of business transactions. The lesson is appar-
ent, for example, in derivatives trading, or betting whether financial
performance indicators will rise or fall. Some forms of derivative trad-
ing are conducted by entering into mathematical formulae variables
linked to national currencies, bonds, and stocks. It is impractical even
for specialists at institutional investment firms to track these returns
routinely and carefully. A retired Wall Street derivatives trader remarks
that

[o]nly a handful of derivatives salesmen know the closely guarded
secrets of how derivatives are actually used, and those elite few have
no reason to share secrets worth millions of dollars with me or you.
Derivatives insiders won’t even tell their colleagues the most valuable
secrets. One reason I wanted to move to Morgan Stanley’s derivatives
group was that they seemed to know more of those secrets. Even for
me as a derivatives salesman at First Boston, it was almost impossible
to learn the details of the most profitable deals on Wall Street. Imag-
ine how difficult it still must be for journalists and regulators, who
can learn only what the derivatives insiders are willing to tell them.
(Partnoy, 1997:30)

It may be all but impossible for civil servants to monitor derivatives trad-
ing and similar complex transactions. Here and elsewhere the respon-
sibilities of regulators and the challenges they face have increased in
the face of the former’s decreasing numbers.

Figure 4.2 shows the number of social and economic regulatory per-
sonnel (per 100 tax-filing corporations) for the years 1975–2000. As
can be seen, in 1975 there were approximately four federal regulators
for every 100 corporations, but by 2000 this declined to just over two.
Figure 4.2 also shows the decrease occurred for both economic and
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Internal Revenue Service, 2003.

social regulators. Decline at the federal level occurred in part because
some regulatory responsibilities have been shifted to state government,
and it is unclear if there was a net increase overall in social regulators.

Doubt about whether regulatory oversight has kept pace with
increasing lure is raised also by examining trends in expenditures for
regulation. Figure 4.3 shows federal expenditure on regulation (per
corporation) for the years 1975–2000 for both economic and social
regulation. In constant dollars, the amount spent on regulation per
U.S. corporation has varied over the period but declined since its high
in 1975. In that year, about $3,500 per corporation was spent in the
area of social regulation, a level of expenditure that would not be
approached again for a quarter century. The low was in 1986 at about
$2,500. Expenditures for economic regulation fluctuated between
$550 and $750 over the final quarter of the last century and closed
only marginally higher than the beginning. These data suggest that
oversight has failed to keep up with the growing supply of lure.

Regulatory enforcement suffers from the same problems faced by
police and prosecutors. Few regulatory bureaucracies approximate the
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amply funded, aggressive, and credible adversaries envisioned by their
creators. The SEC began an inquiry into Enron’s use of debt-hiding
structures and transaction only after the Wall Street Journal called atten-
tion to them. “Strange as it might seem, it wasn’t unusual for the agency
to begin a securities probe on the basis of a media report. The SEC
was short staffed and overwhelmed; its staff hadn’t conducted a rou-
tine review of Enron’s annual financial filings since 1997” (McLean
and Elkind, 2004:371). Instead of routine and detailed scrutiny of all
cases oversight increasingly takes the form of computer-generated spot
checks of anomalous ones (Vaughan, 1982).

Experience with regulatory enforcement suggests that agencies are
prone to “capture” by the industries and firms they were created to
oversee; as they interact routinely over months and years, and per-
sonnel move back and forth between them, industry supplants the
public as their client. Following several well-publicized cases of drugs
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that were marketed widely but subsequently proved to be riskier than
thought, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Office
of Drug Safety (ODS) have come under criticism for failure to test or
oversee use of drugs once approved for marketing. In November 2004,
for example, Merck & Company voluntarily withdrew from the market
its drug Vioxx, which was prescribed by physicians as a pain medica-
tion for arthritis patients (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2004).
Critics argue that because the ODS, which is responsible for recalls,
is not independent it is unlikely to recall drugs already approved by
the FDA. Drug companies recognize this and in many cases fail to fol-
low through on studies they promise to conduct when their drugs are
approved (Baltimore Sun, 2004). Generally regulatory inspectors issue
many notices of violation which carry minor civil fines. Larger penal-
ties and criminal prosecution are exceedingly uncommon. Against the
suspicion that they are prone to capture most regulatory agencies are
unable or unwilling to mount serious efforts against white-collar crim-
inals. Although the efficacy of regulatory oversight remains unclear,
it apparently works better in some locales and industries than oth-
ers. Studies of the impact of regulation on corporate environmental
performance, for example, generally support theoretically based pre-
dictions of an inverse relationship between the intensity of regulation
and compliance (Shover and Routhe, 2004). Close regulatory over-
sight can produce large reductions in environmental crime, and its
interaction with activist pressure, market forces, and corporate cul-
ture is particularly effective in improving environmental compliance
(Kagan, Gunningham, and Thornton, 2003).

Systematic evidence is not compiled easily, but anecdotal reports of
the effects of oversight are revealing. The federal Risk Management
Agency (RMA) has enforcement responsibility for the Federal Crop
Insurance program. In 2000, the RMA implemented a strategy to
screen for anomalous claims submitted for indemnification for crop
loss and prevented planting. Using computerized screening proce-
dures, auditors searched for claims for prevented planting and high
losses per acre insured in counties where other farmers were success-
ful. Six hundred producers were identified. Although in past years
these farms received large and increasing indemnities, they were sent
letters informing them that federal authorities were pursuing cases of
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fraud and alerting them that they would be visited by inspectors soon
to look into their reporting. In 2001 projected pay-outs to them plum-
meted. When opportunities for fraud are abundant and offenders have
been able to exploit them with impunity, the compliance payoff from
a threatening letter is impressive.

Civil Prosecution
When prosecutors cannot identify culpable individuals, collect suffi-
cient evidence, or reasonably assume they will prevail at trial, they opt
for the less onerous standard of proof required in civil proceedings. If
authorities prevail, courts can impose substantial awards against indi-
viduals or organizations. The most powerful weapon in the civil arsenal
of prosecutors is the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization
statute (RICO). Enacted by Congress in 1970, RICO was aimed at orga-
nized crime groups, but it has been used against organizational white-
collar criminals. Use of RICO has been controversial, with supporters
and opponents equally aroused, and opposition has caused tighter
restrictions on its use; from a high of 972 cases brought in 1991, case
filings under RICO have declined. There were 743 cases in 2003, but
few target large or powerful defendants (U.S. District Courts, 2003).
In September 2004, U.S. prosecutors in New York began a RICO civil
jury trial of the nation’s largest tobacco firms, accusing them of engag-
ing in a fifty-year conspiracy to misrepresent the addictive nature of
cigarettes. Prosecutors are seeking to force the firms to disgorge $280
billion they accuse them of earning through fraud. Other objectives
are forcing public disclosure of company research on smoking and a
ban on marketing to children. The trial is expected to last six months
(New York Times, 2004).

Civil litigation reports published by the SEC for the two-week period
December 1, 2003, through December 15, 2003, show there were sev-
enteen cases of alleged fraud, five cases of insider trading or market
manipulation, and two cases of failure to comply with court orders
stemming from previous criminal violations. This confirms what media
reporting suggests: civil actions frequently disguise serious criminal
conduct. Actions taken against mining companies are illustrative. Fed-
eral worker safety regulations require mines to maintain coal dust
levels in mines below two milligrams/cubic meter of air. To monitor
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the level of coal dust, air samples are taken by filters encased in
collection devices at various locations in the mine. The filters must
be changed periodically, and used ones must be sent to the U.S. Mine
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). Discovery of high levels
of coal dust can lead to the mine’s shutdown. According to MSHA,
in 1991 mine operators were vacuuming the filters or spraying them
before use with a household dust-reducing product to keep them from
accumulating dense layers of coal dust. MSHA received 4,710 faked
samples from 847 coal mines across the United States, or 40 percent
of the mines it is charged with sampling. In response, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor imposed on 500 mining companies a total of $5 million
in civil penalties for tampering with safety testing equipment (New York
Times, 1991b).

Szockyj and Geis (2002) examined the cases of 452 persons charged
by the federal government with insider trading during the 1980s. The
subjects overwhelmingly were charged civilly in proceedings in which
they neither admitted nor denied their guilt and thereby avoided
the stigma of criminal conviction. Generally they were required
to disgorge their illegally acquired gains and were fined the same
amount. The investigators conclude that “[u]ndoubtedly, the diffi-
culty of proving violations beyond a reasonable doubt, the prospect
of financial recovery of losses, and the very considerable skills of
the defense bar involved in handling white-collar crimes . . . pressed
prosecutors to file civil actions” (Szockyj and Geis, 2002:284). On
December 31, 2004, Minnesota’s attorney general sued credit card
issuer Capital One Financial Corporation, accusing it of defrauding
consumers by falsely advertising low and fixed interest rates. The
complaint alleged that Capital One nearly quadruples the rate it
charges cardholders who trigger a “penalty” rate by paying their bill
a day late or otherwise defaulting; cardholders who received an ini-
tial 4.99 percent interest rate but later defaulted saw their rate sky-
rocket to 19.8 percent. The lawsuit said Capital One’s marketing vio-
lates state laws against false advertising, consumer fraud, and deceptive
trade practices. Minnesota is seeking restitution for cardholders, civil
penalties, disgorgement of profits, and an injunction barring further
wrongdoing. Monetary penalties and other civil sanctions are justi-
fied for their potential deterrent effect; they should spur business
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owners and private citizens to be more careful in their operations,
thereby reducing the odds of similar conduct in the future (Simpson,
2002).

OFF-SHORE OVERSIGHT

The control challenge presented by white-collar crime has altered fun-
damentally with the global economy and increasing power of transna-
tional corporations (TNCs). Globalization of production and markets
is a powerful constraint on oversight, and it has set off a vigorous debate
over how nations should respond (Braithwaite and Drahos, 2000). The
difficulties of controlling corporations were enormous in a world of
national economies and corporate actors, but efforts to criminalize
their conduct causes firms to adopt several strategies. Some threaten
to locate elsewhere or to relocate if oversight is increased. Others raise
the specter of lost jobs.

Leather-tanning is a case in point (Grether and Melo, 2004;
Hesselberg and Knutsen, 2002). Tanning companies cannot hope
to gain from innovation in product design or from other advantages
of location in rich nations to the same extent that manufacturers of
sophisticated medical equipment might. The technology for tanning
leather is simple. The work is labor intensive, and without expensive
preventive measures it dirties the environment. Employment in the
tanning industry decreased by 33 percent in the decade beginning in
1985. Most of these lost jobs moved to Central and South America.
Cheaper labor, and less rigorous environmental protection require-
ments found there presumably are attractive to tanning companies
(Hesselberg and Knutsen, 2002). A similar movement has taken place
in other low-tech, environmentally “dirty” industries (Grether and
Melo, 2004; Levinson and Taylor, 2001). Concern that jobs are in dan-
ger contributes to public reluctance to regulate industries and firms
close to home. The presence of off-shore banking centers for compa-
nies avoiding taxation and regulation suggests that lax oversight is a
development tool for some nations.

The narrow interests and muscle of TNCs are wielded in a host of
ways. Amid organized opposition to the import of genetically modified
cotton to Indonesia, a manager at Monsanto directed an Indonesian
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consulting firm to make a clandestine payment of a $50,000 to an
official in Indonesia’s environment ministry. The payment came with
a request to waive the environmental study requirement for a strain of
cotton. Facing criminal and civil charges for bribery, Monsanto agreed
to pay $1.5 million in fines to the Securities and Exchange Commission
and the Department of Justice and to improve internal compliance
measures (British Broadcasting Company, 2005).

Disunity is inconsistency in law or enforcement across jurisdictions.
It exacerbates the challenge of national-level oversight. Consider the
attempt to prevent antitrust crimes in the cement industry. A case can
be made that U.S. regulators prevented vertical integration and infor-
mal price agreements to a much greater extent than their counterparts
in competitor nations (Dumez and Jeunamaitre, 2000). European reg-
ulators saw price stabilization as efficient and beneficial to the market
and had no interest in policing many of the measures used by compa-
nies to achieve it. European firms benefitted from official disinterest.
This disunity led to unforeseen consequences. When a cost-efficient
means of transporting cement by barge was implemented widely, these
advantaged firms tapped the U.S. market and damaged U.S. concrete
companies (Dumez and Jeunamaitre, 2000).

Disunity makes it easier to resist state limits on autonomy at home
because companies point to nations prepared to give them freer rein.
The United States has called repeatedly for a unified international
front in its war on drugs (Office of National Drug Control Policy,
2003). It demands rigorous enforcement and responds with sanctions
when it is not forthcoming; nations reluctant to side with or adopt U.S.
measures are pressured to do so diplomatically and economically. The
same determination to mount a unified front against corporate crime
and to hold companies to stringent standards is lacking. The chal-
lenge and reluctance are illustrated by Bhopal. In 1984, the Union
Carbide Corporation released methyl isocyanate and hydrogen cya-
nide gas into the atmosphere from its plant in Bhopal, India. Accord-
ing to the Indian government’s count, the incident killed 3,329 people
and seriously injured another 20,000 (Pearce and Tombs, 1998).
Indian prosecutors filed criminal charges against Union Carbide, its
CEO, and eight officers of its Indian subsidiary (Los Angeles Times,
1989). Union Carbide won a judgment in U.S. courts establishing
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that Indian courts had sole jurisdiction over all civil litigation resulting
from the disaster. Observers speculated that company lawyers believed
they would receive favorable treatment and less costly judgments
from Indian courts. The case was settled for $470 million in 1989, a
sum that included payments of approximately $1,000 per claimant.
The settlement also stipulated that Carbide would be immune from
all pending litigation and that criminal charges against officers of the
company would be dropped. The Indian Supreme Court subsequently
ruled that criminal charges should stand, and seventeen years after
the tragedy extradition papers were served on Warren Anderson,
an officer of the company and fugitive from India. The request was
rejected on technical grounds. An urgent problem brought on by
development of the global economy is determining which laws and
regulations will be used as standards for individual and organizational
behavior. Few answers are found in international law and agreements.

Increasingly, international agreements and institutions provide
rules and oversight as nations struggle to control TNCs and respond
to their crimes (Braithwaite and Drahos, 2000). This movement high-
lights a pattern of permissiveness that rational-choice theory predicts
will swell the ranks of white-collar criminals. Although the signato-
ries to international trade agreements typically pledge to adopt and
enforce in their home countries elementary regulations for environ-
mental protection, worker rights, and product safety, police and pros-
ecutors in jurisdictions lack the budget, expertise, and other resources
to pursue these cases. As oversight becomes more distant geographi-
cally, its efficacy becomes less certain, and the gap between standards
and compliance grows.

In the absence of credible oversight, tax incentives, loans, trade
incentives, and other lures offered by transnational agreements and
governing organizations easily become criminal opportunity. By deny-
ing freedom of association to labor organizations, companies gain an
advantage over competitors in nations where workers are free to orga-
nize (U.S. Department of Labor, 2004). In the face of these practices
other nations generally do little more than request an end to them.
NAFTA nations are expected to enforce their labor laws and also abide
by the North American Agreement on Labor Cooperation. NAFTA
enforcement officials are much more likely to penalize for violation of
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trade restriction than for other socially harmful and illegal practices
(Eisner, 2000). This fuels the claims of critics that human rights and
environmental protections in trade agreements are toothless.

The substance of international agreements for trade and lending are
often called into question for undermining oversight. Some provisions,
for example, prevent national governments from mounting criminal-
ization campaigns by defining them as protectionist measures (Mayne
and Le Quesnel, 1999; Sjoberg, Gill, and Williams, 2001; Wilkinson
and Hughes, 2000). For example, Canada proposed regulations to
prevent Phillip Morris from labeling cigarettes “light” or “mild” for
fear the labels mislead consumers into thinking these cigarettes are
safe. Phillip Morris claimed that the move would be a violation of
NAFTA’s chapter 11, which permits firms to sue signatory governments
if their investment rights are violated. The company also cited WTO
agreements that require nations to use the least trade restrictive means
to accomplish regulatory objectives (Mokhiber and Weissman, 2002).

Global oversight develops in dozens of forms and a complex array of
institutions. It relies on criminal prosecution primarily in the nations
where crimes originate. Nations, however, are reluctant to grant other
nations and international bodies the right to define and pursue global
oversight on their soil. Thus far, international cooperation has pushed
farthest in efforts to control international organized crime and war
crimes. These are areas where most nations can come to agreement.
“All the while, avoidable harms (often of equivalent or greater magni-
tude) by transnational corporations are ignored” (Gilbert and Russell,
2002:233).
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Decision Making

Rational-choice theory is best seen as a “framework, a rubric or a
family of theories” that serves to “organize findings, link theoret-
ical statements and logically guide theory construction” (Hechter
and Kanazawa, 1997:194). It has been applied to a host of prob-
lems and processes, including managerial decisions, interpersonal
exchange, consumer purchasing, and the dynamics of economic mar-
kets. Arguably, it is the dominant theoretical paradigm in political
science (Green and Shapiro, 1994; Hechter and Kanazawa, 1997;
Smith, 1991). The importance of rational-choice theory as an inter-
pretation of crime and as justification for contemporary initiatives in
crime control is on firm footing.

Decision making is the heart of rational-choice theory. It is seen as
a process of cognition and calculation in which actors pursue desired
goals, weigh likely consequences, and select among options. This
means that the structural conditions and generative worlds that lie
“behind” readiness to choose crime are important primarily because
they shape offenders’ evaluation of potential costs and benefits. Nor-
mative confusion and ambiguity, for example, is a background vari-
able that has been linked theoretically to increased likelihood of mis-
conduct by organizational employees and managers (Passas, 1990;
Reichman, 1993). When this theoretical relationship is cast in the
logic of rational choice, rule ambiguity is significant principally for
the ways it affects calculation and decision making by discrete actors.
In addition to its potential payoffs for explaining and predicting vari-
ation in crime, enhanced understanding of decision making holds
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promise of guiding policy interventions to minimize criminal choices.
Cornish and Clarke (1986:vi) construe rational-choice theory as a way
of both “rearranging existing theories and data to throw new light on
criminal behaviors” and as a “policy-relevant perspective on criminal
behavior.” In this belief, they are not alone (Felson and Clarke, 1998;
Weisburd, 1997).

Beyond rudimentary statements of crime-as-choice theory is a more
complex understanding developed through critique, research, and
theoretical elaboration. Its core is belief that “when faced with sev-
eral courses of action, people usually do what they believe is likely to
have the best overall outcome” (Elster, 1989:22). It is clear also that
decision makers are “fallible learners who seek to do as well as they
can, given the constraints that they face” (Ostrom, 1998:9). Individu-
als have considerable capacity intuitively for maximizing self-interest.
They recognize rational strategies in complex exchanges, for example,
and move toward exchange equilibrium (Plott, 1987; Williams et al.,
2000; Smith, 1986). Laboratory studies comprise a substantial part of
the corpus of research, and in these controlled settings subjects cal-
culate and make decisions with a high degree of rationality. Research
shows also that many decisions of everyday life are based on imper-
fect knowledge and crude, subjective assessments of utility. In many
situations, for example, decision makers opt for what has become con-
venient and routine. There is bias toward the status quo.

Decisions become increasingly rational when there is opportunity
to learn from previous choices. This happens in real markets and con-
trived market exercises. Predictions based on rational outcomes are
most accurate in large random population samples where idiosyncratic
differences in decisions cancel each other (Friedman and Hechter,
1988; Hechter, 1996; Hechter and Kanazawa, 1997). Likewise, sup-
port for the theory is found when conditions make a choice apparently
more appealing to wide segments of the population than it was in the
past. Empirical evidence of rationality in decision making explains the
relationship, between the supply of new criminal opportunities and
rates of specific types of crime and between police strikes and spikes in
the rate of offending. This said, unexplained variation in decision mak-
ing that may derive from distinct preferences and outlooks remains a
challenge and the focus of considerable interest.
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BURGLARS AND BANKERS

For nearly three decades investigators have explored how street crimi-
nals estimate the costs and benefits of crime and how they make crimi-
nal decisions. A great deal is known about their daily rounds, the
contexts wherein they make criminal decisions and the dynamics of
the process. A variety of methodologies have been used to examine
these matters, but ethnographic studies unquestionably have shed the
most revealing light. Most, for example, show that thieves are rational
when it comes to choosing targets that offer security and the surest
returns.

In broad outline, investigators have demonstrated that street offend-
ers generally behave consistent with predictions based on rational-
choice theory. They commit crime with an eye toward maximizing
reward and minimizing risk. Research makes clear, however, that bur-
glars, armed robbers, and other street criminals are anything but care-
ful calculating actors (Bennett and Wright, 1984; Cromwell, Olsen,
and Avary, 1991; Feeney, 1986; Katz, 1988; Shover and Honaker, 1992;
Wright and Decker 1994; 1997). This body of research serves as a
useful starting point for anyone interested in white-collar criminal
decision making whether the results are cast as accident, scandal, or
mistake.

A high proportion of street offenders break the law in the context
of lifestyles that make it seem there is much to gain and little to lose
by doing so (Shover, 1996). Skid-row addicts facing withdrawal may
see great utility in $100 while the shame of stealing or getting caught
seems negligible. Street offenders usually have little more than a hunch
about their chances of apprehension, and in moments of clarity, many
understand that arrest probably awaits if they continue in crime. In
less reflective moments, like those that precede most crimes, they con-
clude that they probably can get away with at least one more offense
(Shover, 1996). Their decisions generally take only an instant and
result from hasty, rudimentary, and imprecise calculation. Interviews
with 113 men convicted of robbery or an offense related to robbery
revealed, for example, that “over half . . . reported no planning at all”
(Feeney and Weir, 1975:105). The criminal ambitions of most are lim-
ited to fulfilling an immediate desire.
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One reason for spontaneity is that street offenders’ decisions are
made in the context and dynamics of street life and hustling (Shover,
1996). As the context of decision making, hustling helps explain why
research on 105 active residential burglars found that they expressed
a “steadfast refusal to dwell on the possibility of being apprehended”
(Wright and Decker, 1994:14). Street offenders develop an ability to
put out of mind risk to self and others, to focus on the potential payoffs
of specific criminal acts and steel themselves to go ahead (Shover, 1996;
Wright and Decker, 1994). Those who hustle continuously develop
an alert opportunism that prepares them to see opportunity where
others do not. They can react instantly and with little thought when
they encounter something promising.

A substantial majority of street crimes occur in groups, and inter-
personal dynamics constrain decision making (Reiss, 1988; Zimring,
1981; Warr, 2002). Conversation and interactional dynamics build con-
fidence and excitement by emphasizing positive outcomes and the
ability of those present to accomplish the task while downplaying the
risks. Offenders call these exchanges “talking it up” or “pumping each
other up” (Cromwell et al., 1991; Hochstetler and Copes, 2003). Both
the substance and tone of these discussions are influenced by drugs
and alcohol or the immediate need for more.

Drug use and altered states of consciousness inevitably result in
crude and hasty calculation. Youth and mood also and can make
salient preferences and commitments that relegate caution to the back-
ground (Cordilia, 1986; Hochstetler, 2001). Danger and excitement
that are attributes of street crime repel most but attract some. Young
and intoxicated offenders looking for opportunity to prove their med-
dle often misjudge the potential for considerable cost and meager
benefit. The circumstances in which street offenders live and play com-
plicates immensely the challenge of frightening them into compliance.

White-Collar Criminal Choice
Much less is known about white-collar offender decision making; there
are far fewer offender autobiographies and ethnographic studies to
draw from. Interviews of ordinary embezzlers and fraudsters show
that the appeal of these crimes is rooted in troublesome situations
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at work or in other areas of life that lead the offender to be alert to
opportunities (Cressey, 1953; Zietz, 1981). Embezzlers strongly prefer
solutions that allow them to keep financial problems secret and that
do not erode reputations or undermine ascribed obligations. Criminal
opportunity is attractive as a means of responding to desire to assist
family crises or forestalling a fall. There are many sources of crisis, but
previous business reverses, trouble with employers, family difficulties,
or vices and other personal shortcomings are typical. All come to repre-
sent for the individual “threats to status-seeking or status-maintaining
behavior” (Cressey, 1953:75). When combined with changes in social
environment the odds of crime are increased. Individuals who suffer
business reversals can become socially isolated with nowhere to turn for
solutions to their financial problems. Multiple conditions contribute
but preference is the same for many ordinary offenders, a financial
solution that postpones revelation of secretive problems or postpones
painful consequence. Women who are unattached to the workforce do
it to satisfy their habits or to support domineering men. They are more
likely to commit fraud than embezzlement because that is the best
opportunity they have. Those that are attached to the workforce are
likely to be attempting to enhance family finances by crime and are
likely to embezzle (Zietz, 1981). All make the best of the criminal
opportunities that they have. The pressures of relatively conventional
home lives and lives of unemployment can inspire desire for instanta-
neous payoff.

Drug abuse, gambling debts, and family problems are common con-
texts for erratic and criminal behavior of all sorts. A physician recalls
the circumstances surrounding his decision not to file a tax return:

At that time I was going through some bad problems with depression
and drinking. I had just quit managing my day-to-day affairs and just
given up on it. In 1988, . . . I figured I would be dead. I was fatalistic
about it. Finally, in 1989, through the intervention of family, friends
and colleagues, I got started on treatment for depression and alcohol;
that was what lead to my problems. I was so depressed. I was sure that
I was going to die, and I didn’t care if I did. I was trying to drink
myself to death. I did not care about the government and did not
think about the trouble I could get in. It totally did not matter to me.
I just plain didn’t care. (Mason, 1999)
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For most ordinary white-collar offenders, objective circumstances have
changed little directly before their offense, but their receptiveness to
the draw of lure increases as problems become pressing or turmoil
distracts them. Confronted with mounting pressures and disruptions,
compliance seems to require too much effort and individuals reach
what they experience as a breaking point. They mentally let go of or
loosen the commitments that previously restrained them. Those who
can reconcile violating financial trust with a positive self-concept are
at increased risk to commit crime. Upperworld and organizational
criminal decision making is shrouded in fog, but it is likely that the
problems that lead upperworld offenders to crime are less personal
and pressing.

Simpson (2002) administered to eighty-four students and twelve cor-
porate executives surveys containing vignettes of decision-making con-
texts and possible criminal responses. Respondents were instructed
to make decisions as if they were corporate managers. The vignettes
contained descriptions of managers of varying levels confronted with
opportunities to fix prices, commit sales fraud, violate environmen-
tal standards, and bribe a supplier. Drawing on these data, Simpson
demonstrates that individual characteristics predict “intention to
offend.” Risk perceptions and other characteristics are significant pre-
dictors of it. Those who saw opportunity for career advancement and
thrills also were more likely to demonstrate intent. In addition, esti-
mates of personal benefit, an ethical reasoning scale, shame, and the
possibility of informal sanctions from family, friends, and business asso-
ciates affected criminal intention. The threat of being fired or correc-
tion from superiors reduced it while declining sales for the company
and being ordered by supervisors to commit the act increased offend-
ing intentions.

Formal sanctions in the form of criminal or civil penalties generally
were not strong predictors but the combination of morality and formal
threats was significant. For highly moral “good citizens,” neither sanc-
tion threats nor other variables made much difference. Respondents
who scored low on personal morality were another matter; they were
deterred by threat. Evidence for similar interaction between moral
preferences and opportunity is reported by others as well (Benson,
2002; Bussman, 2003; Weisburd et al., 2001).
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Life and decisions in an organization are not easily approximated by
static variables presented in vignettess. Vaughan (1996) interviewed
a host of officials at the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA) and examined written internal communications to
understand how the decision to launch the ill-fated Challenger space
shuttle was made and concluded that an organizational bias toward
risky decisions and maintaining deadlines placed the flight at risk.
NASA scientists, engineers, and managers gradually defined certain
risks to flight safety as acceptable, which ultimately led officials to
authorize the shuttle launch under dangerous conditions. Through
daily interactions, employees incorporated assessments of acceptable
risks that were common in the organization into how they evaluated
choices. Both her use of retrospective interview data and her focus on
a mishap that was neither criminal nor deviant, however, means that
Vaughan’s interpretation cannot be generalized to criminal decisions
in the absence of additional research. The ineluctable shortcoming
of this research is the failure to examine criminal decision making.
Nevertheless, her conclusions about bounded rationality differ little
from what is known about decision making by burglars and robbers
(Shover and Honaker, 1992). Use of culturally shared, subjective pref-
erences in decision making increases the appeal of a risky or immoral
choice.

Many white-collar criminal decisions are responses to “contempora-
neous circumstances in offenders’ lives” that allow them temporarily to
ignore or discount potential legal consequences (Benson, 2002:165).
This is true of organizational crimes and others. These proximate cir-
cumstances come in many forms and do not affect all equally. Nagging
bosses, diminishing company profits, and misused expense accounts
for which bills must be paid can cause decision makers to fix upon
and seize crime as solution. For a great many offenders, vague recog-
nition of criminal opportunity comes into a sharper focus as events
encapsulate options and perceptions.

Weisburd and colleagues (2001) found that offenders with the least
serious and extensive prior criminal records apparently were not look-
ing for criminal opportunity beforehand. Rather, it presented itself or
was made known to them by others. These low-frequency offenders
responded to personal crises in their lives by seizing and exploiting
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opportunity (Weisburd et al., 2001). Repeat offenders (48 percent of
the total) are more attuned to and consistently on the look out for
criminal opportunity. Street offenders are no different.

WHITE-COLLAR CRIME AND CONTEXT

The way offenders become aware of and weigh opportunity varies by
history and circumstance. Evidence is amassing that some preferences
and outlooks that increase the appeal of crime, for example, form early
in life. With differing abilities to calculate accurately and varied ends
in mind, offenders consider the costs and rewards of offending versus
the repercussions of deciding not to for their own lives and in context.
Individual and contextual variation constrain how options are assessed
and decisions are made in both background and foreground. Choices,
moreover, occur in sequences and change as circumstances develop.
Moral reservations and internal inhibitions are subject to situational
suspension or inattention. The lenses through which offenders see
criminal opportunity and make decisions are colored by the social
contexts where crime occurs.

The context for many criminal decisions are those in which white-
collar offenders labor. Many white-collar workers devote more time
and thought to work and career than to anything else and they are
sensitive to cues and messages they receive at work. Their criminal
decisions, especially in the upper ranks, are likely to be complex and
to take into account many variables and circumstances (Geis and
Salinger, 1998; Jamieson, 1994). The structure and history of the
industries where employees operate are important contextual deter-
minants. Organizational actors often have a keen grasp of market and
organizational forces that constrain their behavior. Their preferences,
commitments, and utilities are adjusted to suit their industrial and
organizational location and what is demanded of them. A risk-averse
decision maker would not remain employed at the trading desks of
some stock firms long. A salesman in an industry where bid-rigging is
prevalent may take some time to discover from peers and superiors
that price stability and predictability in the industry override benefits
of the firm’s short-term returns. Once the advantages are understood
bid-rigging might result. Internal compliance specialists can be taught
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that promotion depends on identifying misconduct and finding ways
to hide it from outsiders (Katz, 1980a). Salespersons get the message
when their quotas go up despite regular memos from company lawyers
that the practices that led to previous sales are on unsteady legal
ground. Long-term employment in an industry or organization can
familiarize employees with potential criminal solutions to problems
the inexperienced will only discover with time. In some industries,
illegal opportunities and how to exploit them guiltlessly is part of the
collective ethos.

There is reason to believe that crime is rife in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry. Clinard and Yeager (1980) found that pharmaceutical
companies had three times as many serious and moderately serious
violations as other firms. Braithwaite (1984:5) argued that they have
a “worse record of international bribery and corruption than any
other industry.” He based this assertion mainly on voluntary disclo-
sures to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), which
learned from a program to encourage it that more than 400 U.S.
companies made questionable or illegal payments to foreign officials.
Pharmaceutical companies were responsible for 14 percent of the total
(Braithwaite, 1984:31; Department of Justice, 2002a). Payments meant
to grease the wheels of commerce are made by drug companies to
health inspectors and a host of other officials. Some companies have
large slush funds on hand to make bribes. These can be hidden by
deceptive bookkeeping. Executives readily admit in interviews that
some forms of bribery are common in the industry and part of doing
business abroad (Braithwaite, 1984). The men and women Braithwaite
interviewed had little difficulty justifying bribery. Many executives
believe that companies or individuals who take a hard line against
some types of it are at a disadvantage in environments where cor-
ruption is ordinary. They assert that heavily regulated environments
contribute to the crime and that any who would compete must con-
sider it (Braithwaite, 1984). Environmental constraints in the phar-
maceutical industry probably are overstated by interviewed executives,
but a glance reveals that criminal procedures are routine and widely
practiced. Evidence of routinized crimes in product testing, book-
keeping, criminal negligence, deceptive advertising, and corruption
can be found in government documents and hearings. Congressional
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hearings were held, for example, on overcharges for Medicare drug
reimbursements in 2001 (U.S. Congress, 2001).

Until recently, Medicare reimbursement to clinics and physicians
for drugs was based on wholesale prices submitted by pharmaceuti-
cal companies to an industrywide data base. Some companies inflated
reported prices to benefit their customers at the expense of govern-
ment. Audits of health care providers’ catalog prices as compared
to government billed prices revealed that Medicare was overcharged
for drugs by more than $1 billion in 2000. The manufacturer of the
chemotherapy drug Vincasar sold it to health care providers for $7.50
but then reported the price to Medicare as $740. Medicare reimbursed
the provider $640 for the drug. The poor sick patient covered the
remaining reported cost with a co-pay. The dangers were more than
financial. Large spreads in prices promote use of drugs that are not
efficacious. The tremendous profits from some procedures and drugs
contributes to high rates of medically unnecessary treatment. Settle-
ment agreements by drug firms with Medicare related to abusive price
reporting in the late 1990s totaled $1.66 billion (Taxpayers Against
Fraud, 2003). Unchecked, crime becomes part of the industrial con-
text and more of it follows.

Organizational Properties
Organizational properties and dynamics are significant and autono-
mous constraints on the genesis and development of crime
(Needleman and Needleman, 1979; Jamieson, 1994). This is the
principal rationale for distinguishing organizational and individual
white-collar crime. Executive pay structures may increase some crimes.
Seventy-one business firms convicted of accounting violations were
matched with others that did not have criminal convictions (Troy,
Smith, and Gordon, 2003). The CEOs of violator firms on average
held stock options that were three times their salaries, while the CEOs
of nonviolator firms held options equivalent to their salaries. This
suggests that provision of excessive stock options may contribute to
organizational accounting offenses. There are likely to be many such
structural variables that cause particular misdeeds in particular types
of organizations, but there also are variables known to have effects on
crime in diverse organizations.
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Performance pressure and the presence of criminogenic cultural
conditions have been linked repeatedly to increased likelihood that
criminal choices will be made. Performance pressure is anxiety or fear
induced in individuals or organizational units by the perceived need
to maintain or improve performance standards. This can be the need
to increase profit margins or to improve a university athletic team’s
won-loss record, but in all cases it stems from belief that performance
has not measured up in the eyes of peers or superiors. This is often
coupled with fear that “time is running out.” Performance pressure is
communicated in countless ways, and it can cause employees to be less
concerned with legalities (Baucus, 1994; Needleman and Needleman,
1979). An engineer urged to write a misleading test report on a faulty
aircraft brake reported that eventually his superior told him to “write
the goddamn thing and shut up about it” (Vandivier, 2001:150).

Research in Australian nursing homes showed that for-profit homes
are significantly more likely than nonprofit ones to break the law and
deliver substandard care (Jenkins and Braithwaite, 1993). Apparently,
top-down pressure to meet the bottom line creates an incentive to cut
corners in patient treatment, leave necessary maintenance unfinished,
and look the other way in the face of dangerous working conditions.
Performance pressure and cultures often translate into crime because
of the rewards of employment and commitment to organizations it
engenders. Under pressure to offend, resigning from the organization
almost always is an option, but it may not seem that way.

Organizational properties and dynamics from differential power
and authority to tendentious goal displacement can be sources of vari-
ation in the strength and efficacy of normative constraints on employ-
ees. Organizational arrangements or conditions can function to refract
obligation and responsibility for misconduct and thereby blur or dis-
tort moral and legal boundaries. Also, where there are obvious and
long-standing patterns of criminal conduct by organizational person-
nel, the proclivities and pathologies of participants fail as explanation,
and the causes instead must be sought in organizational conditions.

Organizational influences often are exerted and experienced in
subunits of an organization. Dictates and demands from above are
assumed to be authoratative in organizations, but people look to
those around them for help in interpreting signals and deciding what
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to do in daily decisions. The line between what the organization
demands and what workmates expect often is difficult to draw. Mature
adults will walk away from friends that are pushing them in undesirable
directions when they are not at work; it may not be as easy where liveli-
hoods are on the line. Regular and structured meetings make gradual
adjustments to moral codes and prodding resistant offenders more
likely than it is in casual relationships. Regular contact and formal ties
between white-collar co-offenders build allegiance, particularly when
a secret is shared that places everyone at risk.

Criminal decisions in organizations sometimes are the result of care-
ful and routine problem solving. People are sent home with problems
and decisions to ponder and they reassemble at regularly scheduled
intervals to assess developments and adjust strategies. Decision making
occurs in many minds incrementally, over time, and only eventually by
consensus. Not all organizational crimes are so, but in some there is a
complex division of labor and a formal procedure for reaching a deci-
sion. Criminal ideas may be passed between relevant players and across
organizational subunits. Participants may bounce them off workmates,
submit them to superiors or bring them to a vote. In a high-profile
corporate price-fixing conspiracy of the 1990s, conspirators believed
and decided that rigging markets was to their corporate advantage
(Eichenwald, 2000; Simpson and Piquero, 2001a). The decision was
not made, however, until agreement could be reached and details
arranged. The meetings resembled those for licit but secretive deals.
Early conversations were held in private rooms over drinks. Partici-
pants were vague and cautious. They avoided words like “agreement”
that were too precise and that could be used against them in court.
Other meetings that were thought to be safe because all were insiders
and surveillance was highly unlikely were casual. In many, the purpose
was overt. Visual aids sometimes were used to help arrange prices. Par-
ticipants in the illegal projects were informed of progress in negotiat-
ing terms of agreements at each stage, but they concerted ignorance
and maintained plausible deniability where convenient. Complex and
carefully managed decision making is part of the white-collar world. A
Wall Street trader recalls that his idea was sparked by escalating invest-
ment losses. Despite the urgency, a plan was developed by consider-
ing past actions, presenting solutions and ideas to peers, and then
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checking with superiors to make sure the decision was feasible and
approved.

If the books could be juggled once, they could be juggled again, as
Bernstein suggested. I asked Joey-O, a former accountant, to work on
the problem. I lay awake nights considering approaches. I twisted my
trading position into pretzel shapes in my mind, looking for recourse.
Eventually, I cobbled together an idea. . . . We would conduct a series
of forward trades, the net impact of which would be zero. It would
remove $20 billion in assets from the books and records of the firm.
I went to Cerullo and Bernstein with this suggestion. They approved
of the idea. (Jett, 1999:201)

The savings and loan industry in the United States experienced mas-
sive criminal behavior by thrift managers in the 1980s. Estimates of
the total monetary cost of S&L failures range upward to $500 billion.
Between 1988 and 1992, 1,098 criminal prosecutions were brought by
U.S. attorneys in major S&L cases (Calavita et al., 1997a:157). The S&L
failures resulted from “collective embezzlement.” Crimes were com-
mitted by those in control of organizational resources (Black, 2005).
In many, the organization became “a vehicle for committing crime
against itself” (Calavita et al., 1997a). Officers of multiple organiza-
tions gradually formed relationships with each other and with helpful
hands that minimized complexity and routinized criminal decision
making.

“Land flips” were a common type of fraud committed by S&L offi-
cers (Calavita, Pontell, and Tillman, 1997b). Typically, S&L insiders,
land developers, and appraisers conspired to inflate the value of a
parcel of land. An appraiser recruited because of a reputation for
inflating prices would value it in exchange for being contracted on
future deals. The bankers then would pass the land around in sales
from investor to investor raising its supposed value at each incre-
ment. Eventually, someone would go to a bank and borrow against
the value of the land often for a proposed development project. The
project would fail and the loan would be defaulted. In some cases, the
defaulted loans were hidden from bank inspectors by selling them con-
tinuously between institutions. Some participants were close to politi-
cians, which helped forestall regulatory action. The criminal designs of
each participant merged and evolved to become a highly rational and
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self-perpetuating organizational system. Schemes continued despite
replacement of individual participants.

Investigators documented the structure and effectiveness of collu-
sion in the heavy electrical equipment price-fixing conspiracies of the
1950s using court depositions (Faulkner et al., 2003). The character of
144 meetings in the 1954–1959 period attended by 43 executives and
managers were coded. Findings showed that companies respond to
the strain of competitive prices and economic backlog with arranged
prices most effectively when they achieve consensus at illegal meet-
ings and when meetings come off smoothly (Faulkner et al., 2003).
Usually executives left the work to middle managers, but they person-
ally attended meetings when there were problems and authority was
needed to come to agreement. Lure could be accessed only through
standing relationships and organizational support. While the electrical
conspiracy is a case of one, it provides rare insight into the mechanics
of criminal decision-making in powerful organizations. In this case,
it is much like how legal decisions are handled. Participants shared
understandings of which decisions should be passed up the line, which
should be checked with peers or experts, and when individuals or units
could act independently. The decision-making process was managed to
efficiently and safely accomplish objectives and to protect high-ranking
participants.

When a web of conspirators has a mutual understanding of how
everything should work, the trepidation and uncertainty characteristic
of many crimes is avoided. Decision making is routinized, divided, and
designed both to hide criminal intent and to ensure that uninformed
or scrupulous outsiders do not throw a cog in the wheels. No party need
discuss or admit what is going on explicitly; business can be conduct-
ed smoothly and as if it was legitimate.

Much of the distinctiveness of white-collar crime derives from the
fact that it often occurs in organizational and industrial environments.
Multiple people, subunits and tasks contribute to goals, perceptions
and values at work and these influences shift constantly as new situa-
tions arise (Simpson, Piquero, and Paternoster, 2000). Performance
pressure and criminogenic cultural conditions coupled with bureau-
cratic and hierarchical arrangements shape motivations, preferences,
and decision-making dynamics. Offenders consider the risk posed
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by their individual role, the personal consequences, and the conse-
quences for the organization. Standing arrangements and support
sometimes ease the crimes. These complexities are indicators of the
rationality of organizational crimes. Organizations are predictable
environments where logic and planning pay.

Doing Deals
Deals are business transactions with negotiable terms. Deals are culti-
vated through social contacts and financial investments. “The social
factors that bind managers to one another, whether in conflict or har-
mony, are the chief source of deals” (Jackall, 1988:198). The way
deals typically are done in an organization and the industry where
it is located are significant determinants of organizational structure
and norms (Eccles and Crane, 1988). Likewise, the formal arrange-
ment of deals can make the decision to commit crime seem small. For
example, the privileged information gained by key positions in institu-
tional networks and constant jockeying for position among corporate
brokers makes them attentive to opportunities found in insider trades
(Reichman, 1993). The structure of deals in an industry or organiza-
tion play a significant part in the distribution of criminal opportunity.

The process of deal making and communication during it also has
characteristics that potentially make criminal opportunity attractive.
An important part of committing crime is the process of “anaesthetiz-
ing the conscience” with rhetorical and linguistic devices, and these
devices may be shared among members of an organization or profes-
sion (Geis and Salinger, 1998:87). Conversations that precede crime
often contain excuses, frustrations, reasons why crime should be done
or indications that it is normal procedure. Deals are promising settings
for talk that obscures moral components of decisions and that insu-
lates participants from consideration of adverse consequences. They
are competitive.

Deals have a contrived, artificial quality that allows participants
to suspend reservations against aggressively seeking advantages that
affect transactions in other spheres. Deal making is viewed by insiders
as a game in which players manipulate others to desired ends (Hirsch,
1986; Partnoy, 1997:50). Game metaphors capture the maneuvers
and manipulations found in many deals without raising unpleasant
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and morally unsettling connotations. Interests that are at odds char-
acterize the most mutually beneficial business arrangements. Those
who enter a deal have consented to complete, and recognizing this
allows competitors to be manipulative or deceptive while maintaining
a favorable view of themselves. The ethical barriers against crime are
thinned in the process of deal making. In some business cultures and
transactions, prevarications are common and viewed as expressions of
optimism and salesmanship.

Interaction between insiders is as important for understanding deals
as interaction with outside partners or victims. It is well known that
presentation of alternatives as well as their substance affects decisions
(Kuehberger, 1996; Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). Presentation is a
substantial part of the artfulness of deals. In attending to the posi-
tives and glossing over problems, inertia builds and qualms recede.
Criminal statutes can be framed as negotiable technicalities or unre-
alistic ideals, rather than as inflexible standards that prevent harm.
Reasons that crime is necessary in an industry or organization can be
recited in a timely manner to make sure that potential participants
are in agreement and to convince the reluctant. Reservations can be
argued and countered. The result is that the law’s ability to influence a
decision is diminished. A Wall Street Journal reporter who wrote stories
and provided them in advance to a high-placed trader so that they
could profit illegally recalls the interaction that obscured his ethical
and professional obligations:

I respected the Journal and my profession . . . and would not have
agreed to any arrangement that required me to misinform in any way
the editors or readers of my columns.

‘Oh yeah!’ he said enthusiastically. ‘That’s right. You just keep
doing what you’re doing. The only difference is you tell me what
the column’s about. I won’t bother you about your business and you
won’t bother me about mine.’

Another thing is I probably would be better off not knowing how
much money you’re making. I know that sound’s funny but in a way
I think it might make my job harder if I knew we’d make a ton of
money. . . . ’

‘You write the columns and I’ll make the trades. No one gets hurt,
no one knows. Then, when we’ve got a few million bucks stashed away,
I’ll start my own firm and you’ll come work for me. Deal?’ (Winans,
1986:149).
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As different as the context is from that of the street offender, this
description shows that white-collar offenders also “talk it up” in their
approach to crime.

Negotiation creates socially isolated and internally focused inter-
actions. In competitive environments, deal makers tightly budget the
time and attention they devote to transactions. The collapsed time per-
spective and inward, task-centered focus that results potentially lead to
disregard of risk to participants and to outgroups (Janis, 1982; t’Hart,
1991). In their efforts to prioritize negotiating points participants may
be dismissive of remote stakeholders or ignore matters that do not
seem relevant to business. Negotiations also “forge commitments” so
that when a deal is sealed “a commitment is made [and] the negotiators
discontinue concerning themselves about what is to be done” (Couch,
1989:105). “Reciprocal attentiveness,” or inward focus, only adds to
“temporary bondedness” between participants and commitment to a
shared pursuit (Couch, 1989:49). The window of opportunity to turn
back can seem brief. If a deal is made overtly or implicitly to participate
in a conspiracy, considerable effort, costs, and embarrassment might
result from a change of heart.

Context is an unexamined exogenous variable in rational-choice
theory. It is understood, however, that some choices are self-defeating
and improbable when situations are unfavorable. Most decision mak-
ers are capable of scanning their wider environments and what others
are doing to gain an intuitive grasp of appropriate responses. Con-
text “structurally suggests” and influences choice through “preference
shaping” (Dowding, 1991; Dunleavy, 1991). It causes decision mak-
ers to focus on some preferences to the exclusion of others. Con-
textual qualities do not rigidly determine action, but they influence
what individuals and organizational decision makers see and how they
weigh options. Context also shapes actors’ stance toward legal norms.
It may combine with the degree to which “they intrinsically value
obeying the law” to affect assessment of criminal opportunity (Cooter,
2000a:1577). Chapter 3 described class and cultural conditions that
conduce to distinctive middle-class perspectives on norms and exter-
nal restrictions. These may remain dormant or be fueled by present
company and context. Industrial and organizational environments can
stimulate thoughts of crime and make it easier to commit as can the
close at hand. Interactions can increase the salience of, or prime,
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cognitive templates by arranging and directing passing thoughts about
a problem. Context heightens the connection of thinking and behav-
ior (Bouffard, 2002; Maio et al., 2003).

THREAT AND CHOICE

Both street criminals and white-collar criminals calculate before com-
mitting crime; both choose to break the law. Investigators of white-
collar crime generally have ignored research on decision making by
other types of offenders and the similarities to decision making by
white-collar offenders. Evidence is not compelling or voluminous, but
it suggests, for example, that street offenders and white-collar offend-
ers weigh the potential payoffs from crime more heavily than the esti-
mated risks (Shover and Honaker, 1992; Simpson and Koper, 1992).
They focus on immediate reward and shortcuts to goals and may fail
to see moral implications that affect others (Gottfredson and Hirschi,
1990; Simpson and Piquerro, 2001b). Individual propensity shapes
what they weigh and choose (Tibbets and Gibson, 2002:18). Many
operate in environments where they “carry on as if nothing were
wrong when they continually face evidence that something [is] wrong”
(Vaughan, 1998:32). In the presence of like-minded companions, they
can put out of mind how the larger public would judge their action and
thereby blunt the deterrent effect of legal threats. In their efforts to
cope with immediate crisis and daily hassles, these become remote and
ill-considered contingencies (Vandivier, 2001; Warr, 2002). Rational-
choice theory accommodates this contextual and individual variation.
Weisburd and associates (2001:150) remark that:

one implication of our emphasis on crisis and opportunity is that
crimes committed by people in our sample often involve decision-
making processes that are, within their context and in the under-
standing of the offender, reasoned. In this sense, the offenders we
study appear to follow a rational model of offending.

White-collar crime is committed because some people estimate the
payoff as greater than the risks or consequences of being caught. Seen
in this way, it is sound crime-control policy to escalate the perceived
risks of it while increasing legitimate opportunities and perceived
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payoff from noncriminal conduct. The key lies in using public pol-
icy to constrain individual decision making so that those who consider
crime do not find it to be a profitable option. Cost-efficient ways that
the state could improve reward for noncriminal conduct among those
who might otherwise consider white-collar crime are difficult to imag-
ine. It is unfathomable to think that reward and additional largesse
could increase compliance by upperworld offenders. Citizens would
not be pleased with the tax burden for this purpose at any rate. The
natural consequences of much white-collar offending are mild by com-
parison to other criminal acts and its inherent dangers do not elicit
panic, nausea or other unpleasant sensations. For these reasons, the
criminal law may hold the greatest promise for intruding on decision
making and introducing corrective thoughts into the calculus of orga-
nizational and individual offenders.

A prominent research design for investigating deterrence of white-
collar crime is to examine the subsequent, short-term effect of
increased sanctions or criminal prosecutions on a specific type of offen-
ding. Block, Nold, and Sidak (1981) investigated antitrust laws and
bread pricing by bakeries. When firms were charged with price fixing
and faced with the possibility of civil suits, the price of their bread
fell. Since then, many places or industries where the state increased
enforcement have been investigated; the change in behavior of the
sanctioned companies or of all firms of the sanctioned type is mea-
sured in these quasi-experiments. For example, inspections and penal-
ties for workplace safety violations reduce injuries in sanctioned firms
(Mendelhoff and Gray, 2005). The jury is still out on whether the accu-
mulated findings provide support for deterrence (Simpson, 2002).
Independent and dependent variables are very different from study to
study. Various controls are utilized and findings are mixed. The state’s
general capacity to influence both street crime and white-collar crime
is difficult to demonstrate empirically using short-term correlations
between specific enforcement and crime.

Nevertheless, variation in threatened aversive consequences is a fun-
damental explanatory variable in the theory of crime as choice (Shover
and Bryant, 1993; Cohen and Simpson, 1997). Given the proven capac-
ity for rational responses to markets, it is not a large leap to the con-
clusion that threatened and actual consequences can reduce rates of
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some types of crime. The threat of arrest for domestic violence is more
effective for men with jobs than for the unemployed (Berk et al., 1992;
Pate and Hamilton, 1992). White-collar offenders also should be more
responsive to changes in punishment than street offenders. They may
be more aware of the level of intolerance expressed in the message
of changing enforcement and it may mean more to them. Should
the state decide to send a message into the boardrooms and cubicles
of formal organizations that it is serious about a particular crime, or
crime generally, the stretch is shorter than it is to the backseat of a car
occupied by impoverished and drug addicted youth. A harshly worded
letter to executives can get attention and a series of arrests and jail sen-
tences clarifies the point. Street offenders receive no trade newsletters
and when one of theirs has been imprisoned it is not relevant or shock-
ing. Some in their ranks may pay heed, however, when they read one
of the billboards that says, “you + illegal gun = federal prison,” or “a
gun crime gets you five” that appear in many U.S. cities today. The
message gets across more clearly when all know from local gossip and
nightly news that it is true. Such a serious reminder well-placed can
turn conversations and throw cold water on criminal plans. Those
drafting ethical guidelines and administering educational programs
in corporations could take a lesson.

Research on target hardening and situational crime prevention
shows that few street offenders will choose to offend when the odds
of being caught near certainty, where success requires creativity or
significant effort, and where returns will be insignificant. Accounting
firms that inflate earnings estimates to meet quarterly objectives, gro-
cery clerks who ring employee discounts for friends, and street-corner
drug dealers share a potential for significant painful consequences and
are alike in this: many either ignore or view as unlikely these contin-
gencies. Few clear-headed offenders with anything appreciable to lose
would commit crime if they thought criminal prosecution or long-term
imprisonment were likely consequences. Most are aware that their acts
have the potential for criminal penalties if things go badly, but that is
not the outcome they expect. They hope to avoid penalties by hid-
ing their intent and responsibility. Like street offenders, most white-
collar offenders do not pin their hopes on the number of months pres-
cribed by the sentencing tables for convicted felons but on avoiding
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entirely this penalty. Both groups look at the risks of detection opti-
mistically. Yet, the lives and generative worlds of street offender are
different in many respects.

Street offenders continue in crime because they avoid honest eval-
uation of dismal prospects or reach a point where they do not care.
White-collar offenders’ positive thinking can result from the calcula-
tion that punishing their acts is a low priority for the state. Confidence
among white-collar offenders can be the result of accurate evaluation
as well as predisposition with roots in their backgrounds. The paucity
of research on white-collar criminal decision making limits what can
be concluded about the generality of the decision-making process.
Such differences as there are, however, are explicable in the logic of
rational-choice theory. These provide little justification for assuming
that deterrent measures or crime-control strategies now aimed at other
crime would be less effective in white-collar worlds.
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chapter six

Criminal Careers and Career Criminals

The ascendance of rational-choice theory as justification for a new
approach to crime control occurred together with growing interest in
criminal careers. This concept now figures prominently in public-policy
debates over what should be done about crime. The principal reason
is obvious: some offenders have only a brief fling with crime while oth-
ers commit it repeatedly and may endure repeated convictions and
imprisonment. Dubbed “career criminals,” these persistent offenders
have captured the attention of elite academics and political leaders
alike (Piquero, Farrington, and Blumstein, 2003). Research on crimi-
nal careers and career criminals, which has focused most intensely on
street offenders, shows indisputably that the great majority eventually
desist from their earlier patterns.

The notion that offenders have “careers” in crime is beguiling but
potentially misleading. Borrowed from the world and analysis of legit-
imate occupations, the career concept is an analytic tool that should
not be construed literally. Proportionately few white-collar criminals
may see or approach crime as an occupation, and even among these
persistent criminals there probably are not the formalized career lines
and well-defined career progression markers that are common in legit-
imate employment (Luckenbill and Best, 1981).

There is immense variation in the patterning and duration of indi-
vidual criminal careers. Self-report research in which individuals are
asked to indicate the number of crimes of various kinds they committed
during a specified period of time provide some of the strongest evi-
dence of this. Autobiographical descriptions and analyses also confirm
career variation. Analysis of official arrest records, however, provides

130
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the most persuasive evidence (Shover, 1996). The paucity of offender
autobiographies and self-report studies of white-collar criminals, how-
ever, means that arrest records provide the only evidence of variation
in their criminal careers. It cannot be estimated precisely, but no one
disputes it exists. Studies of narrow offender categories, for example,
leave no doubt; data collected from fraudulent telemarketers show
that while the majority do not have previous criminal records a size-
able minority do (Doocy et al., 2001; Shover, Coffey, and Hobbs, 2003).
Upperworld white-collar offenders by contrast rarely have prior arrests
and convictions.

It is also clear that some organizations have lengthy records of trans-
gression while others have exemplary records of compliance with laws
and regulations. Sutherland (1983) tabulated the adverse decisions of
courts and administrative commissions against seventy of the largest
U.S. manufacturing, mining, and mercantile corporations over their
entire life span. There were 980 adverse decisions total, although
only 16 percent (158) were criminal convictions. Sixty percent of the
seventy firms had been convicted in criminal courts and had an aver-
age of four convictions each. Clinard and Yeager (1980) later analyzed
administrative, civil, and criminal actions initiated or completed dur-
ing 1975 and 1976 by 25 federal agencies against 582 of the largest
publicly owned corporations in the United States. Like Sutherland,
they employed a broad definition of crime that included not only
criminal acts but also administrative violations and adverse civil deci-
sions. Of the 582 firms, 60.1 percent were targets of at least one federal
action during the two-year period. They averaged 4.4 actions each. Of
the 477 manufacturing firms in the sample, 38 accounted for 52 per-
cent of all violations, or an average of 23.5 violations each. Simply put,
these studies suggest that a minority of business firms may be career
criminals.

Criminal careers begin at first arrest and end when offenders cease
committing crime or in death. Questions about the patterning of crim-
inal careers and why they change are important for reasons of the-
ory and public policy alike. Research into these questions builds on a
logic and repertoire of concepts borrowed from analysis of the human
life course (Laub, 2001; Benson, 2002). Investigators explore offend-
ing over time and the life events, social psychological changes, and
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choices that shape it (Farrington, 1997). The focus is how changes
in life circumstances coupled with cognitive changes and adaptations
alternately turn individuals toward or away from continued criminal
participation. The underlying assumptions of most research into crim-
inal participation over the life course is reconciled easily with rational-
choice theory (Shover and Thompson, 1992). Much remains to be
learned about career patterns in white-collar crime, however, and this
is true particularly of upperworld and organizational offenders.

There may be few organizational white-collar criminals as indiffer-
ent to legal threat and public welfare as Royal Caribbean Cruises. On
July 22, 1999, it pleaded guilty in six U.S. District Courts to dump-
ing oil and hazardous chemicals from nine ships in coastal waters
around the United States. Royal Caribbean also admitted that it con-
tinued to dump criminally for a month after it was convicted earlier on
similar charges and had promised to stop. The firm dumped oil and
toxic solvents or toxic chemicals in New York Harbor, in Miami, in the
Virgin Islands, in Los Angeles, and in the Alaskan Inside Passage. Royal
Caribbean cruise ships used secret bypass pipes to dump waste oil and
toxic materials overboard, often at night. By dumping the substances
criminally, the company saved tens of thousands of dollars per ship per
year on oil filters and the dockside disposal of toxic substances. Ship
engineers were given bonuses for minimizing expenses, and personnel
falsified log books that they referred to by a Norwegian word meaning
“fairy tale book.” Royal Caribbean pleaded guilty to twenty-one counts
of polluting and lying about it as representative of many more criminal
acts (Boston Globe, 1999; Los Angeles Times, 1999; New York Times, 1999).

CAREER BEGINNINGS

Age of onset is one of the strongest predictors of criminal career
length; the earlier offenders begin committing crime, the longer they
persist. A substantial proportion of persons who commit street crime
begin doing so and accumulating arrests in adolescence. White-collar
criminals do not. The lure that attracts white-collar criminals gen-
erally does not become accessible until legitimate professional and
organizational careers are established, and this may require extended
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employment and years. In the Yale Law School study, the age of onset
for offenders with only one offense on their record is thirty-five, while
for those with more than one offense it is twenty-four (Weisburd et al.,
1991). Another study found that the age of onset for white-collar crimi-
nals was forty-one for first offenders and twenty-seven for those with
prior arrests (Benson, 2002).

White-collar offenders are advantaged, and their generative worlds
differ profoundly as well. There is less abuse and criminality in their
backgrounds; street offenders are nearly three times more likely to
have a convicted offender in their immediate family while growing
up, and 18 percent were abused or neglected as children as compared
to 6 percent of white-collar offenders (Benson, 2002). The former are
twice as likely to have performed poorly in school (Benson and Kerley,
2001). While many ordinary white-collar offenders have chronic prob-
lems with alcohol or drugs, their numbers proportionately are fewer
than is true of street criminals. Weisburd and colleagues (2001:9–10)
point out that while the run of them “have little in common with
the powerful and wealthy individuals who are often conjured up as
images of the typical white-collar offender,” it is noteworthy also that
“they differ at least as sharply from the lower-class criminals that are
generally thought of when scholars or lay people discuss the crime
problem.” In sum, “one searches in vain for early precursors or early
hints of trouble in the life history of the typical white-collar offender.
For most, . . . [t]heir crimes do not appear . . . to be deeply rooted in a
troubled social background” (Benson and Kerley, 2001:133).

When do they begin, and what distinguishes the onset of crim-
inality by organizations? The absence of research into these mat-
ters is striking. Location in criminogenic industries or locales, weak
oversight, and performance pressure may be critical. This probably
explains why crime is more likely in faltering enterprises ( Jenkins and
Braithwaite, 1993). As Geis and Salinger (1998:94) put it, “it is a bit
surprising that no research of which we are aware has spanned the
life history of one or, better yet, a number of organizations and
the relationships between aspects of its existence and troubles with
the law.” The odds of having “trouble with the law” are nearly impossi-
ble to estimate, but many organizations and privileged individuals do.
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How they experience and respond to it presumably affects the odds of
renewed criminal involvement and arrest.

CLASS AND PUNISHMENT

More than three decades ago, a team of researchers at Stanford Uni-
versity explored psychological reactions to the experience of impris-
onment. The key component of the research was a simulated prison
operated by the investigators in the basement of a university lecture
hall. They first advertised for students, who received $15 per day for
taking part in the study. Seventy males volunteered, and two dozen
eventually were selected to participate. Half were arbitrarily desig-
nated “guards” and the others “prisoners.” As one of the investigators
explained:

These were the roles they were to play in our simulated prison. The
guards were made aware of the potential seriousness and danger of
the situation and their own vulnerability. They made up their own
formal rules for maintaining law, order and respect, and were gen-
erally free to improvise new ones during their eight-hour, three-man
shifts. The prisoners were unexpectedly picked up at their homes by
a city policeman in a squad car, searched, handcuffed, fingerprinted,
booked at the Palo Alto station house, and taken blindfolded to our
jail. There they were stripped, deloused, put into a uniform, given
a number and put into a cell . . . where they expected to live for the
next two weeks. (Zimbardo, 1972:6)

All activities taking place in the mock prison were observed and video
taped. Participants also were tested and interviewed at various points
during the study.

Guards quickly developed exaggerated roles of the kind found in
real prisons, becoming high-handed and tyrannical in the process.
Inmates became docile and showed signs of extreme emotional stress.
Three prisoners had to be released in the first four days because of
“acute situational traumatic reactions,” ranging from hysterical crying
and confused thinking to severe depression. Others begged to end
their participation early. These and other reactions by “guards” and
“prisoners” caused the investigators to terminate the study after only
six days.
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The participants in the Stanford research primarily were young,
privileged university students (Zimbardo, 1972). Just as they found
confinement to be extremely unpleasant, men from white-collar back-
grounds who chance to spend any appreciable time in real confine-
ment generally find it demeaning and difficult. The penalty of impris-
onment is limited principally to street criminals, however, and one of
the more noteworthy aspects of their adaptation to it is a high level of
taken-for-granted compliance (Irwin, 1985). They rarely dispute the
state’s formal right to punish them, and they readily admit to exten-
sive previous offending. Reflecting on many years spent in juvenile and
adult institutions, an alcoholic former thief and heroin addict could
be speaking for most criminals from working-class backgrounds who,
like him, chance to end up in prison:

[N]obody’s done anything to me that I haven’t gone clean out of my
way to ask for. And I’ve never complained about being picked on,
really. I’ve never had complaints about parole officers or police. I
never have felt that, because I’ve always known that each time that I
got here I worked hard to get here. I truly worked harder than other
people to get myself put in this goddam place, you see, and I think
the way that I did my time also indicated my willingness to accept the
punishment as my lot. (Delorme, 1994:153)

Tacit acceptance of personal responsibility for their crimes is one
of the most important reasons why criminal processing generally pro-
ceeds in a routine if not monotonous fashion and also why Amer-
ican jails and prisons generally are calm places. Active, open resis-
tance to institutional personnel and regimens is as rare as emotional
responses were commonplace in the “Stanford County Jail.” Street
criminals respond to incarceration in ways that reflect their cultural
backgrounds and disadvantaged location in moral hierarchies. Their
lives and experiences cause them to see as legitimate and to accept
as proper an unambiguous link between crime and punishment. “If
you can’t do time, don’t do crime” and “If you wanna’ play, you gotta’
pay” are aphorisms often heard in the prison world. Both attest to the
tie between crime and punishment that is accepted by prisoners from
disadvantaged and subordinate backgrounds. They are prepared from
childhood to submit to criminal justice authority and simply “take it.”
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White-collar criminals experience punishment and define their plight
differently.

Respectability and Reality Shock
Their initial exposure to the machinery of criminal justice will be mem-
orable for most white-collar criminals although it may begin with a
better orchestrated and less public arrest than most street criminals
know; they are permitted to surrender voluntarily to authorities, and
handcuffs are placed discreetly for those arrested or transported pub-
licly. Save for the rarest of cases, upperworld criminals will never see
the inside of a jail beyond what is needed to book and fingerprint
them. A higher but still negligible proportion of ordinary white-collar
criminals may spend a day or two in jail. For them, arrest on felony
charges sends their lives careening “off on an angle [they] could have
never imagined,” and they “are plunged through the floor into the
pit” of shame and disrepute (Braly, 1976:242).

Contributing to fear and shame is inexperience being treated
impersonally; from childhood many are treated as if they are special
and encouraged to see themselves as such. Few have experience stand-
ing in line at the unemployment office or applying for public assis-
tance, and they know next to nothing of aggressive police tactics. They
are strangers to what underclass citizens encounter and grudgingly
must adapt to throughout life. The parents of white-collar criminals
equip them with the verbal skills, confidence and sense of entitlement
that results in challenge to institutional leaders, but the criminal jus-
tice apparatus is unlike and less yielding than any institution they will
ever confront. Few are prepared for the treatment they receive at the
hands of its functionaries:

As a lawyer, I’d often been in the high-ceilinged, austerely elegant
courtrooms, the warmly furnished judges ‘chambers, the handsome
lawyers’ libraries, lined with neat rows of books and portraits of judi-
cial greats – where the eloquent arguments are made over abstract
legal principles. [But] [f]or the first time I was inside the drab quar-
ters of the army of marshals, clerks, and investigators who enforce
the law – where the law touches lives. (Colson, 1976:101)

Inside the small plain-walled probation office, . . . I began to feel the
reality of what it was to be a convicted felon. Here a clerk would
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write up my report just as he did each day for street criminals, rapists,
car thieves and narcotics dealers. . . . I would now be in the hands of
GS-7 probation clerks, marshals, prison guards. The loss of control of
my body and life was a sensation I had not fully understood before.
(Colson, 1976:233)

Contacts with their fellow travelers through the world of criminal
justice are a major source of unease; when good people encounter the
disadvantaged and disreputable on the latter’s ground and in close
quarters, their discomfort is palpable. For the first time in their lives,
they are processed and surrounded by those who do the dirty and
low-paying work of the world. Jail brings them into close contact with
men who are openly flatulent, whose fingers are indelibly stained from
years of cigarette smoking, who seem incapable of omitting “fuck” from
conversation or whose bodies show unusual scars or tattoos. Recalling
his experience, a white-collar criminal noted that “[t]he fellow in the
bed next to mine had pornographic tattoos all over his body, ‘Love’
and ‘Hate’ tattooed on the fingers of his hand, and a red and purple
likeness of the devil that curled from his muscle on his left arm down
to a point on the back of his hand. He wore mirrored sunglasses at all
times” (Lawson, 1992:149). Those with past experience in the military
or other hierarchical, mass-processing organizations fare better than
white-collar offenders who lack these experiences. Even they express
bemusement at the day-to-day dynamics of criminal justice (Timilty,
1997).

Likely most ordinary white-collar defendants will be surrounded by
minority citizens for the first time in their lives. This is unsettling.
In recounting the experience of one white-collar offender, Nathan
McCall describes what is common for any who chance to spend time
in large, urban, and aged county jails:

He sat on his bunk and looked around, bewildered. I could tell by the
tortured expression on his fleshy face that this was his worst night-
mare. For him, the world had turned upside down and inside out;
Black people were in the majority, and they ran things; white people
were in the minority. . . . Clearly, he had never dreamed he’d spend
a minute passing through our world. . . . Whites in general caught
hell in jail. . . . White junkies, whose drug dealings had often taken
them to inner-city spots, did well because they’d grown comfortable
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around blacks. But that was less the case with those sheltered, smug
whites. . . . They wore their racial fears and prejudices on their sleeves.
(McCall, 1994:155–56)

White-collar offenders find intimidating both the bravado and postur-
ing of incarcerated young, underclass men. The unpredictable phys-
ical conflict that takes place within the jail is less gentlemanly than
anything they have known previously.

Post hoc descriptions of these encounters with subordinate classes
and perceived inferiors are uncommon, but their sanctimonious tone
is not: “I realized over and over, the longer I was there, that I had
absolutely nothing in common with anyone else in the jail. All the
conversation – the entire atmosphere – was filled with vulgarity, filth,
despair” (Laite, 1972:111). Classism and racism are disguised but thinly
in these accounts (Harris, 1986). “Unclean” is how they and their
families will feel after close contact with jail and the courts:

I couldn’t . . . adjust to the language. . . . Everybody swore. It was vile
and filthy. I was horrified by the whole experience. It seemed like
another age. It’s so Dickensian. It really is unreasonable, the whole
thing. Most of all I hated being locked up. It was not only that it
showed that I had lost my freedom, it was because the inactivity gave
me time to think and all I could think about was my kids. It is ghastly,
filthy. There is rubbish lying about. Cells are inches thick in cigarette
ash. And to top it all you are thrown in with all sorts of people.
(Breed, 1979:52)

Processing by the agents and apparatus of criminal justice has a pro-
found leveling effect on its human material.

Few white-collar criminals who are sentenced to confinement will
leave the courtroom, return to jail, and remain there until bureaucratic
routine or convenience conveys them to prison; most are permitted
to self-report. Rarely is their destination a traditional wall-enclosed
penitentiary; Leavenworth is not for them. More likely it will be a
small camplike facility. The inmate population will be a curious mix
of others like them and older, institutionally experienced offenders
who have settled down and learned to do time smoothly. Once there,
some white-collar criminals may find that their cultural capital helps
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them secure favorable work assignments. Ability to type may prove to
be as important in this regard as any other quality or skill they pos-
sess. Interactional deference from staff or inmates, however, is rarely
shown because of free-world accomplishment and rank. Academic cre-
dentials are as likely to elicit derision as respect, and self-segregation
from others, who they see as “real criminals,” is common. They may be
big talkers in the free world, but in prison white-collar criminals quickly
learn the value of keeping quiet. Their fear of the unknown and uncon-
trollable soon gives way to a condescending distaste for the institution,
its routines, and many of its staff. Many white-collar criminals adapt to
confinement by becoming exemplary rule-abiding inmates and by not
antagonizing custodial staff (Benson and Cullen, 1988). They find,
befriend and limit their social contacts to others like themselves.

Anger, shame, and embarrassment are common reactions to crimi-
nal conviction by white-collar offenders, but a strikingly high propor-
tion of them are unrepentant and unwilling to accept responsibility
for their crimes (Benson, 1990). Many protest their innocence to the
end, insisting, for example, that what they did caused no harm and
hardly merited prosecutors’ attention (Benson, 1985; Jesilow et al.,
1993). They view the criminal process as entirely inappropriate for
people like themselves.

AFTER PUNISHMENT

Recidivism, or return to criminal participation following a period of
abstinence, is a key aspect of criminal careers. When investigators
examine recidivism they typically monitor arrest records for offend-
ers who received a criminal sentence to determine how many are
rearrested in a specified period of time. A three-year follow-up of
fraud offenders released from federal prisons in the United States –
white-collar crime often is federal crime – during the years 1986–
1997 found that 15.8 percent were later returned to prison either for
new crimes or parole violation (U.S. Department of Justice, 2000b).
Analysis of the arrest histories of 6,062 U.S. citizens sentenced in
federal courts in fiscal year 1992 shows that 16.9 percent of defen-
dants convicted of fraud were rearrested at least once in a two-year
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follow-up period (U.S. Sentencing Commission, 2004). Information
on recidivism by offenders incarcerated for other types of white-collar
crime is not reported.

Recall the Yale Law School study of 1,094 convicted white-collar
offenders from seven federal judicial districts in the United States
(Weisburd et al., 1991). Information collected from their presentence
investigation reports (PSIs) indicates that 21 percent had one or more
prior felony convictions, and 13 percent had a prior misdemeanor
conviction. Fifteen percent of sample members had at least one prior
term of incarceration. The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
(2005:36) determined that 12 percent of 363 perpetrators of occu-
pational fraud whose previous criminal histories were known to its
members who responded to a survey had previous criminal convic-
tions. Benson and Moore (1992) examined PSIs on 2,462 white-collar
offenders sentenced in eight U.S. district courts in the years 1973–
1978 and found similar patterns of arrests and recidivism. Members
of the sample averaged 1.79 prior arrests each, but 12 percent had
been arrested four or more times previously (Benson and Kerley,
2001).

Investigators who carried out the Yale Law School study later exam-
ined their subjects’ arrest histories for the eight-year period following
their earlier conviction (Weisburd et al., 2001). Fourteen percent of
the original sample were deceased, and the records of others had
been destroyed, so the research team secured arrest records for only
70 percent of the sample. They counted as recidivists not only those
who were convicted of new crimes but also those who were rearrested,
regardless of whether or not a new conviction followed. Analysis shows
that 33 percent of sample members who were sentenced to imprison-
ment following their earlier conviction subsequently were arrested or
convicted of new crimes (Weisburd et al., 2001:Table 5.7). Compare
this with the rate of recidivism over a much shorter follow-up period
for men and women incarcerated for street crimes; of 272,111
offenders released from prison in fifteen states in 1994, 67.5 per-
cent were rearrested within three years (U.S. Department of Justice,
2002b). [The comparable figure, after three years, for the Yale sam-
ple is 15 percent, less than one-fourth the rate for street offenders
(Weisburd et al., 2001:Table 5.7).] Members of the Yale sample who
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were sentenced to imprisonment failed more often than those who
were not imprisoned, but this is not surprising; offenders who receive
more severe penalties almost certainly differ from others in ways that
makes them more likely to recidivate. It is difficult statistically to con-
trol for these differences, however. There probably are multiple rea-
sons why some white-collar criminals continue on a criminal path and
build lengthy criminal careers while others return to a more compliant
line are less apparent. Qualities of their generative worlds may play a
part in persistent criminal offending, but they do not tell the entire
story.

Recidivism rates for white-collar criminals are significantly lower
than comparable rates for street criminals largely because known
risk factors for recidivism are less common in their ranks. Their
delayed start in crime presumably is one of the most important of
these. Age at release also is a predictor of recidivism among street
offenders; as age increases the odds of recidivism decrease. Rewarding
employment and attachment to conventional others also lowers the
odds of recidivism; the desire to avoid disappointing or embarrassing
others apparently is a key variable associated with postconviction suc-
cess (Burnett, 1992; Shover, 1996). Odds of recidivism also change
according to criminal records; the number of previous arrests and the
nature of previous crimes predict it. On all these counts white-collar
criminals are advantaged and rearrest for them will take longer on
average than for street offenders. It may take years. This is less com-
mon among street criminals (Petersilia, 2003).

In the Yale Law School study, females, married offenders, and those
who did not have records of drug use had longer times to recidivism.
Those with more arrests failed sooner (Weisburd et al., 2001). There
is nothing here that contrasts sharply with statistical findings about
street-offender recidivism.

There are other reasons as well why low recidivism rates for white-
collar criminals do not surprise. Their victims often are unaware they
have been victimized, which means any new crimes they commit are less
likely to be reported. When new crimes committed by them do come to
the attention of officials, they are less likely to result in arrest or punitive
responses. Probation and parole officers generally do not cast white-
collar offenders among their dangerous and unpredictable clients who
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must be monitored closely lest they foul up (McCleary, 1992). They are
unlikely to search for signs that they have returned to crime in urine
or erratic behavior, and evidence that they have done so generally is
not found in their pockets or glove boxes during traffic stops. Nor
do their prior criminal convictions make convicted white-collar crim-
inals part of the “usual suspects” who are picked up and questioned
when the police investigate well-publicized crimes. These are reasons
also why white-collar criminals who do recidivate generally remain in
the community longer than street criminals before rearrest or parole
violation (Weisburd et al., 2001).

Upperworld offenders are rarely imprisoned, and for them the
chances of being caught and imprisoned twice are negligible. Their
crimes may be products of ongoing conspiracies that extend over
months or years and result in many discrete criminal acts. Few of
the crimes they commit require physical dexterity and nerve of the
kind needed to rob and assault, and they may be carried out by subal-
terns or hirelings in any case. To hide their crimes and evade punish-
ment upperworld offenders can draw upon supportive networks and
relationships accumulated over years of privilege and organizational
power. Upperworld crime is profitable and rewarding far beyond what
is characteristic of ordinary white-collar criminals, and recidivism rates
for these offenders may exceed comparable rates for street criminals.
Rational-choice theory supports the expectation that offenders who
meet with criminal success while avoiding punishment are unlikely to
terminate transgression soon or voluntarily.

Stigma and Reintegration
The formal penalties of criminal conviction have an objective and intu-
itively comprehensible quality; fines, probation, and imprisonment
are not contingencies that require lengthy definition or explanation
for most citizens. Financial penalties and months spent in confine-
ment also can be calculated in precise metrics of dollars and days. To
their sum, however, must be added the collateral and informal con-
sequences of criminal conviction. The state and private organizations
impose on the convicted a diverse list of restrictions on employment,
citizenship, leisure activities, and other conditions of life (Uggen,
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Manza, and Behrens, 2004). Some professions and occupations drum
out convicted felons; attorneys, for example, routinely are disbarred.
The list of these collateral consequences of conviction has grown sub-
stantially in recent decades (Petersilia, 2003). The informal penalties
of criminal conviction are not grasped or measured as easily as the
formal ones (Maruna and Immarigeon, 2004).

Respectability and the opinions of others hold enormously impor-
tant meaning for many tempted to commit white-collar crime. They
have good reason to care what others think; most have farther to
fall than street offenders. Loss in self-esteem, reputation, and social
standing do not lend themselves to precise assessment. These informal
penalties of conviction potentially may drive some deep into despair
and social isolation. They may also have beneficial effects, however,
particularly if they humble the arrogant, and cause them to reassess
their past conduct and make them think differently about lure they
encounter in the future. Despite their recognized importance, how-
ever, the effects of informal sanctions and costs as a factor in recidivism
for white-collar offenders is unclear. In the Yale Law School study, esti-
mates of the informal costs of criminal conviction had little effect on
recidivism (Weisburd et al., 2001).

White-collar offenders invest in conventional social networks, and
they reap the benefits of these when accused, convicted, and punished.
As compared with street offenders they are four times more likely to
be involved in social or community groups and far less likely to have
friends who engage in or promote criminal behavior (Benson and
Kerley, 2001). Twelve percent of street offenders own homes, but this
is true of more than half of white-collar offenders (Benson and Kerley,
2001). A higher proportion of white-collar criminals have stable home
lives and are free of addictions (Breed, 1979). They may suffer from
loss of trust, but their employment skills do not degrade significantly
while they are out of circulation. Evidence suggests that first contact
with the criminal justice system, particularly when it occurs early in
life, has a profound deleterious effect on subsequent income (Kerley,
Benson, Lee, and Cullen, 2004). For white-collar criminals, as noted
previously, this generally occurs some ten years later than it does
for street criminals, which gives reason to believe that arrest and
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conviction may have minimal impact on their subsequent income
(Weisburd et al., 2001). Since many have invested time and resources
in education, credentials, and networking, they have advantages
beyond employment and the pay packet.

From supportive social ties and employment skills to family relation-
ships, convicted white-collar criminals can draw on resources to soften
the impact of criminal conviction and hasten return to normal cir-
cumstances. Little guilt accompanies many of their criminal acts; prof-
iting from inside information is one thing, embezzling from employ-
ers is something else, and sexual exploitation of children is another
thing entirely. Revocation of one’s trading license by the Securities and
Exchange Commission does not make family and friends forsake the
offender in the same way that extorting sex from subordinates likely
would. Little damage is done to reputation. A tax code violator inter-
viewed by Benson (1982) describes the tepid informal consequences
of his crime:

I think most people in filing a false income tax return [know that if]
you are caught – if it happens to me – its an entirely different situation
from being convicted of a rape. I never felt any [stigma] from family,
from neighbors, from friends, from relatives, from poison pen letters.
Nothing. There has been absolutely no [stigma]. Most people treat
you exactly as if it didn’t happen. They don’t go out of their way to
be solicitous, and they don’t go out of their way to harm you. Some
want no involvement, but never is anybody negative. . . . This has been
my situation. . . . The first thing they give you is condolences and after
that it’s like it never happened.

Many but not all white-collar criminals manage to avoid both the
interpersonal opprobrium that comes with the label criminal and self-
reproach born of realization that they have committed crime.

Like individuals, organizations may suffer reputationally from crim-
inal conviction. Fisse and Braithwaite (1983) examined seventeen
cases of corporate crime by large companies where significant pub-
licity resulted. The publicity was costly to companies in earnings and
sales and, in a minority of cases, reduced stock price. Adverse public-
ity tends to be a brief and less severe problem for large corporations.
They recover quickly. Fisse and Braithwaite (1983:243) conclude that
long-term “financial impacts of any significance” are unlikely. Balanced
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against this finding is the experience of Arthur Andersen LLP, whose
crimes and punishment were sketched briefly in chapter 1. Andersen’s
accounting business plummeted after the collapse of Enron corpora-
tion, and it came under the spotlight of federal agencies. It was widely
believed that business firms shied away from using Andersen as their
accountant from fear their financial reports could draw close scrutiny
from regulators.

Paradoxically, some of the most damaging white-collar crimes result
in comparably minor informal costs to offenders while less serious
crimes produce substantial reputational and career fallout (Benson,
1984). Officers of investment firms whose crimes victimize many and
cause great financial loss may secure similar employment after con-
viction, but employees caught stealing probably will lose their posi-
tion. Antitrust offenders do not suffer greatly, but unskilled and
public-sector employees generally pay a stiffer and longer lasting price
(Anechiarico and Jacobs, 1996). Positions and career investments in
public service are difficult to recover after conviction.

This inequity may be due in part to the greater resources available
to upperworld criminals and also to the fact that their offenses may be
organizational in nature. This facilitates and lends credibility to the
claim that higher ups or circumstances beyond their control caused
them to offend. Schwartz and Skolnick (1964) found that doctors sued
for malpractice suffered minimal loss as a result of the action, and
some said that their practices improved; colleagues sent them more
business after hearing of their difficulties. Location in a community of
sympathizers can hasten recovery from adverse state action.

Loss of occupational status is not permanent for most white-collar
offenders (Benson, 1984). Through resources and resilience they
manage to recover a significant measure of what was lost following
conviction. Yale Law School investigators note that

we were struck by the relative infrequency in which our defendants,
their families, or probation officers noted suffering as a result of legal
proceedings. This suggests to us that . . . concern [for] the special
impact of legal involvement [criminal conviction] may be overstated.
At best, it applies to only some white-collar defendants, and often not
those highest up the hierarchies of offense and offender. (Weisburd
et al., 1991:192)
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The investigator used information from federal district courts in
California was linked with records of unemployment compensation to
examine the effects of length of confinement on subsequent employ-
ment and earnings. There were large effects of imprisonment on the
earnings of white-collar offenders, primarily because of their precipi-
tous drop in income following arrest and conviction. Most, however,
began to recover quickly, and in five years they were earning 70 per-
cent of what others of comparable age and employment experience
are paid (Kling, 2002). Their income suffers in the short term, but
they eventually return to work and a middle-class life. Few end up
on public assistance rolls or collect scrap-metal to get by. Convicted
criminals from less privileged backgrounds are not so fortunate.

Desistance
Desistance is the label applied to the statistical relationship between
aging and participation in serious crime; as age increases the odds
of recidivism decrease. When applied to individuals the break with
crime is not always clean cut and final. Desistance frequently is gradual,
drawn out over years, and interrupted by occasional relapse, at least
in the short run. Ethnographic and statistical studies have laid bare
the nature and dynamics of offenders’ lives following incarceration.
Successful desistance varies by their readiness to learn from past mis-
takes. In many cases it is preceded by growing belief that continued
criminal participation is not worth the cost (Glaser, 1964; Shover, 1985;
Shover and Thompson, 1992; Maruna, 2001). Desistance is linked also
to indicators of settled and personally rewarding lives as measured
by gainful employment and satisfying marriage, for example (Shover,
1996; Laub and Sampson, 2003).

The desistance concept admittedly is presumptive, particularly when
applied to white-collar criminals. Less is known about their postconvic-
tion experiences, in part because research into these matters presents
significant challenges. Given the fact that white-collar offenders are
more successful than street criminals delaying or avoiding arrest, the
problems of measuring desistance by them are difficult to surmount.
Weisburd and colleagues (2001:36), for example, point out that “we
cannot be certain, except in the case of death, that the final recorded
event on an offender’s criminal history is actually the last crime for
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which he or she will ever be arrested.” Whereas many street offenders
desist from serious crime by age thirty, the average age at last offense
for individuals in the Yale Law School study was forty-three (Weisburd
et al., 2001).

Not surprising, organizational desistance is the least studied and
understood process in white-collar crime scholarship. It seems likely,
however, that career change only follows significant contingencies.
Change in top leadership coupled with unambiguous messages that
misconduct will not be tolerated may be required if organizational
career criminals are to reverse patterns of transgression that have per-
sisted for years.

DETERRENCE AND MORAL DECLARATION

Political leaders and policy advocates are united in belief that sanc-
tioning by the criminal justice apparatus is an important contingency
that shapes subsequent criminal career trajectories. As they see it, a bit
of punishment surely reduces the odds that apprehended offenders
will choose to commit crime again. It does so in large part because
punishment nurtures development of a more precise metric and cal-
culus of pain (Shover, 1996). By contributing to this rationalization of
decision making, punishment replaces what sometimes is an emotion-
laden and impulsive process with a more informed and prudent one.
To the extent they learn their lesson offenders are less likely to repeat
past mistakes. This is specific deterrence, or the effect of punishment
on those who experience it. In the short term the fact that most who
do so generally recoil is reason to believe its specific deterrent effect
is considerable.

In the Yale study imprisonment neither increased nor decreased
significantly the odds of recidivism when compared with fines or pro-
bation. The investigators note that this is true regardless of “whether
we examine the likelihood, timing, frequency, or type of recidivism”
(Weisburd et al., 2001:113). Beyond this report, however, there is
remarkably little evidence on specific deterrence of white-collar crime.
It is noteworthy, however, that evidence does not “support the oppo-
site argument that . . . imprisonment sanctions will backfire and lead
to more serious future offending” (Weisburd et al., 2001:113). Put
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differently, the hardening effect of incarceration that is found in stud-
ies of street criminals is not found here. This means that policy makers
need not fear that a crackdown on white-collar criminals may backfire
and create increasing numbers of career criminals.

Apart from their specific deterrent effect, threat and punishment
are also meant to send a message to the wider population of citizens
who have not been punished. In contrast to specific deterrence, gen-
eral deterrence is the effect of punishment on this group (Andenaes,
1966). Apart from the specific deterrent effect of imprisonment is
this crime prevention effect on citizens and organizations who wit-
ness from afar the fate of apprehended and punished offenders.
Punishment may have limited specific deterrent effect on offenders
but have a substantial overall crime-reduction effect nonetheless. As a
public-policy matter, a unit of punishment may generate greater bene-
fits against white-collar crime than the same unit employed against
street crime. Since proportionately few white-collar criminals are
caught and punished, there is little reason to believe that the gen-
eral deterrent effect for them is high, but there is remarkably little
evidence one way or the other (Simpson, 2002).

More important than narrow and technocratic issues of deterrence
is the possible declarative payoff from punishment. The criminal law
is a politically refracted expression of collective sensibilities, but it
also shapes public opinion and moral evaluations. It helps define the
boundaries of what is shameful and intolerable; when the law forbids
an act, and its agents consistently act on that forbiddance, the public
construes it as both wrong and serious. There is reason to belive that the
members of a community eventually will develop from the way the state
monitors and sanctions violations a shared sense of the egregiousness
of the punished conduct. Regardless of whether or not legal threats
deter, failure to enforce or repeal them may convey the impression
that the designated conduct is not morally wrong (Walker and Argyle,
1964). The moral messages communicated by law and punishment
are important particularly for citizens and organizations located near
moral margins:

It is neither the intention nor the purpose of the criminal law to
express the optimal standard of conduct, or to delineate a code
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of correct living. Unhappily, however, for many people the line of
demarcation between criminal and non-criminal behavior becomes
the definition of right and wrong. As long as conduct is not unlawful,
or as long as unlawful conduct is not threatened with prosecution,
many accept such action as proper, and sometimes even laudatory.
(Wallace, 1986:2)

Aside from the anger and embarrassment it may cause, punishment
generally fails to instill in convicted white-collar criminals acceptance
of the immorality of their conduct. In the wake of the enormous harm
caused by upperworld crime, failure to communicate unambiguous
messages about the immorality of their conduct makes it easy for
transgressors to argue “they did nothing wrong” (McLean and Elkind,
2004).
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chapter seven

Beyond the Law?

No one who deigns to consider the problem of white-collar crime
can avoid concluding that it exacts a staggering toll on individuals,
organizations, and, possibly, social institutions. Its costs dwarf com-
parable losses to street crime, and the gap almost certainly is grow-
ing. Increasingly, victimization and harm cross international borders
(Levi, 2001b). These are sufficient reasons to focus greater attention
on white-collar crime and responses to it, albeit these do not appear
to be high priorities currently. The reasons are many, but they include
neglect if not unconcern from on high.

In the United States, the Bureau of Justice Statistics annually issues
a torrent of descriptive research on robbers, burglars, drug offenders,
and other street criminals. It publishes next to nothing on white-collar
crime. The infrequent exceptions to this long-standing pattern are of
little use in any case, primarily because of the overly broad definition of
white-collar crime used for analysis (U.S. Department of Justice, 1986;
1987; 2000b). For all intents and purposes, the agencies of the U.S.
Department of Justice that compile and publish statistical information
on crime have chosen to ignore white-collar crime and its victims. This
is one reason it can require painstaking work to put together useful
statistical data on white-collar crime (Geis and Salinger, 1998; Szockyj
and Geis, 2002). Compiling time-series data over more than a few
decades, for example, is challenging and labor intensive. It is impos-
sible in addition to know whether the results provide a representative
picture of any larger population of theoretical or policy significance
(Geis and Salinger, 1998).

150
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Hughes (1971b) described how statistical reporting categories used
in the German Statistical Yearbook changed after the 1933 ascension of
National Socialism. He noted that earlier editions of the Yearbook did
not organize or report data on racial groupings whereas subsequent
editions did. Pre-Nazi editions, moreover, were presented in the dry
and dispassionate language of statisticians while subsequent editions
occasionally sounded a celebratory tone in reporting the accomplish-
ments of the National Socialist state. The larger implication and les-
son is that arid and disinterested statistical presentations nevertheless
reflect the biases of the powerful; what they see as important finds
expression, and what they see as threatening or impudent is ignored.
White-collar crime is not a priority for most public agencies and depart-
ments that fund research on crime and offenders. Citizens interested
in white-collar crime are not routinely presented a “crime clock” of
the kind that opens the Uniform Crime Reports. Failure by the United
States to develop and maintain statistics on white-collar crime or to
assign high priority to it undoubtedly reflects the biases of political
elites, elected officials, and high-level state managers alike.

The problems faced by victims of street crime are one of the
principal reasons many states enacted crime victims’ bill of rights in
the years after 1980. These legislative initiatives generally ignore the
victims of white-collar crime, however. Issued in 1982, the final report
of the President’s Task Force on Victims of Crime makes no mention of
white-collar crime or them. Reasons for this may include the possibility
that unrecoverable losses to white-collar crime are borne dispropor-
tionately by middle and lower income citizens; the former pay the
economic fare while the latter pay heavily in physical injuries and
diminished quality of life. Similarly, mid-size and small businesses prob-
ably are hit harder by white-collar crime than larger corporations who
can pass along to consumers the economic costs of victimization.

The 1982 President’s Task Force report noted that victims of street
crime who come to criminal justice officials expecting protection and
remedy often find something very different:

They discover . . . that they [are] treated as appendages of a system
appallingly out of balance. They learn that somewhere along the way
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the system has lost track of the simple truth that it is supposed to be
fair and to protect those who obey the law while punishing those who
break it. Somewhere along the way, the system began to serve lawyers
and judges and defendants, treating the victim with institutionalized
disinterest. (1982:vi)

Without question, victims of street crime are not alone in receiving
from officialdom a less than satisfactory response to their complaints
(Geis, 1975). Citizens victimized by an appliance repairman, which
arguably does not merit the appellation “white-collar” crime, “repeat-
edly expressed their indignation at being cheated and their frustration
at being unable to get satisfaction from the offender, or from anyplace
else” (Vaughan and Carlo, 1975:158). A study of fraud that victimized
many elderly citizens points to the “callous indifference that the sys-
tem demonstrates toward those whom it is particularly charged with
assisting” (Geis, 1976:14). Like victims of street crimes,

[m]any . . . feel their needs have extremely low priority and that, at
best, they are tolerated and then often with ill humor. Their role,
they say, seems much like that of the expectant father in the hos-
pital at delivery time: necessary for things to have gotten underway
in the past but at the moment rather superfluous and mildly both-
ersome. . . . [T]he offender, at least, is regarded by criminal justice
functionaries as a doer, an antagonist, someone to be wary of, . . . The
victim, on the other hand, is part of the background scenery. (Geis,
1976:15)

Interviews with forty-two individuals who filed complaints with the
consumer fraud bureau of the office of the Illinois Attorney General
revealed that “dissatisfaction with and even hostility toward the Bureau
were widespread.” It was seen as “too slow, unaggressive, biased, disor-
ganized and ‘bureaucratic’” (Steele, 1975:1179).

Shover, Fox, and Mills (1994) interviewed forty investors in a finance
company that was forced into bankruptcy because of crimes committed
by top management. There was considerable variation in the impact
of victimization caused by differences in victims’ financial loss and
age. Older investors who lost large sums of money suffered the great-
est psychological losses, because they could see no way of recouping
their depleted financial resources before retirement or death. Simi-
lar findings are reported by Shichor, Sechrest, and Doocy (2001), who
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identified some 8,516 victims of an investment scheme that involved
gas and oil leases, mostly sold through telemarketing. They examined
demographic and income data on victims that were on file in the
California Department of Corporations and also received 152 com-
pleted mail surveys from a sample of 281 victims. Victims were “notably
critical of the manner in which the authorities had dealt with [the
crimes], and they called for severe penalties for the perpetrators.”
Twenty-one women who were defrauded and lost funds in the scam
were “crushed” by their loss (Sechrest, Shichor, Doocy, and Geis,
1998:75). Clearly, problems caused by white-collar crime victimiza-
tion do not end once the incident is reported to authorities. Victim-
ization by white-collar crime effects many victims in ways similar to
the impact of street crime (Ganzini et al., 1990; Spalek, 1999). Like
their street-crime counterparts, victims who file complaints and seek
redress often must negotiate a maze of agencies and institutions, most
of uncertain jurisdiction and commitment. Those who wait for repay-
ment inevitably are disappointed, and if they get financial redress it typ-
ically will be much less than their loss (Shover et al., 1994). Reporting
white-collar crime and seeing one’s complaint through to resolution
can be frustrating, exhausting, and disillusioning. “Just as the criminal-
justice system has been termed a ‘nonsystem,’ the approach taken by
the criminal-justice system to white collar crime containment might be
considered a ‘nonapproach’” (Edelhertz, 1970:78). Victims who man-
age by whatever route to contact a victim-assistance office generally get
a sympathetic hearing and some assistance but little relief.

CONFRONTING WHITE-COLLAR CRIME

The pioneering examinations of white-collar crime by E. A. Ross and
Edwin Sutherland in the first half of the previous century were not
undertaken solely for academic reasons. Both hoped to alert a seem-
ingly unaware or unconcerned world to the challenge posed by forms
of criminal predation that were not the object of effective control. In
calling attention to its socially destructive consequences Ross assumed
that once citizens were made aware of the new forms of crime their
moral assessments of it would change. Better focused and more effec-
tive crime control would result, but not until public opinion was
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“rationalized” and “modernized.” Only then would it become a “flam-
ing sword guarding the sacred interests of society” (Ross, 1907:viii).
Ross and Sutherland were unsparing in criticism of respectable crim-
inals and the limp response to them by elected representatives and
crime-control bureaucracies (Geis and Goff, 1983). In the decades that
have passed since they called for greater attention and more effective
responses to white-collar crime, only the uninformed would suggest.
Their hopes have been realized.

The challenge of white-collar crime waxes and wanes in public con-
sciousness, among academics, and on the agenda of public officials.
A generation ago, for example, the disclosure of a range of criminal
activities referred to broadly as the “Watergate scandals” marked the
beginning of one of the best-known periods of attention and interest
(Katz, 1980b). As Watergate receded in public memory, new life was
breathed into the movement in the 1990s when the U.S. Sentencing
Commission increased penalties for white-collar offenses, and the U.S.
Department of Justice launched more vigorous actions against white-
collar offenders. Materials presented in chapter 4 show that while
federal prosecutors received significantly larger numbers of referrals
during a period of seven years, prosecutions increased modestly. The
size of monetary fines imposed on convicted organizations increased.
For both the number of organizations convicted and the severity of
fines there is evidence of some increase over previous years. Still, an
average of only 218 organizations annually were sentenced in U.S. dis-
trict courts. On average, 6,115 individual white-collar offenders were
sentenced to imprisonment during 1995–2002 and received prison
terms averaging 10.6 months. Both in numbers and sentence length,
these represent increases over earlier years, albeit they are not large.

Federal agencies, however, did not move in unison during the years
1985–1995 when increased investigative and prosecutorial interest in
white-collar crime was apparent; prosecutors were given additional
resources and became more aggressive, but on the regulatory front
the number of regulators per 100 tax filing corporations declined
consistently from 1975 to 2000. Whatever was happening in the U.S.
Department of Justice, federal regulators stood fast.

The small numbers of offenders on which the more severe penal-
ties were imposed and the apparent inconsistency in oversight dur-
ing the 1990s suggest that the modest campaign against white-collar
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crime likely failed to achieve significant impact. When coupled with
the fact that the certainty of punishment is known to be a more effective
general deterrent than the severity of sanctions. This conclusion seems
all the more plausible. In any case, the period of more intense focus on
white-collar crime has yielded to new priorities; events of September 11,
2001, likely administered the coup de grace.

The aborted increasing law enforcement interest in white-collar
crime is unimpressive particularly when compared to contempora-
neous measures against street criminals (Garland, 2001; Petersilia,
2003). There is little need to detail the mountain of evidence for the
“war” on street crime and illicit drugs mounted in the United States
post 1973, but unquestionably it includes:

1. After more than a decade without executions the death penalty
was resurrected by many states and the federal government. It is
used liberally in some states.

2. The proportion of the American adult population that is incar-
cerated, on probation, or under postrelease correctional super-
vision on any given day has increased continuously for thirty-
four years. This historically unprecedented trend shows no sign
of reversal.

3. Under the rubric of “three strikes and you’re out,” habitual
offender laws reappeared and have been employed liberally in
some states. As important, the existence of and danger posed by
atavistic “super predators” and career criminals has been etched
into public consciousness.

4. For the nation overall, the average length of time served by
imprisoned offenders increased substantially.

5. The overall size of the crime-control apparatus and total budget-
ary expenditures for street-crime control increased enormously.

6. The size of the private crime-control industry increased signifi-
cantly. Privatization has made into growth industries both secu-
rity provision and the care and supervision of offenders.

7. Police are more proactive in identifying and monitoring those
who might commit crime.

8. The message has been communicated far and wide that there
can be no safe haven for illicit drugs and crime no matter how
trivial its appearance.
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Adoption of these measures and the underlying way of thinking about
transgression is meant to ensure that any who choose street crime will
meet with frustration and regret. They show what can be done when
crime control is taken seriously: rates of street crime have declined or
leveled off. The promise of rational-choice theory has been realized in
the war against street crime. Permissiveness has been rejected in favor
of crime control with a vengeance.

The same cannot be said about responses to white-collar crime. As
van den Haag observes, “our judicial system seems more designed to
blunt the deterrent force of punishment in the rare cases in which
it is imposed and to protect defendants’ rights than to protect soci-
ety from crime. It certainly works that way” (1975:166). For contrast
consider a legislative response from advocates of capital punishment
when officials in some states grew frustrated by their inability to exe-
cute offenders as rapidly or as frequently as they wished. Statutes were
enacted limiting the appellate rights of death row prisoners; they are
permitted only a few months to raise any and all appellate issues before
the door is closed to further appeals. White-collar criminals may rival
death row prisoners in their search for appellate relief, but the limita-
tion of appellate rights has not been applied to them.

Assessed against the prescriptive picture of credible oversight pro-
vided by rational-choice theory and examples from the war against
street crime, the state has been reluctant to mount or may be inca-
pable of mounting effective campaigns against white-collar predation.
The reasons are prosaic, but they include the fact that intellectual con-
troversy over white-collar crime has not abated and likely will not. This
ensures that interpretations stressing the moral and legal culpability of
white-collar criminals are matched by others that mitigate accountabil-
ity or deflect moral condemnation. The state’s noncredible response
to white-collar crime is weakened further by fundamental biases and
shortcomings in its approach.

Divergent Analytic Approaches
The fact that white-collar crime can and should be examined through
the same theoretical lens used to study street crime belies the fact that
few areas of criminological investigation and public policy are plagued
with the intractable controversies that envelop this one. White-collar
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crime is the principal focus of research for proportionately few aca-
demics, and the obligatory one or two chapters on the subject in most
criminology textbooks is as close to it as many instructors or investiga-
tors ever get. Theoretical and empirical investigations of white-collar
crime are marginal to and largely unaffected by core developments
in academic criminology. Situational crime prevention and restora-
tive justice exemplify important developments in theory and practice
in recent years, but white-collar crime receives little attention from
either. There may be good reason for this. Fundamental to principles
of restorative justice, for example, is the assumption that offenders
must acknowledge and confront the harm they do before restorative
dynamics can begin. But it is nearly impossible to picture corporate
executives sitting down in victim-offender mediation conferences with
hundreds or thousands of victims to confront the destructive conse-
quences of their crimes. Some 20,000 Enron employees lost about
$2 billion in 2001, but there is no chance Ken Lay, Jeffrey Skilling, or
Andy Fastow ever will face their former subordinates to explain their
greed and criminality. Criminals who destroy this many lives may send
attorneys, but they most certainly will be indisposed on the day when
victims meet as equals with those who exploited them.

Persuasion to Virtue
A movement to cooperative oversight of white-collar misconduct
gained momentum in the years before the millennium. It began
with agreement on the priority of avoiding the excesses of traditional
approaches to regulatory oversight that rely on notions of deterrence
(Bardach and Kagan, 1982; Braithwaite, 1983). Programs of respon-
sive regulation legitimize and make available to officials a range of
options when responding to compliance problems (Grabosky, 2001;
Gunningham and Grabosky, 1998). Responsive regulation is “respon-
sive to industry structure in that different structures will be conducive
to different degrees and forms of regulation” and “attuned to the
differing motivations of regulated actors” (Ayres and Braithwaite,
1992:4). Regulators are counseled to be knowledgeable about and
take into account the larger contexts and individual meanings of non-
compliance. Under the new regimes, overseers will get to know some-
thing about citizens, industries, and organizations and the problems
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they generally encounter complying with regulatory rules. Emphasis
is placed on educating firms about rules and assisting them in efforts
to comply. Principles of responsive regulation assign great value to
the use of positive incentives and rewards for compliance while pro-
grams that rely principally on threats and the mechanical imposition
of penalties are deemphasized (Grabosky, 2001).

Under programs of responsive regulation, state agencies have
reduced responsibility for direct enforcement but increased responsi-
bility for monitoring self-regulation. The fundamental assumption is
that a substantial proportion of firms will self-regulate with minimal
external monitoring so long as they are treated fairly by regulatory
officials and are met with understanding and assistance should they
encounter problems doing so (Tyler, 1990; Makkai and Braithwaite,
1996). Individuals and business firms that are inclined to comply will
be strengthened in this posture by officials who treat them as trust-
worthy if confused or misguided citizens. Through cooperation with
the state, the organizational veil can be dropped and information can
be shared. Organizations can better identify and reel in rogue units.
Responsive regulation also highlights the importance of involving
private parties in the compliance assurance process. Industrial trade
groups, professional organizations and neighborhood groups can be
employed to increase the odds of compliance and ensure that regu-
lation is not seen as a simple two-party oppositional process between
state regulators and targeted business firms. The promised payoff is
reduced resentment and resistance and a net increase in compliance.

Those of a more resistive bent may be nudged toward compliance
through a judicious mixture of appeal to conscience, education and
threat. For citizens and businesses that fail to comply despite appeals
and cooperative actions, officials escalate their response in propor-
tional fashion; as the seriousness of infractions and the willfulness
they represent increases, the state adopts less conciliatory responses.
Lurking in the background is the “benign big gun.” This is the threat
of criminal prosecution or suspension of license. It is used not only as
a last resort but also as a way of keeping faith with those who comply
willingly that they are not fools for doing so. They will not be harmed
by competing with individuals and business firms who economize by
the savings of noncompliance. The long-term payoffs of responsive
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regulation are more efficient and effective use of criminal prosecu-
tion, a higher overall level of compliance, and increased trust in gov-
ernment generally.

Unquestionably, cooperative strategies have a place in programs to
maintain acceptable levels of general deterrence, but there is little
conflict between principles of responsive regulation and the call for
more certain and severe action against white-collar criminals, may be
disagreement over priorities. A key component of the theoretical arma-
ment of responsive regulation is the need for and willingness to employ
harsh penalties where appropriate. This is another way of saying that
the omelet of responsive regulation requires both a willingness and
capacity to “break a few eggs.”

The apparent shortcomings of responsive regulation are worrisome,
however. They begin with awareness that regulation takes place in a
world of structured inequality and power that is not altered by cooper-
ative approaches (Snider, 1993). When they sit down with regulators
or other state officials to discuss compliance, the privileged do so from
a position of strength while agency personnel may work under severe
resource and political constraints. There is fear also that companies
may take advantage of cooperative and lenient state officials; regula-
tors with a mandate to cooperate with business perhaps are too easily
controlled or captured (Pearce and Tombs, 1990; Snider, 1993). Nor
is it clear that resource constraints on enforcement would be reduced
under schemes of responsive regulation. Programs for voluntary com-
pliance may require more of companies but they do not reduce neces-
sarily the work required of regulators, investigators, and prosecutors.
Crime fighters still must ferret out the secretive and criminal dealings
of companies that fail to comply. This is costly. Whatever the even-
tual fate of responsive regulation, there is no doubt its appearance
signals continuing disagreement over how best to treat white-collar
criminals.

To judge from the contents of textbooks and other published works
on white-collar crime, a substantial majority of academic investigators
conceptualize and examine it in ways little different from the way they
approach street crime. This begins with unflinching application of the
label crime to harmful acts committed by privileged and respectable cit-
izens. The focus for most is upperworld white-collar crime, and they
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generally opt for theoretical explanations with a decidedly critical
edge. Some locate the causes of white-collar crime in the dynamics
and culture of overarching production systems, but their analyses are
laced with references to power, conflict and cultural domination.

The light cast on white-collar wrongdoing by others is softer, less
critical, and more exculpatory as well. Crime-based definitions are
preferred. This means that upperworld crime is but one part of a
larger picture of predation; the crimes of Fortune 500 corporations
are lumped together with crime by neighborhood appliance repair
shops (Vaughan and Carlo, 1975). Use of crime-based definitions of
white-collar crime thus enables use of a broad definitional net. Without
distinguishing them, it lumps CEOs and rip-and-run roofers into the
same analytic puzzle.

Preference for crime-based approaches to white-collar crime, more-
over, is coupled with reluctance to label as crime the felonious
acts of privileged citizens and powerful organizations (Vaughan,
1983; Szwajkowski, 1986; Baucus and Near, 1991). Felonies instead
are lumped together with deviance, “mistakes,” “dubious behavior,”
“unlawful behavior,” and “illegal behavior” (Bromily and Marcus, 1989;
Vaughan, 1999). Criminal acts are lost sight of or mislabeled in the
process, which ignores the important lesson stated so clearly and suc-
cinctly by Shaprio (1983:306) that acts “not proscribed by the criminal
law are not ‘crime.’” Thus the probative value of investigations of non-
criminal decisions cannot be accepted uncritically for application to
crime (Baucus and Dworkin, 1991; Vaughan, 1996; Messerschmidt,
1995). In the eyes of political leaders, crime is meant to be and is
unique. It may be risky behavior but, unlike other risky behaviors, the
state can fine, incarcerate, or execute those who choose it. The drive
for abstract concepts can mitigate the moral and legal responsibility
of decision makers for acts whose precise nature is obscured.

Some political leaders and academics dwell on the victims of white-
collar crime, but others ignore them entirely. For the former, the
diverse costs of white-collar crime is reason enough for examining
and subjecting it to more rigorous oversight. For the latter, the victims
of white-collar crime are not a matter of concern. The result is an
analysis cut off from the harm and the seriousness of the problem.
Street-crime victims are described in tones of great seriousness, and
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their suffering has been used to justify sweeping reforms in the way
offenders are handled (Elias, 1986; Dubber, 2002). There has been
nothing comparable for victims of white-collar crime. Adoption and
use of the concept organizational culture illustrates the complex dynam-
ics and mixed if not skewed messages from scholarship on white-collar
crime.

Organizational Culture
Emergence of the world economic system has resulted in ever larger
numbers of firms conducting business and competing internationally.
As they do so and work to overcome local economic barriers, the con-
cept organizational culture has gained an analytic foothold (Shover and
Hochstetler, 2001). As explanation for a host of corporate behaviors,
it has captured the attention and allegiance of investigators as few
others. The excesses and eventual downfall of Enron, for example,
is attributed in large part to a culture described as one of “excess,”
“what’s in it for me,” “corrosive,” and “kill-or-be-killed” (McLean and
Elkind, 2004:122, 267, 300, 332). Initial explication of the notion of
organizational culture is more than fifty years old ( Jacques, 1951),
but it did not attract attention until nearly three decades later. The
animus for interest in organizational culture is belief that it is a “social
force that controls patterns of organizational behavior by shaping
members’ cognitions and perceptions of meanings and realities” (Ott,
1989:69). Others suggest that it has “a powerful influence throughout
an organization; it effects practically everything – from who gets pro-
moted and what decisions are made, to how employees dress and what
sports they play” (Deal and Kennedy, 1982:4). Those concerned with
crime and misdeeds generally agree that it can “legitimate retreat from
active ethical reflection on specific issues” (Alvesson, 2000:139).

Organizational culture is invoked also to make sense of organiza-
tional crime. Sonnenfeld and Lawrence (1978) indict the “culture
of the business” as an important cause of differential participation
in price-fixing behavior by firms in the folding-box industry dur-
ing the 1970s. They point specifically to “anticompetitive norms”
and suggest that price fixing became a “way of life” in guilty firms
(1978:149). On the basis of interviews with retired corporate man-
agers, Clinard (1983:65) reported that “[a]bout two-thirds . . . felt that
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some corporations do have a generally ethical or unethical culture.”
Similar interpretations for organizational crime are disseminated
widely by the mass media. Newsweek magazine suggests that “sexual
abuse is difficult to root out [of the U.S. Navy] because it is . . . so
embedded in the [organization’s] day-to-day culture” (1996:70).
Indictment of culture is echoed by newspaper editors (e.g., Los Angeles
Times, 1997) and popular business journals as well. A writer in Man-
agement Review suggests that when corporate ethical violations occur,
frequently the “culprit is culture” (Frederick, 1988). In this overcon-
strained conception of upperworld actors, culture, however, is viewed
not as a context in which volitional actors make decisions but instead
as a contemplative straitjacket.

Despite the remarkably high level of consensus on the significance
of cultural variation as explanation for organizational crime, inves-
tigations of this relationship suffer from fundamental and persistent
shortcomings (Shover and Hochstetler, 2001). These include post hoc
interpretations of atypical incidents and enigmatic findings and failure
to explore the effects of hierarchy as a constraint on culture. Investiga-
tors begin by identifying highly successful or in other ways interesting
organizations and then work backward to identify cultural variables
that presumably are responsible. The danger of tautological reasoning
is obvious. Investigators invoke cultural variation post hoc to explain
enigmatic findings without measuring it (Barnett, 1986; Clinard and
Yeager, 1980; Baucus and Near, 1991).

Organizational culture takes shape in a world of calculated inequal-
ity, but research generally ignores how it is shaped by hierarchy; upper-
level managers and the ways they inevitably transmit biases and pref-
erences to subordinates receive scant attention. Impersonal forces or
dynamics instead are singled out for causal attribution. Decision mak-
ers are lost sight of entirely or said to be incapable of making ratio-
nal choices because of the refracted nature of morality and personal
responsibility in organizational environments. This flies in the face
of evidence that the stance toward ethical conduct and compliance
with law taken by top management may be a critical determinant of
organizational culture.

After the first decade of research into the nature and significance of
organizational culture, an observer charged that “[c]ulture research
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remains an unpaid promissory note in the field of organizational
behavior . . . [and] we are still in the earliest phases of understand-
ing . . . [its] role in organizations” (Rousseau, 1990:186). Although
“scholars have assigned great importance to culture as a cause of orga-
nizational crime and misconduct” (Vaughan, 1996:406), matters have
changed little. Cultural explanations for organizational white-collar
crime remain largely supposition.

Context and Constraints
It is tempting to imagine that theory development and policy mak-
ing are wholly logical and cerebral processes, but experience suggests
otherwise; they do not take place in a vacuum. Where the social sci-
ences and policy making are concerned, contextual conditions shape
concept development and the reception afforded potentially com-
peting ideas. Putting aside the matter of their logical properties and
empirical adequacy, what explains the appeal of cultural explanations
for organizational white-collar crime? And what does this suggest about
prospects for mounting successful campaigns against it?

The years since the resurrection of cultural explanations for orga-
nizational decisions making phenomena have seen dramatic change
in American public universities that contribute to their appeal. As the
proportionate share of their financial support garnered from state rev-
enues levels off or declines, universities increasingly are strapped for
resources. As never before, they look to profit financially from their
operations and from pursuit of knowledge. The operating assump-
tions and ethic of the marketplace have taken firm root, and corpo-
rate support and funding have become more important. Reflecting
these changes, procedures for faculty evaluation have become more
formalized and numerically based, and increasing attention is paid to
success acquiring external monies.

Potentially beneficent patrons are most likely to be drawn to and
to find merit in work that takes seriously their perspectives and agen-
das. This is the appeal of organizational culture; it can be employed
as explanation or as mitigating circumstance. It can be used to deflect
responsibility for failure and misconduct while leaving organizational
managers free to accept praise and financial bonuses when things go
well. To the extent that organizational pathologies can be attributed to
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an amorphous or inertial culture, management is absolved of respon-
sibility. As circumstances require, it can be sketched as ally or obstacle.
When their efforts to reshape culture are successful, management can
claim credit. Skeptics “might question whether . . . [it is] anything more
than an ideology cultivated by management for the purpose of control
and legitimation of activities” (Smirich, 1983:346).

This does not deny that variation in organizational culture may prove
to be an important source of crime, but adequate explanation must
demonstrate how it constrains decision making by specific agents. Thus
far, its conceptual imprecision means that cultural explanations serve
as a moral insulator between actors and organizational conditions;
accountability is displaced to an invisible abstraction that cannot be
fired or jailed. As they are employed today, cultural explanations of
organizational crime function alternately as a weapon for critics of
growing corporate power or as an apologia for upperworld predators.

Acknowledgment and analysis of organizational crime is conspic-
uously absent from the research agenda of most academics, and this
is true particularly in business schools. The reasons are unclear, but
it may be that faculty preoccupation with organizational misconduct
signals the wrong priorities in the new corporate climate of higher edu-
cation. Theoretical work and lines of inquiry that offend well-heeled
external interests are risky. The principal strength of the concept orga-
nizational culture and one reason for its appeal may be its flexibility
for application in diverse settings for a host of purposes and con-
stituencies. Research into organizational culture potentially is a client-
appealing and safe avenue for gaining the funding needed to survive or
succeed in the corporate university. Salaries, moreover, can be supple-
mented substantially by competing successfully as consultants to cor-
porate interests. This presupposes not that university faculty knowingly
opt for analytic approaches that resonate with the biases of corporate
interests, only that the attractiveness of inoffensive explanations unwit-
tingly increase in the changing academy. In this way business appli-
cation shapes intellectual work “into a serviceable instrument to pro-
mote the self-interested purposes of . . . corporate clients” (Frederick,
1995:82). The cacophony of interpretive approaches to white-collar
crimes also leaves those who commit them free to argue their acts are
merely mistakes for which they are not responsible in any case.
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THE STATE AND CRIMES OF PRIVILEGE

Ross and Sutherland were products of an era in U.S. history and a loca-
tion in the social structure that imbued citizens generally with a view
of government as responsive to popular will. Few today are as sanguine
as they ponder prospects for curbing crimes of privilege through res-
olute state action. Concern begins with fear that endemic dynamics of
the state in the contemporary economy may limit or render ineffec-
tive its responses to white-collar crime. Technology and globalization
have made it possible to conduct complex commercial transactions
almost instantaneously. Old barriers of time and distance have been
obliterated. As a result, state control “is increasingly bypassed by global
flows of capital, goods, services, technology, communication and infor-
mation” (Castells, 2004:303). As seen in policing international drug
trafficking and money laundering the variety, scale, and complexity
of cross border transactions are significant barriers to credible over-
sight (Guehenno, 1995). The technical and administrative capacity
to regulate international trade is within reach of only a few nations.
Maintaining levels of oversight comparable to what they once held
over transactions and production within their borders may be unlikely
if not unattainable in a global economy. Politically and legally defined
territories have less influence in some residents’ daily lives than in the
past (Tillman, 2002).

Diminution of national borders is even greater for those who are
aware of and able to shape global opportunities internationally. Cor-
porate executives, who choose where to locate their facilities, demand
lure and weak oversight. This dynamic is played out across the globe
as they negotiate with political leaders for low taxes, low cost govern-
ment services, free infrastructure, and limited restrictions on their
autonomy. In return they promise jobs.

Domestic industries and business firms do not take lightly the
recruitment of foreign companies with promises of largesse and a
pro-business environment that is not available to them. Nor are they
willing to accept easily that their operations should be regulated and
taxed more stringently than companies that keep parts of their opera-
tions abroad. As the links between national economies strengthen and
expand, so does competition among them and, “because capital is at
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once mobile and in short supply, the desire to attract foreign capital
makes it difficult to control a nation’s capital” (Guehenno, 1995:10).
What once was commonplace but largely confined to intranational
dynamics is reproduced on a grander scale around the globe. Trade
ministers and NAFTA negotiators are not alone in making decisions
that balance protection of constituents with unpleasant economic real-
ities. This is the case increasingly where states confront economic
power.

Contemporary interpretations of the state emphasize its function
as a political-economic steering mechanism that operates with some
autonomy. The state and regulatory process are relatively free from
public campaigns and pressures and, in most cases, they service busi-
ness interests without disruption, impermissible levels of corruption,
or controversy. One reason is that state managers see the benefits of
bargaining and cooperation with powerful constituencies for smooth
administrative operations. They often work within narrow confines of
detailed and limited budgets. To be considered legitimate and reason-
able by businesses requires minimal conflict and resistance at every
step (Offe, 1985). They are aware that resistance from industry would
hamstring their efforts and undermine post investment in amicable
working relationships. Political leaders and state managers under-
standably protect interests and agencies close to home (Block, 1977;
1981). Sutherland (1949:249) pointed out that when state agents fail
to criminalize or punish illegal business activities often it is because,
“cultural homogeneity, close personal relationships, and power rela-
tionships protect against critical definitions by government.”

Economic cycles and political dynamics are major constraints on
criminalization and oversight as well. In boom times state managers
are free to respond to political pressures to limit the autonomy of
privileged interests. During periods of prosperity corporations and
business leaders likewise are willing to make concessions and are dis-
inclined to put up stiff resistance to incremental increases in regulatory
standards. The state responds rapidly to scandals that diminish confi-
dence in the economy. Quick enactment of Sarbanes-Oxley can be read
this way. When the faith of investors is shaken by fear that unscrupu-
lous business is placing investments at risk, corrective measures are
required. State managers always must be wary, however, about implying
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that they will pursue corporate malfeasance aggressively or pursue
interventionist strategies. State managers see the march of globaliza-
tion. Many companies have teams in place looking far and wide for
the most advantageous environment, and state managers are aware of
the real threat of business relocation.

The dynamics of the contemporary state raise troubling questions
about its willingness and capacity to oversee increasingly transnational
businesses (Strange, 1996; Streeck and Schmitter, 1991). Like nation-
states, moreover, new forms of international governance derive much
of their power from the services they provide to economic interests
(Castells, 2004). This is seen when wealthy states and the supranational
institutions they create work to keep channels of trade unimpeded. In
the process, social justice, regulation, higher wages for workers, and
environmental protection are moved to the background. Crime-as-
choice theory points the way to effective control of white-collar crime,
but there may be considerable and potentially costly resistance. It
remains to be seen if a movement against white-collar crime can gener-
ate popular support, intensity, and international cooperation that yield
payoffs comparable to what have been achieved where street crime is
the policy focus.

PROSPECTS FOR CREDIBLE OVERSIGHT

The materials and analysis presented in the foregoing chapters give
reason to believe that we are witnessing a rising tide of white-collar
crime in Western nations. Reasons for the increase include new forms
and an expanded supply of lure, noncredible oversight, and uncertain
punishment for those who commit white-collar crime. In a word, there
are unmistakable signs of permissiveness at a time when increased
certainty of punishment is needed. A move to rectify this problem
carries few risks:

If we try to make the penalties for crime swifter and more certain, and
it should turn out that deterrence does not work, then we have merely
increased the risks facing persons who are guilty of crimes in any
event. If we fail to increase the certainty and swiftness of penalties, and
it should turn out that deterrence does work, then we have needlessly
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increased the risk of being victimized for many innocent persons.
(Wilson, 1983:84)

In stark contrast to street criminals, whose ability and willingness to
calculate carefully before choosing to commit crime is reduced by the
presence of other young males, the influence of psychoactive drugs,
and the importance of gaining or maintaining interpersonal respect,
white-collar workers generally live and work in worlds structured to
promote, to monitor, and to reward prudent and deliberate deci-
sion making. As important, their orderly and comfortable lives are
constructed painstakingly in a calculated fashion. From an early age,
respectable if not always well-paying career options and unambiguous
pathways to achieving these have been apparent to most. Through-
out most of their lives, they can see the relationship between the law-
abiding or virtuous behavior of yesterday and the payoffs of today. The
metrics they employ are clear-cut, unidimensional, and calibrated pre-
cisely, often in monetary units. Their bourgeois world is wrapped in
the rationality of accountants. A trader who enriched himself using
inside information points out that deciding to commit crime was little
different from his work: “I weighed the risks, just as I would analyze
any other potential investment, and I concluded that the benefits
outweighed what I perceived to be the minuscule chances of getting
caught” (Levine, 1991:74).

Punishment affects behavior by influencing perceptions of sanc-
tion risk. Both personal and vicarious experience with it reduces the
odds of offending (Piquero and Pogarsky, 2002; Stafford and Warr,
1993). Successful evasion of punishment increases offending (Homey
and Marshall, 1992; Lochner, 2003; Piquero and Pogarsky, 2002).
Respectability and the opinion of good people hold enormously
important meaning for those tempted to commit white-collar crime.
They can visualize and estimate the losses in reputation and wealth
that would follow from public revelation of misconduct. If white-collar
criminals need any reminder, the risks of crime are brought home by
media coverage when someone like them falls from grace. The trans-
gressions and humiliation of men and women who “ought to know
better” are newsworthy stuff. Witness coverage of the Martha Stewart
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case (New York Times, 2003a). Because white-collar criminals are more
rational than their street criminal cousins. They have every reason
to respond to threat with renewed caution and self-restraint. As Geis
(1999:156) notes:

People in high places are much more sensitive to the loss of prestige
associated with being a guest of the government in a state or federal
prison. Therefore, to the extent that they are likely to be treated in
this manner (as evidenced by the fact that others like them are so
treated) they are more likely than street offenders to arrange their
behaviors in accord with the requirements of the criminal law.

Few conclusions can be stated confidently about deterrence of orga-
nizational crime. There seems little doubt, however, that formal sanc-
tion threats serve an educative purpose and “may be necessary to con-
trol the behavior of some and serve as reminders to the rest” (Simpson,
2002:152). Law backed by credible enforcement can educate firms
and individuals about consequences they had not considered. It can
focus attention or inspire recognition of harm in actions they consid-
ered harmless or insignificant. It also can coordinate behavior because
competitors assume that rivals are abiding by pronouncements when
all know that failure to do so will have costs for reputations. These
are reasons why reputational cost can shift preferences and inter-
nalize legal codes of conduct. By influencing people’s beliefs about
what others will do legal proscriptions play a crucial role in deter-
mining the outcome (Cooter, 2000:79). Compliance assurance man-
agers in 233 firms in several industries were queried about responses
by their employers to severe legal penalties for corporate environ-
mental violations. Ninety percent could identify enforcement actions
taken against other firms in their industry, and 42 percent identified
“signal cases” they interpreted as evidence that regulatory officials were
sending unequivocal messages about the meaning and application of
rules. Sixty-three percent reported taking explicit compliance action in
response to enforcement aimed at other firms. The investigators con-
clude that enforcement and signal cases serve as reminders of the value
and importance of compliance (Thornton, Gunningham, and Kagan,
2005). By using the criminal law in this way a nation “reaffirm[s]
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the moral order of society and remind[s] people of what constitutes
right conduct, in hopes that this reaffirmation and reminder will help
people . . . teach each other about virtue” (Wilson and Herrnstein,
1985:528).

Enhancing Organizational Self-Restraint
Doubtless corporate officers and their agents are more capable of
preventing and detecting crime than inexperienced, ill-equipped out-
siders. Witness what they accomplish improving internal, employee
oversight when they put their minds to it. State-of-the-art security sys-
tems used by retailers notify corporate headquarters when store man-
agers hundreds of miles away are overusing their employee discounts,
and internal security teams will soon be dispatched to examine video
tape and talk with employees. One-way mirrors, lights that blink as
items are scanned, and cameras in grocery stores combined with cer-
tain prosecution help assure management that cashiers will not dis-
count cigarette prices to friends. There is no doubt organizations can
be constructed and operated in ways that make noncompliance with
the law both difficult and infrequent. Corporate executives point to
this as reason for resisting external oversight; everything, they assure,
is under control (Pearce, 2001).

Corporate governance is used increasingly to describe a range of pro-
grams and processes put in place by corporate firms to increase ethi-
cal conduct and accountability in their day-to-day operations. To the
extent that compliance with law is a valued goal, managers can create
place processes to promote it and to insulate their firms from con-
trary pressures. Failure to do so can be seen as an “organizational
defect” (Finney and Lesieur, 1982). Many business firms promulgate
codes of ethics or establish internal compliance programs as a sign of
commitment to ethical conduct. Federal sentencing guidelines, more-
over, permit them to count the latter as mitigating factor when they
run afoul of the law (Geis and Salinger, 1998). When they operate
effectively, internal compliance units are the organizational equiva-
lent of conscience; they serve as a potential source of self-restraint on
unethical and criminal decision making. The effectiveness of these
programs and units remains unclear, however. Organizational codes
of ethics, for example, generally emphasize the importance of treating
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the organizational employer ethically, but they are conspicuously silent
about employees’ obligation to obey the law (Mathews, 1987). The
codes of ethics of 119 corporations examined by Cressey and Moore
(1983:53) suggest that “top executives . . . only weakly shared the con-
cern for social responsibility so often voiced by business leaders in the
mid-1970s when most of the codes were written.”

Key components of successful internal control systems include
unambiguous lines of authority and responsibility for compliance,
autonomous internal inspection units, and clear evidence of top man-
agement’s commitment to and participation (Braithwaite, 1985). This
is because the upper echelons of organizations set the moral tone
of the workplace, and other employees play by the rules they estab-
lish (Clinard, 1983; Hambrick and Mason, 1984). Examination of
corporate safety performance in addition shows that the presence
of safety officers is substantially less important than their location
on the organizational chart and whether or not resources are allo-
cated for compliance assurance (Erickson, 1994). Research on the
implementation of affirmative action legislation makes the same point.
Braithwaite (1993) shows that human resource departments are cen-
tral in enforcing policies on quality of work and workplace flexibil-
ity for women. She notes that “where companies [are] committed
to human resource management, both procedural compliance and
accommodating practices [tend] to be high” (Braithwaite, 1993:327).
Furthermore,

[c]ompanies that do not place value on human resource manage-
ment or personnel functions are . . . the companies that are most likely
to be doing the absolute minimum; that is assigning responsibility to
someone in the company, writing out a policy statement, submitting
a report containing some numbers of dubious worth and forgetting
all about it for another year. (Braithwaite, 1993:350)

Information on 508 cases of occupational fraud investigated by certi-
fied fraud examiners shows that organizations with internal audits or
internal fraud examination departments overall sustained less costly
victimization than organizations that lack these features (Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners, 2005). Although tips from employees
or customers were more effective than internal audits in detecting
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fraud, the latter were somewhat more effective than external audits
in this regard. In addition to the need for greater intra-organizational
knowledge and publicity about internal control mechanisms, the crit-
ical but often missing ingredient is unambiguous commitment from
the top.

Sonnenfeld and Lawrence (1978) interviewed a sample of execu-
tives in the forest products industry about their experience with man-
agement methods to control illegal behavior. They conclude that “one
of the consistent and early points that came up was the example set
for the company by the behavior of top management” (Sonnenfeld
and Lawrence, 1978:152). The same findings are reported by Clinard
(1983) based on interviews with sixty-four retired middle-management
executives who formerly were employed by Fortune 500 corporations.
“Signaling behaviors” by upper management are particularly impor-
tant (Baumhart, 1961; Brenner and Molander, 1977, Clinard, 1983;
Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Sonnenfeld and Lawrence, 1978). When
management communicates unequivocal messages to colleagues and
employees about the importance of compliance, the message is not lost
(Braithwaite, 1985). The value and priority they assign to compliance
with the law can permeate the organization and affects the outcome
of countless decisions by subordinates. A corporate manager explains
that “[w]hat is right in the corporation is not what is right in a man’s
home or church. What is right in the corporation is what the guy above
you wants from you. That’s what morality is in the corporation” ( Jackall,
1988:108). Despite questions about the effectiveness of codes of ethics,
the late twentieth century saw their adoption by major corporations
around the world (Wood and Rimmer, 2003). Uncertainty about them
importance as constraint on decision making persists, but their poten-
tial remains unchallenged. Callahan (2004:282 suggests that questions
about their effectiveness will not change “until companies [develop]
the means to integrate ethical values into daily routines.” The princi-
pal obstacle is that “many business leaders just don’t buy the idea that
more integrity means high profits” (Callahan, 2004:284).

It is difficult to assess the potential gains and losses of punish-
ment for offenders. There is reason to suppose, however, that white-
collar offenders may be positioned ideally for learning the lessons of
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imprisonment. Prison is painful for them in ways that differ from the
pains of the typical street offender (Braithwaite, 1989). Their ties to
conventional work trajectories are not as fragile and few serve sen-
tences so long that it destroys all they have achieved. Their resources
aid them in navigating the difficulties of reintegration and postrelease
supervision. The point of punishment is not to destroy lives by taking
so much that little can be achieved afterward. That can be justified for
only the most devastating crimes and unscrupulous offenders. But we
are far from reaching that point when it comes to how the fight
against white-collar crime now is waged. There is reason to believe that
many white-collar offenders could be humbled and turned from crime
by experiencing more certain and marginally more severe punish-
ment. Imprisonment should be used more often in the battle against
white-collar predators. If nothing else, it shocks and forces them to con-
front the fact that many people take their crime seriously. Those who
choose to offend deserve to be punished and to have their prospects
diminished by it. More would be turned away from crime if the unpleas-
antness and degradation of the most severe forms of punishment were
communicated credibly throughout the ranks of privileged citizens.

In calling for greater use of harsher sanctions, gratuitous pain is not
the object. Larger numbers of punished white-collar offenders are key,
not draconian increases in severity. Whether or not the contemporary
state is up to the challenge posed by increasing white-collar crime is
uncertain, but a strong effort will be needed to stem the tide. Lure is
changing and increasing, and awareness of it grows as well. The state
meanwhile sends morally limpid and permissive signals about its will-
ingness to fight white-collar crime, and globalization makes oversight
by nation states increasingly difficult. International initiatives fighting
white-collar crime are piecemeal and in their infancy.

The importance of a citizenry mobilized to insist upon greater over-
sight cannot be exagerrated. They must press for more credible and
effective controls on white-collar crime. Kagan and colleagues (2003)
show that oversight works best when it is coupled with active citizen
participation and the presence of stakeholders who pressure firms to
comply. In the absence of this it seems unlikely that they will be forth-
coming. This is an area of public policy where increased attention and
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investment is almost sure to yield worthwhile results. The war on street
crime has exacerbated inequities in the treatment of offenders to the
point that many citizens now see that there are two systems of jus-
tice in the United States. It is easy to point to the lack of significant
movement against white-collar crime. The lessons from rational-choice
theory make it sobering to imagine the long-term consequences if this
continues.
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